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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Problem 
The purpose of this the.sis is to present the results 
of a survey of the high-school texts of Shakespeare's 
Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet, undertaken to determine 
what emphasis the editor of each text had placed upon the 
ethical values attributed to Shakespeare by literary au-
thorities. In order to make the survey two problems had 
to be considered: (1) What are the ethical values attri-
buted to Shakespeare? (2) How are these ethical values 
emphasized in the high-school editions of the three 
tragedies? 
B. Limitation of the Problem 
The survey has been confined to the three tragedies, 
Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet as one or more of them 
are found in all high-school English curricula. There are 
a great many values presented in his other plays that are 
not presented in these three, but because of the nature of 
this survey those values have not been given cognizance. 
Further, in searching for the ethical values of the plays 
1 
--
in question it has been round that the authorities dirter 
concerning the values or the individual plays. It is not 
the purpose or this study to determine which authority has 
most correctly evaluated the ethics of the play but to 
determine how the various editors have presented any or all 
or these values. 
c. Research in the Field 
There appears to be no research in this field as this 
problem, as far as can be discovered, has no~ heretorore 
been definitely treated in any way. 
D. Value of the Survey 
At the present time such emphasis is placed on charac-
ter training in the classroom as to make quite worth while 
a discovery of the texts which are prepared to set before 
boys and girls those values that will emphasize character 
development in a wholesome and effective manner. In an 
article in School and Society for January 9, 19321 entitled 
"Training Teachers for Character Education" Dr. Henry 
Newnann says, 
In view of the difficulties attending a 
regularly scheduled direct moral instruc-
tion, it may often be found better that 
teachers utilize for moral ends subjects 
which are already set down in the curric-
ulum. Abundant moral values are there for 
2 
--
those who have the eye to see them, in 
literature, geography, history, science • 
• • • A study is useful if it fills a 
child's life with some enriching interest. 
It is most useful when such interests are 
worked over into high-grade ethical person-
ality. ( 45:39) 
And on page 606 of Teaching in Secondary Schools (2:606) 
Nelson L. Bossing says1 
Agencies devoted to character building have 
long recognized the potency of literature 
and biography as media through which to de-
velop new appreciational values for worthy 
attitudes and ideals already present with 
the student. 
The truth of these statements emphasizes the unparalleled 
opportunity of the editor in preparing a text of one of the 
tragedies of Shakespeare. 
E. Definition of Terms 
It may be well to define the term 'ethical values•. 
Ethics: Webster's !.!! International Dictionary says, 
2. The science of moral duty; more broadly, 
the science of the ideal human character. 
~he chief problems with which ethics deals 
concern the nature of the summum bonum, or 
highest good, the origin and validity of the 
sense of duty, and the character and author-
ity of moral obligation. 3. Moral princi-
ples, quality, or practice; ••• the moral 
of individual action or practice. (43:753) 
And it defines value as: 
'fhe property or aggregate properties of a 
thing by which it is rendered useful or 
desirable. 
3 
--
From these definitions it is understood that ethical 
values are those morals, or prinmiples of individual ac-
tion, that are useful or desirable. They may be useful in 
two ways, nrumely: (1) the observance or practice of such 
principles will result in the "highest good11 to the in-
dividual and to his associates;. (2) the failure to ob-
serve or practice them is followed by such dire consequences 
as to show by negation the action that will result in the 
":Q.ighest good." Therefore not only have such virtues as 
love, honesty, strength, etc.>been noted in the survey but 
their opposites--hate, dishonesty, weakness, etc.,- have 
also been recognized as definite ethical values. 
F. Materials 
To determine what ethical values are attributed to 
Shakespeare a study was made of essays and books written 
about Shakespeare and his works. There have been some 
several hundred books published on the dramatist and his 
plays. Some have been written by men of keen minds and 
logical thought, while others have been written by men of 
prejudice who have recorded ideas that may or may not have 
been logically sound. The next problem was to choose of 
the vast number of books those that were recognized as 
authorities on the subject. Consequently Dr. Zabel and 
Mr. Young of Loyola University were interviewed and from 
4 
-each was received a bibliography with which to work. A 
number of other books, that had been used by several of 
the authors listed in these two bibliographies, was also 
studied. From these selected books a study was made in 
which was discovered the various values each of the auth-
ors attributed to each of the three dramas. 
In answering the second question: How are these 
values presented in the high-school editions of the trag-
edies the most familiar texts were surveyed. There were 
twenty different editions of Julius Caesar, twenty-one of 
Macbeth, and seventeen of. Hamlet. Each of these books was 
carefully examined and the findings of the survey are pre-
sented in the third chapter. 
G. Method of Research 
Since there was no literature available on the sub--
ject the research was confined to the articles and books 
listed in the bibliographies described in the previous 
section. The survey was concerned with two problems: (1) 
What are the ethical values attributed to Shakespeare? 
and (2) How are these values emphasized in the high-school 
editions of Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet? These 
are presented in chapters II and III. 
The research required to answer these two questions 
involved three steps: (l) Compiling a working bibliography, 
--
(a) of recognized authorities on Shakespeare and his 
dramas; (b) of high-school editions of the dr~s, Julius 
Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet; (2) Determining how these val-
ues were.attributed to Shakespeare; (3) Determining how 
these values were emphasized in the three plays, Julius 
Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet. 
1. Compiling the working bibliography 
a. of recognized authorities on 
Shakespeare and his dramas 
This part of the bibliography was compiled from the 
two bibliographies obtained from Dr. Morton Zabel and Mr. 
James Young, supplemented with other books referred to by 
the authors of the two obtained bibliographies. Then each 
book was located in one of the city's various libraries. 
Each book was next catalogued on cards, and the cards were 
filed for ready reference. 
b. of high-school editions of the 
dramas, Julius Caesar, Macbeth, 
and Hamlet 
From the Catalogue £! American ~ Books was obtained 
a list of the various high-school editions of the three 
plays. These boolcs were secured from the various publish-
ers. The: list was next revised, omitting the books no long-
er published and adding new books which were now being pub-
6 
,...--
--------------------------------------------------~7~ 
lished in place of those discontinued. ~he books were 
grouped on shelves under their titles, Julius Caesar, 
Macbeth, and Hamlet, and cards were made for each book and 
filed for ready reference. 
2. Determining what ethical values were 
attributed to Shakespeare 
To determine what ethical values were attributed to 
1 Shakespeare the first forty-seven references in the bibli-
ography were carefully studied to discover what, if any, 
ethical values were attributed to the plays in question, 
namely: Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet. Special at-
tention was paid to those particular chapters or essays 
treating any one of the three plays individually. As each 
ethical value was noted and evaluated it was listed on a 
separate card with the specific quotation concerning it. 
In addition to the value and its specific quotation, the 
name of the author, the title of the book, and particular 
play in which the value was attributed were placed upon the 
card. These cards were first sorted according to the three 
plays. Next the cards for each play were sorted and filed 
according to the different values. Frequently a quotation 
-----------------------·------· ----
1. These books and articles were secured in the Loyola 
University Library, the Chicago Public Library, the 
Crerar Library, and the Newberry Library. 
8 
on a card referred to more than one value. These cards 
were cross-filed. From these cards a list of the values 
and the authors, attributing each·value, was made for eaCh 
play and from the lists two tables were constructed for each 
play, one showing the values found listed in the order of 
the frequency found and one showing the critics contribut-
ing the values listed in the order of the number of values 
attributed. This study is presented in Chapter II. 
3. Determining how these values were emphasized 
in the three plays, Julius 6aesar, Macbeth, 
and Hamlet 
To determine how the values were emphasized in each of 
the three plays, Julius Caesar, Macbet~: and Hamlet, each of 
the fifty-eight high-school texts or editions were studied. 
There were twenty editions of Julius Caesar, twenty-one ot 
Macbeth, and sevente~n of Hamlet. These books were obtain-
ed ~d became the working library for this study. The pre-
face, introduction, footnotes, and appendix.of each book 
were carefully studied, and Whenever an ethical value was 
mentioned by identification, comment, quotation, direct 
question, or project such mention was marked with red pen-
cil in the text and also recorded on a card. As the study 
of each book was completed a report of its treatment of the 
ethical values was made from the cards and checked against 
the red penciled marks in the text. When all the books for 
one play had been studied a list of each of the values em-
Phasized was made, and each of the texts emphasizing each 
value was also recorded. A table was constructed for each 
play, showing the editions and the exact values each edition 
emphasized. Histograms were made to present a comparison of 
the edi tiona. ~he histograms' -show the number of values em-
phasized and the number of methods used in making the em-
pnasis. This study is presented in Chapter III. 
H. Re-statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this thesis, therefore, is to present a 
survey that will show: 
1. What the ethical values attributed to Shakespeare 
by literary authorities are. 
2. How these values have been presented or emphasized 
in the high-school editions of Julius Caesar, 
Macbeth, and Hamlet. 
9 
CHAPTER II 
THE ETHICAL VALUES ATTRIBUTED TO SHAKESPEARE 
AS FOUND IN JULIUS CAESAR, MACBETH, 
AND HAMLET 
A. Does Shakespeare present ethical values? 
Since ethical values are those morals, or principles 
of individual action, that are useful or desirable, it is 
easy to see that the relation of the study of literature to 
the study of morals is one phase of the basic study of lit-
erature. The possibilities of presenting the relation be-
tween the study of literature and the study of morals are 
almost unlimited. Baker in his Principles £! Secondarl 
Education says, 
No other kind of expression has summed 
up so directly and so compactly as En-
glish literature has done the ideas and 
forces which have exerted influence upon 
the thought of the English people. Any 
adequate study of the monuments of En-
glish literatpre must consequently and 
of necessity lead over into a consider-
ation of moral ideas. (1:362) 
If Shakespeare is carefully studied, he is found to 
stand out as a great moral teacher. Ferris-Gettemw says, 
That he is a moralizer no one will cla~; 
10 
~·---------------------, 
-
that he is thouroughly moral we think 
must be evident to every careful student. 
If he is to paint life universal and com-
plete, he cannot eschew immoral characters, 
but he can and does show his morality in 
the handling of these characters; he nev-
er paints them in colors so attractive 
as to make them models for i~tation. 
In each case the character must sustain 
itself; • • • If it is necessary to ex-
pose a hideous pbase of life, that it 
may be condemned and thus serve as a 
l~sson, Shakespeare does not hesitate to 
expose it. Vice may be pardoned but not 
condoned. • • He never confounds vice 
with virtue. ·(19:88) 
He presents in his tragedies the operation of a free 
will. His characters which are neither good nor bad move 
helplessly across life's stage to their reward or ruin. 
11 
They are men and women, essentially human, whose experiences 
correspond with our own. Habits and passions do influence 
the individual choice, but each character is permitted to 
acquire his own virtues or vices. He may 11 himself' the prim-
rose path of' dalliance tread" if he so desires, and each 
character has enough goodness in him to show what he might 
have been had his baser impulses not caused his destruction. 
Each virtue or vice shapes the destiny of him who permits 
it to dominate his life. Sidney Lee says, 
There is genuine danger of reading into 
Shakespeare's plots and characters more 
direct ebhical signific~ee th~m 1a real-
ly there. Dramatic art never consciously 
nor systematically serves obvious purposes 
of morality, save to its own detriment. 
~-r-------------------, 
12 
Nevertheless there is not likely to be 
much disagreement with the general asser-
tion that Shakespeare's plo~and charac-
ters involuntarily develop under his hand 
in conformity with the straightforward 
requirements of moral law. He upholds 
the broad canons of moral truth with con-
sistency, even severity. There is no 
mistaking in his works on which side 
lies the right. He never renders vice 
amiable. Wickedn~ss is always wickedness 
in Shakespeare, and never something else. 
His plays never present problems as to 
whether vice is not after all in certain 
conditions the sister of virtue. 
Shakespeare never shows vice in the twi-
light, nor leaves the spectator or read-
er in doubt as to what its features pre-
cisely are. Vice injures him who prac-
tices it in the Shakespearean world, and 
ultimately proves his ruin. One cannot 
play with vice with impunity. {28:164) 
Dowden tells us that tragedy was understood by 
Shakespeare to present the ruin or restoration of the soul, 
and of the life of man. He conceived its subject to be the 
struggle of good and evil in the world, and he insists that 
a man reaps as he sows. 
The supremacy of the moral laws was ac-
knowledged by Shakespeare in the minut-
est as well as in the ~reatest concerns 
of human life. (15:16) 
Shakespeare cast his plummet into the 
sea of human sorrow and wrong and loss. 
He studied evil. He would let none of 
that dark side of life escape from him. 
He denied none of the bitterness, the 
sins, the calamity, of the world ••• 
But at the same time he retained his 
loyalty to good. (15:42) 
~------~------------------------~~ 13 
Grant tells us that Shakespeare hated sin but felt 
that it had its destined place in the organization of the 
world. To him it was not so nru.ch rebellion against God as 
a wrong done by the body against the soul. (20:83) 
Sidney Lee says that ethical systems are made of such 
things as character, thought, passion, and emotion. And as 
Shakespeare combined them in portraying the whole of life, 
the good and bad together, he brings forth ~ wealth of evi-
dence relative to ethical experience. His plays are full of 
ethical utterances that involuntarily uform the framework of 
a political and moral philosophy, which for clear-eyed srun-
ity is without a rival. 11 {28:151) 
Thus research shows that all authorities agree that 
Shakespeare's plays do present certain moral or ethical 
values. The question is what are these values? 
B. Ethical Values As Found in 
Julius Caesar 
A careful study of the literary authorities reveals 
that Julius Caesar presents certain moral or ethical values. 
These values are: 
1. Weakness 
In his book The Essential Shakespeare John Dover Wilson 
says that the tragedy of Julius Caesar is of good and not 
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of evil. (44:120) 
Brandes declares that Brutus is conscious of the weak-
ness of the basis of his action for he can only reason that 
if Caesar is to be slain it is not for what he has done but 
for what he may do in the future. {5:169) 
And another illustrati~n of weakness~ as pointed out 
by Moulton~ is in Caesar himself. While he has ''1nfini te 
resources of intellect and loftiness of moral pow~r, the 
whole concentrated in the government of men and the found-
ing of empire for Rome'' he has no inner life and "when he 
is seen apart from service to the state he exhibits~ not 
wrongness but weakness •••• And~ when the great ruler of men 
seeks to adapt himself to the individualities of the mob, he 
finds himself bewildered, vacillating and without resources." 
(35:126) 
Snider writes~ 
Opposite the universal Oaesar ••• 
stands the individual Caesar with all 
the weaknesses~ caprices, and follies 
of the finite individual. Even his 
bodily ailments are vividly set forth 
• • • Then follow a whole train of 
spiritual infirmities. Be is super-
stitious, though a philosopher; he has 
fear~ though a soldier. Indeed he has 
the worst kind of fear; he is afraid 
of being afraid. This last trait is 
the direct menns whereby he is en-
trapped~ and led to death. (39:149) 
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Brooke in speaking of Shakespeare says, . 
• • • even if he sympathizes with the 
political ideas of Brutus, he as plain-
ly did not sympathize with his weakness 
in action, w~th his inability to govern 
or to manage men. His representation of 
Brutus both before and after the death 
of Caesar, is of a man totally unfit to 
handle events or to direct a State. 
Shakespeare may have thought it right 
to oppose despotism, but even despotism 
was better than anarchy. (7:64) 
2. Ambition 
Ambition while in itself a virtue often becomes a 
weakness by reason of its great strength. When ambition so 
J 
controls the mind that it loses its true perspective, then 
ambition ceases to be a virtue and like vice works ruin in 
the soul. Ambition makes Caesar arrogant, and this arro-
gance is his undoing. "A haughty spirit goeth before a 
fall," says the old proverb. 
Thus we have Caesar most blown with ar-
rogance and godding it in the loftiest 
style when the daggers of the assassins 
are on the very point of leaping at him. 
(21:8) 
Snider writes that his ambition was the driving power 
that made his spirit become the World-Spirit, but it was 
too great for his personal character "which breaks down 
under the burden." In his efforts to live up to the great-
ness of the World-Spirit 11he has become a god to himself." 
tion& 
He shows pride, nay, insolence toward the 
gods and want o£ mercy toward men. His 
greatness is really too great for his per-
sonal character. He might be merciful, 
yes, humble, and still be.conscious of his 
greatness ••• Genius may'be a devil or an 
angel--a devil that blasts the personal 
character' or an, angel that makes it per-
feet, giving to it a grandeur and univer-
sality not its own, as was the ease with 
Socrates, with Washington. In fact gen-
ius is always destructive unless it be 
tamed and trained into adjustment to the 
individual side of its own existence. 
Here Caesar showed ~s weakness and was 
tragic, but men can have genius and live. 
Burgess quotes the following lines to i],lustrate ambi-
Ambition's debt is paid ••• 
0 mighty Caesar\ dost thou lie so l.ow? 
Are all thy conquests, glories, triumphs, spoils, 
Shrunk to this little measure? 
Julius Caesar, 3:1 (8:119) 
3. Conscience 
Conscience, man's power to distinguish fr()m right and 
wrong, is never overlooked by Shakespeare. A true ereattlr 
he has endowed each of his characters with one which drives 
its possessor either to peace and happiness or to anguiab 
and ruin. 
G. Wilson Knight in his book, ~ Wheel of ~~ (26: 
132) says that conscience would prevent Brutus from assas-
sinating Caesar. Brutus sighs, 
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I know no personal cause to spurn at him 
But '£or the general • • • (~. ~., II. i .11) 
And later after the assassination it is his conscience that 
prevails upon him to risk no further bloodshed and to grant 
Antony the right to speak in Caesar's funeral. So Brutus 
in an attempt to ease his outraged conscience makes the 
fatal errors that determine his doWDrall. 
Hudson, too., sees the working of conscience in the 
conduct o'£ Brutus. (21:253) He has so wrenched ~s heart 
that the memory of his deed is 11 a thorn in his side," amd 
he is never quite himself again, but constantly struggles 
to make attonement with his conscience. 
Stoll says that "though Brutus acts with a good con-
science his conduct is unjustifiable." (41:107) And it is 
conscience, according to Burgess, (8:128) that makes Brutus 
say, 
Between the acting of a dreadful thing 
And the first motion, all the interim is 
Like a phantasma, or a hideous dream: 
The genius and the mortal instruments 
Ar.e then in council: and the state of man 
Like to a little kingdom, suffers then 
The !lature of an insurrection. -~· .£!!.., 2:1 
4. Remorse 
When Brutus stabbed Caesar, he 11 planted in his own up• 
right and gentle nature a germ of remorse, which, gathering 
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strength from every subsequent adversity, came to embody 
itself in imaginary sights and sounds, 11 says Hudson. 
(21:253) 
5o Altruism 
18 
One compelling principle in the philosophy of life is 
altruism, that strange intangible something that sets itself 
up in man's nature in direct opposition to egoism. Altru-
ism, says Sharp, 11 is a calm regard for anothers 1 good which 
is capable of moving to action." (38:7) 
Ideals of what is due as between friend 
and friend, servant and master, benefit-
ed and benefactor and in general those 
who stand in some exceptionally close re-
lation to each other are uniformly set 
very higb. • • Altruism is not a cr~ed 
of complete self abnegation. For some 
at least o.f the most alt~uistic charac-
ters distinctly recognize the existence 
of a proper limit to service. (~. eit.:25) 
s. Honor 
Honor is one of the virtues. Sharp reminds us that 
Great as the emphasis placed upon self-
forgetfulness may sometimes be, there 
is one personal good the desire for 
which is represented as not merely le-
gitimate under all circumstances but 
also as a moral constituent of the ideal 
character. This good is Honor. (38:10) 
Yet honor is a virtue out of which may grow a great evil. 
It was the great controlling power over Brutus. Snider 
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(39:164) says that we may call it Brutus•.s word for it 
shapes his destiny. He can 11 set honor in one eye and 
death in the other," and he says, "I love the name of honor 
more than I fear death." When he joins the conspirators he 
considers honor more binding than an oath and in addressing 
the people over Caesar' body he makes his appeal through 
honor. 
Believe me for mine honor, and have respect 
for mine honor- that you may believe. 
Julius Caesar, III.ii 
Ans still following his vision he dies believing that it is 
even the honor of a servant to help his master die, for he 
says, 
Thy life hath some smack of honor in it: 
Hold then my sword. 
But to Brutus honor is a strange thing. While Cassius 
recognizes that it is a virtue characteristic of Brutus he 
says in irony, 
Well Brutus thou art noble; yet I see 
Thy honorable metal may be wrought 
From what it is disposed. 
Antony also recognized that it was a quality belonging to 
Brutus, but he understood that Brutus's Honor lacked some-
thing of honor in it, and so he was able to use it 11 aa a 
weapon of cutting irony, 'For Brutus is an honorable man.'" 
In his discussion of Brutus's honor Snider writes: 
~------------------------------~ 
Now what does Brutus mean by his Honor? 
• • • Antony and Cassius looked upon this 
fundamental trait of Brutus with some de-
gree of irony. Brutus was a student, a 
philosopher; he cultivated himself on the 
moral side or his nature. Personal integ-
rity he had, and a lofty self-reverence, 
for which we admire him; but this self-
reverence turned easily to self-righteous-
ness, and we behold in Brutus the moral. 
ego developed to its last potence of self 
assertion. He always overruled Cassius 
to the injury of the common cause. His 
Honor, then must be called moral Egoism, 
\d:dch sees. its own r._igij.t, but the~Qng 
of everybody else, who had a different 
opinion. 
This Honor indicates the strong point of 
Brutus' character, till it reaches an ex-
cess which overwhelms him and his cause. 
(39:165-6) 
The very honor that should have kept him from joining the 
conspirators made Brutus yield to Cassius's appeal. 
7. Egoism 
Snider found Brutus's honor was really egoism. (~. 
£1!.:165-6) And Brandes found Caesar so possessed by it 
that he became a braggart, rejoicing in flattery and talk-
ing pompously and arrogantly until he acts incautiously 
and unintelligently. {5:307) 
8. Morality - Idealism 
Brandes attributes Brutus's actions to the fact that 
he 11 is a strict moralist." When Brutus has once assured 
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himself that his motives are pure, he becomes the leader of 
the conspirators, and his only concern is an excessive 
caution "lest any stain should mar the purity of his char-
" acter. 
The quarrel and reconciliation between 
Brutus and Cassius in the fourth act is 
significant because it gives a many-sided 
picture of the two leading characters--
sternly upright Brutus, who is shocked 
at the means employed by Cassius to raise 
the money without which their campaign 
cannot be carried on, and Cassius, a 
politician entirely indifferent to mor-
al scruples, but equally unconcerned as 
to his own personal advantage. ~he 
scene is profound because it presents 
to us the necessary consequences of the 
law-defying rebllious act. (5:323) 
Brooke points out that according to Shakespeare uThe · 
pure political idealist, like Brutus, is absolutely at sea 
the moment he has destroyed the government of G·aesar. 11 
This he says is the lesson of the play. (7:62) He further 
calls attention to Brutus's moral excelleDce. 
Even his enemies thought more highly of 
him than he thought of himself. They 
mark bis isolation; his care only for 
the connnon good, not for himself; his 
tenderness, the many-sided fullness of 
the man. 
This was the noblest Roman of them all: 
All the conspirators, save only he, 
Did that they did in envy of great Caesar; 
He only, in the general henest thought 
And common good to all, made one of them. 
~--------------------------------------------------------~2~2~ 
His lire was gentle, and the elements 
So mixed in him, that Nature might stand up 
And say to all the world, 'This was a man.' 
Hudson writes that Brutus has enriched his mind and so 
fortified himself with the best in Philosophy that he has 
acquired all the virtues that make a man win the respect of 
his friends both in public and in private and possesses that 
11 sensitiveness and-delicacy of principle that cannot bosom 
the slightest stain." (21:246) 
"Brutus is the moral man, 11 declared Snider. 
The honor, sincerity and nobleness or 
the man, the purity or his motives, his 
unimpeachable integrity in a corrupt age, 
the perfect fulfilment of every duty of 
the citizen, are b~ought out in their 
glowing colors; even his family relations 
are introduced to crown the moral beauty 
of his character. {39:199) 
According to Dowden, Brutus held a wholly ethical view 
of life. He practiced habitual self-restraint, was always 
courteous, and desired to vindicate himself by the sincerity 
or his explanation. Because o~ his own rectitude he could 
no~ understand the base racts or lire or comprehend the 
little soul. 
The life of Brutus, as the lives or 
such men must be, was a good life, in 
spite or its disastrous fortunes. He 
had found no man who was not true to 
him. And he had lmown Portia. The 
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idealist was predestined to failure in 
the positive world. But for h~ the 
true failure would have been diSloyalty 
to his ideals. Of such failure he suf-
fered none. The purest wreath of vic-
tory rests on the forehead of the de-
feated conspirator. (15:257, 259, 272) 
Crump does not find Brutus a tragic figure, for he is 
an idealist, noble, unselfish, and philosophic. Because he 
lacks practical ability his plot fails. Because his ideals 
are more limited than his ideas he irr~gines that others 
possess the same virtues which he finds in his own life. 
{13:119} 
And Chambers says, "Brutus the idealist gets the worst 
of it." (10:189} 
9. Outer versus Inner Life 
Moulton calls attention to the antithesis of the outer 
and inner life in the philosophy of Shakespeare. The poet 
has expressed this antithesis through Brutus and Caesar. 
Each is striving to follow his own ideas of the right. 
Moulton was unable to see "any personal or corrupt motive 
either in Caesar or his great opponent." 
Brutus, at innn.ense cost to himself, 
slays the friend he loves in order as 
he thinks, to save the country he loves 
better. And Caesar is seeking absolute 
power--which the constitution of Rome 
recognized to some extent in its dicta-
~ 
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torship--simply with the view of doing 
for Rome itself the service of organiz-
ation he had done outside for the Roman 
Empire. (35:125) 
Masefield understands the poet to present in this 
drama "the working of Fate who prompts to niurder, uses the 
murderer, and then destroys him," but not without the 
struggle between the outer and inner life. (31:154-6) 
10. Individuality 
Out of this struggle between the outer and inner life 
of man develops a certain force of individuality that must 
be reckoned with, a force that depends upon the balance in 
the individualit1 of the outer and inner life. Caesar 
identifying himself with the· state has no inner life, hence 
the weakness in his individuality. Brutus restrains his 
inner life by his stoicism and so ~rushes out his personal-
ity. Cassius would seem on first study to represent an in-
dividuality that is wholly dominated by devotion to the 
state, but on further study it is found to be, not as out-
wardly appears, but as Moulton says, "a fanatic's idealized 
equality." 
All the difference petween"mam and man 
made by genius and achievement he ig-
nores; paradoxically, his individuality 
shows itself in a theory that objects 
to individuality even when it has taken 
the form of service to the state. · (36:126) 
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Since these lives are without balance they go down in 
weakness--their ruin brought about by the force of outraged 
individuality, and Bnutus before he dies recognizes that 
Julius Caesar is mighty after death. 
11. Self-Mastery 
"Men at some times are masters of their f'ates,u says 
~assius. (I.ii.l39-41) 
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, 
But in ourselves that we are underlings. 
And in this Sidney Lee sees that, 
Hereditary predispositions, the accidents 
of environment, are not insuperable; they 
can be neutralized by .force of will, by 
character. (28:166) 
And Dowden saw that Brutus bent his efforts upon gaining 
self-mastery. (15:237) 
Portia strove for self-mastery and thought after in-
flicting the wound in her thigh that she had attained it. 
But later, as Brandes points out 
When it comes to the point, she nan 
neither hold her tongue nor control 
herself. She betrays her anxiety and 
uneasiness to the boy Lucius, and her-
self exclaims, 
I have a man's mind, but a woman's might 
How hard it is for woman to keep counsell 
(5:320) 
L----------------~ 
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12. Duty 
E. E. Stoll in his Shakespeare Studies says that 
Brutus acts frow some lofty and solemn sense of duty. He 
is a reformer, though without a course or motive. (41:107) 
And Brandes writes: 
Brutus is at war with himself ••• His 
comrads summon him to action, but he 
hears no answering aunnnons from within. 
He shrinks with horror from his task. 
He says, 
Brutus had rather be a villager 
~an to repute himself a son of Rome 
Under these hard conditions as thds time 
Is like to lay upon us. (I.ii.169) 
His noble nature is racked by these 
doubts and uncertainties ••• Brutus, 
with his delicate, reflective nature, 
(is) bent on obeying the dictates of 
duty. ( ~;316) 
Dowden finds the ideal of duty predominant in Brutus. '15: 
237) Hudson says that Brutus t s great .fault lies in believ-
ing it is his duty to meddle with things that he does not 
understand. (21:246) 
13. Pride 
Among the virtues that may serve mankind for good or 
evil is Pride. When it consists of a proper sense of per-
sonal dignity and worth it contributes to man's conducting 
himself honorably among his fellow men. But pride may pass 
L'-------____J 
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from honorable self-respect to inordinate self-esteem, arro-
gance, or superciliousness. It is this latter form of pride 
that is dominating the life of Brutus. 
Brooke writes: 
What Shakespeare has made of the exist-
ing Caesar is What a man becomes who 
having been great thinks his will divine, 
even .the· mastlir of Fate; and ta~l1q in-
to that temper the Greeks called inso-
lence, becomes the fool of Vanity and 
the scorn of the gods who leave him to 
·relentless Destiny. (7:65) 
He further says, 
Caesar enters in triumph. A Short dia-
logue, quick and crisp, sketches the pride, 
the superstition, the insolentia of 
Caesar--the temper of onw whom the gods 
have doomed; the flattery which has 
brought him to this point of foolishness; 
the pride which could not conceive that 
misfortune or death could touch him. 
(_!E. ill·:71) 
Knight finds that Oassius wins Brutus to the cause of 
the conspiracy and eventually to his own undoing by an ap-
peal to his personal pride. (26:136) And Brandes points 
out that Brutus who is of uncompromising character and 
principle is too proud to be prudent. (5:319} 
14. Love - Pity 
Love and pity are recognized, according to Sharp 
(38:6-7), as inciting forces to service and as restraints 
~-------____J 
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upon selfishness and passion. Brutus found his pity for the 
general wrong of Rome greater than his pity for his friend. 
15. Purity 
It is Hudson who emphasizes the purity of Brutus's 
heart, whiCh makes him suppose that others will feel as he 
reels and see as he sees; and that because he knows that 
others can trust him he trusts others. (21:248) And 
Brandes writes: 
As soon as the murder is resolved upon, 
however, Brutus assured of the purity of 
his motives, stands proud and almost un-
concerned in the midst of the conspira-
tors. Far too unconcerned, indeed; for 
though he has not shrunk in principle 
from the doctrine that one cannot will 
the end without willing the means, he 
yet shrinks, upright and unpractical as 
he is, from employing means which seem 
to him either too base or too unscrup-
ulous ••• And when it is ~~o~osed that 
Antony shall be killed along with Caesar, 
a necessary step, to which, as a politi-
cian, he was bound to consent, he re-
jects it out of humanity: "our course 
will seem too bloody, Caius Cassius." 
(5:317) 
16. Constancy 
That Brutus is constant and loyal to his ideals is the 
opinion of Dowden. (15:237) And Burgess quoted Brutus as 
saying, 
l'---~------' 
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My heart doth juy, that yet in all my life 
I found no man but he was true to me. 
Julius Gaesar, v.v. (8:140) 
17. Virtue or Moral excellence 
Hudson attributed the committing of the "gravest or 
crimes 11 by Brutus to misplaced virtue. (21:246) After 
stating that Brutus, being the man he was, could only do 
what he did under some sort of delusion he writes: 
Yet the character of' Brutus is full or 
beauty and sweetness. In all the rela-
tions of'._life he is upright, gentle and 
pure; of' a sensitiveness and delicacy of' 
principle that cannot bosom the slightest 
stain; his mind enriched and :t:ortif'ied 
with the best extractions of philosophy: 
a man adorned with all the virtues which 
in public and private, at home and in 
the circle of friends, win respect arld 
charm the heart. (£2• ~.:252) 
And Dowden says, 
Yet it was better that Brutus should 
die with foiled purpose at Philippi 
than that he should sully the bright-
ness of his virtue by the stain of what 
seemed to him needless bloodshedding • 
• • • The gift with which Brutus en-
riched the world was the gift of him-
self, a soul of incorruptible virtue. 
(15:263) 
18. Nobility 
Dowden sees nobility in the relations.of' Portia and 
Brutus, and the nobility of Portia makes Brutus's love tor 
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her almost a religion. (15:263) Hudson, too, finds nobil-
itY in the character of Portia. He says she 11has strength 
enough to do and suffer for others, but very little for 
41> II bersel.J.. (21:253) 
Brandes finds nobility in Brutus, tor "His comrades 
summon him to action, but he hears no answering summons 
from within" • • • He shrinks with horror from his task and 
says, 
Brutus had rather be a villager 
Than to repute himself a son of Rome 
Under these hard conditions as this time 
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Is like to lay .upon us ••• (Julius Caesar, I.ii.) 
His noble nature is racked by these doubts and uncertain-
ties. (5:169) 
And Brooke gives the two following cryptic sentences: 
As a politician Antony is wise and Brutus 
a fool. As a man Brutus is noble and 
Antony ignoble--and yet not quite ignoble. 
('7:81) 
19. Fortitude 
Fortitude is that strength of mind which enables man 
to endure pain or adversity. Portia, says Hudson, has a 
clear idea of the fortitude which appears so noble in 
Brutus, but she cannot live it. (21:254) 
rr 
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20. Womanliness 
It is Mrs. Jameson who points out that 
Portia • • • is hut a softened reflec-
tion of that of her husband Brutus ••• 
In Portia there is the same pro.found 
and passionate feeling, and all her sex's 
softness and timidity, held in check 
by that self-discipline, that stately 
dignity which she thought became a woman 
uso .father 1d and so husbanded." (23:252-3) 
21. Softness 
Moulton finds softness to be an intimate part of 
Brutus's charac.ter. It asserts itself in his love of art, 
music, and philosophy. "These tastes are among his strong-
est passions. 11 Even on the eve of battle he longs .for the 
tones of. his page'·s lyre, and eases his mind with his book. 
Again it is seen in his considerateness for his dependents, 
as Shown by his tenderness toward his sleeping page and in 
his insisting nthat the me·n who watch in his tent shall lie 
down instead of standing as discipline would require." 
(34:173) 
22. Hypocrisy 
The lack of some virtues have become so well known by 
their negative values as to r~ceive classification of their 
own. Thus the lack of sincerity or the presence of insin-
cerity is more adequately termed hypocrisy. 
31 
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Brandes finds that Brutus's weakness leads him to ad-
vocate hypocrisy. \Vhile talking to himself he says, 
And, since the quarrel 
Will bear no colour for the thing he is, 
Fashion it thus: That what he is, augmented 
Would run to these and these extremities. (II.i.) 
And later to the conspirators his advice is, 
And let our hearts, as subtle masters do, 
Stir up their servants to an act of rage, 
And after seem to chide 'em. 
By this he means that they are to do their murdering as 
decently as possible, and afterwards lament it. (5:317) 
Burgess quotes the following passage as an illustration of 
hypocrisy: 
There are no tricks in plain and simple faith; 
But hollow men, like horses hot at hand, 
Make gallant Show and promise of their mettle, 
But when they should endure the bloody spur, 
They fall their crests, and, like deceitful jades, 
Sink in the trial. Julius Caesar, 4:2 (8:162) 
Cassius also practices hypocrisy. Taking advantage of their 
weaknesses, he deceives both Brutus and Gasca. Snider says, 
He has declared that to be true which 
he himself could not believe, especially 
to Gasca; He ha.s la.fd a most unright-
eous snare for poor Brutus, by writing 
him anonymous letters, • • • he designs 
the assassination of a human being--&n 
act which can hardly be justified from 
any purely moral point of view. (39:196) 
23. Treachery and Ingratitud$ 
Brutus reasons that if Caesar is to be slain it is not 
for what he has done but for what he may do in the future. 
This reasoning is traitorous to the gratitude he bears 
Caesar and keeps him in torment but does not prevent bda 
treacherously slaying his best friend. This trait is em-
phasized by Brandes, (5:316) and Masefield writes that 
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Brutus shows base personal ingratitude and treachery when 
he allows himself to be deluded into murder by an envious 
friend and by his belief that he is saving Rome. (31:154-6) 
Burgess finds the following line in Julius Caesar, 3:2 
Ingratitude, more strong than traitor's arms. 
(8:152) 
24. Envy - Hate 
Hudson conceives Cassius motivated by envy and hatred 
of Caesar. To him Cassius's scornful rerilarks concerning 
Caesar are ample proof of such motives. (21:252) And 
Masefield says that B-rutus was deluded into murder by an 
envious friend. {31:154) Brooke declares that 
Cassius is consumed with envy of Caesar; 
and the bitter hatred of envy appears in 
the stories he tells of Caesar's physical 
weakness--anything to degrade the image 
of the man he hates •• • Every blunt word 
of Gasca lays bare his embittered and 
jealous heart ••• Finally the hate and 
envy of Cassius breaks out into that 
impassioned speech by which he bursts 
open the heart of Casca, and claims him 
as a brother in his envy--and in his 
conspiracy. (7:72-5) 
Crump, too, finds Cassius dominated by hate. 
He is moved iD.:ore·by:passion than by 
thought. He kills Gaesar because he 
hates him. (13:121) 
25. Liberty 
34 
Moulton points out that the conspirators claimed to be 
the men who gave their country liberty, but their idea of 
liberty was to free Rome from Julius Caesar· who was seeking 
power for Rome's sake. ~he effect of their act was to de-
.. 
liver Rome to Antony and Octavius who were seeking power 
only for themselves. (35:127) 
Brooke observes that it was through Brutus's love of 
liberty that Cassius made his effective appeal. 
First, it is discontent with Fate that 
he touches. • • That note does not 
touch Brutus. Then he tries ambition. 
That also does not affect him either. 
last he sounds the note or the ancient 
liberty of Rome--
• • At 
There was a Brutus once that would have brook1 d 
The eternal devil to keep his state in Rome 
As easily as a king. 
That echoes in the soul of Brutus. (7:72) 
Shakespeare lay bare this soul, restless-
ly ranging over motives, possibilities, 
causistries, and settling finally into 
the resolve to slay for the general 
good the man he loves; not because Caesar 
has done anything as yet against liberty, 
but because he may-~and, 1 lest he may, 
I will prevent him.'' (_££. cit.:76) 
26. Righteousness versus Efficiency 
Chambers thinks that ''the theme of Julius Caesar is 
righteousness matched against efficiency.il And in the 
struggle righteousness shows itself "clearly impotent in 
the unequal contest;.:'~ (10:154) 
In the spiritual order the triumph of 
efficiency over righteousness is tragic 
stuff, the stand of freedom against 
tyranny is elementary righteousness, 
and in Brutus the conscience of freedom 
is personified. 1This was the noblest 
Roman of them alll 1 
27. Justice 
"Justice to the innocent, 11 Moulton says, 11 is the au-
preme claim of the individual; it is here sacrificed to 
policy, a claim of the sta.te. 11 ( 35:127) 
"Brutus engages in the conspiracy on grounds of ab-
stract and ideal justice," says Hudson. (21:251) And 
Masefield calls attention to an avenging justice that makes 
life's scales even. (31:154) 
28. Tyranny 
Chambers finds Caesar is a tyrant and Brutus in his 
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murdering of Caesar represents humanity's revolt against 
the ·superman who when stripped of all his armor and placed 
in a peaceful camnunity is nothing more than a plain ty-
rant. {10:148-154) 
29. Patriotism 
Brutus, Hudson feels acted under the delusion that it 
was his patriotic duty to kill Caesar. 
At least he is a real patriot, every 
inch of him. But his patriotism is of 
the speculative kind and dwells where 
~is whole character has been chiefly 
formed, in a world of poetical and phil-
osophic ideals. {21:248) 
Snider attributes Gassius 1 s conduct to patroitism also. 
His highest end was the State, and every 
thing which came into conflict with this 
end had to be subordinated. • • When 
Cassius no longer has this end in view 
he is as moral as any man would require--
in fact, an exemplary character. (39:197) 
30. Consistency versus Inconsistency 
Concerning Brutus's apparent inconsistency Snider 
writes: 
The poet ••• makes Brutus consistent 
in his inconsistency for Brutus is the 
extremely moral man who commits the most 
immoral deed known to men in the very 
excess of his morality. (39:173) 
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31. Intellect 
With all his philosophy Brutus does not seem able to 
use his intellect. Hudson says he is "a wise man acting 
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most unwisely, because his wisdom knew not its place." (21: 
248) And Snider says, 
Brutus is not able to subordinate the 
variousspheres of ethical du~y when 
they come in conflict • • • T e trouble 
is wi~rutus* head--not his heart. 
tie intends to do right, only he does not 
do it. He acts not so m~ch in opposi-
tion to, as outside of, his real in-
tellectual convictions; for mark, he is 
not all inwardly convinced by his own 
specious reasonings. He gets befogged 
and lost ••• Brutus is a man of in-
tense morEl susceptibility, yet of 
small mental caliber; the result is 
that his mistakes and (what is worse) 
his transgressions are appalling. (39:203) 
He further writes that Brutus is not blamed because he was 
ignorant but because he did not know he was ignorant. He 
was a good citizen, a good husband, and a good man. 
But anyone of these three relations may 
come into conflict with the others ••• 
If a man has not subordinated these spheres 
into a system--which can be done only by 
intelligence--he cannot tell which cause to 
pursue ••• Hence such a person can only 
be inconsistent, vacillating, contradic-
tory in his actions •. (39:213) 
32. Retribution 
In Shakespeare as in life one must experience the 
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consequences of his acts. So, as Brandes points out, Brutus 
is overtaken in the end of the play by the recoil of his 
deed. 
He consented to murder out of n·oble dis-
interested and patriotic motives; never-
theless he is struck down by its conse-
quences, and pays for it with his happiness 
and his life. (5:323) 
c. Ethical Values Found in Macbeth 
Macbeth must be equally full of ethical values if 
Masefield 1 s evaluation of the plays is any criterion. As 
he points out the resemblances of Macbeth to Julius Caesar 
he writes: 
In both plays Shakespeare is considering 
the conception, the doing, and the re-
sults of a violent act. In both plays 
this act is the murder of the head of a 
state. In neither ease is he deeply in-
terested in the victim. Shakespeare's 
imagination broods on the fact that the 
killers were deluded into murder, Macbeth 
by an envious wife and the belief that 
Fate meant him to be king, Brutus by an 
envious friend and the belief that he was 
saving Rome ••• The mind <d' the poet 
follows them from the moment when the 
guilty thought is prompted tbDuugh the 
agony and exhltation of-'dreadftil"'acts;: 
to the ungappiness that dogs the treach-
erous, till Fate's just sword falls in 
vengeance. (31:154-56} 
1. Ambition 
Ambition may be a worthy desire to achieve something 
great and good, or it may be an inordinate desire for power 
or distinction for its own sake. It is this latter desire 
that is ignoble, selfish, and harmful, and it is this de-
sire that seems to dominate both Macbeth ftnd Lady Macbeth. 
Knight in The vY.heel of Fire notes that Macbeth contem-
plating the excellences of Duncan sees that his virtues are 
as 'angels trumpet-tongued' to plead against the crime and 
concludes by crying, 
I have no spur 
~o pr!ck the sides of my intent, but only 
Vaulting ambition, which o 1 erleaps itself 
And falls on the other side. l.viii.25 
11 He is perfectly aware," writes Knight, 11 o.f the futility of 
such 1 ambition 1 J yet he can find no other name." (26:136) 
Snider says, 
Imagination still rules him, though he 
also speaks abstractly of his tempta-
tion as "vaulting &mbition.". • But this 
ambition uoverleaps itself and falls on 
the other side." (40:241) 
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Dowden says, 11 Macbeth, made for subordination, is the victim 
of a terrible and unnatural ambition.u (15:114) Hudson 
agrees that uhe is wickedly ambitious, but not meanly .false;" 
and .finds much truth in Lady Macbeth's description of him. 
Thou would be great 
Art not without ambition, --but without 
The illness should attend'it: what thou wouldst 
highly; 
That wouldst thou holily; wouldst not play false 
And yet wouldst wrongly win. 
And of Lady Macbeth he writes: 
In the structure and working of her mind 
and moral frame, Lady Macbeth is the op-
posite of her husband; ••• she differs 
from him in just the right way to supple-
ment him. Of firm, sharp, wiry; matter-
of-fact intellect, doubly charged with 
energy of will, she has little in common 
with him save a red-hot ambition. (21:338) 
Chambers, too, thinks that temptation comes to both 
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth in the guise of ambition, "The 
subtlest form in which it can approach high souls." (10: 
238) 
In referring to Lady Macbeth, Mrs. Jameson writes: 
It is good to behold and to tremble at the 
possible result of the noblest faculties 
uncontrolled or perverted. True it is, 
that the ambitious women of these civi~­
lized times do not nmrder sleeping kings: 
but are there, therefore, no Lady Macbeths 
in the world? No women-who under the in-
fluence of a diseased of excited appetite 
for power or distinction, would sacrifice 
the happiness of a daughter, the fortunes 
of a husband, the principles of a son, 
and peril their own souls? (22.:440) 
And Stoll finds ambition more evidep.t in Lady Macbeth; so 
much so 11 that she seeks the favour and benediction of the 
powers of evil before the deed." (41:107) 
2. Conscience 
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Although Macbeth and Lady Macbeth dedicate their lives 
to evil ambition they must recognize that power within 
which distinguishes between right and wrong. Bowden finds 
good in both Macbeth and his wife but "their voluntary re-
sistance to the pleadings and stings of conscience" mark 
"each step in their descent in crime." (3:388) 
Stoll believes that Macbeth is reduced psychologically 
to the lowest terms, to the murderer and 
his conscience; and a conscience not, after 
its wont, clad in the man's own desires 
or appetites, and sneakingly lending ap-
proval, but rising up in its stark real-
ity to bar the way. (41:92-93) 
There is a simpleness that suggests childishness in 
Macbeth's spiritual struggles, according to Moulton. 
His trouble is that he could not say 
'Amen' when the sleepers cried 1 God bless 
us'; his conscience seems a voice out-
side himself; finally, the hardened war-
rior dare not return to the darkness and 
face the victim he had so exultingly done 
to death. (34:154) 
Knight writes: 
Conscience which had urged him not to 
murder Duncan, now forces him to murder 
many others. (26:141) 
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Brandes points out that we might conceive Lady Macbeth 
as taking the consequences of her counsel and action with 
l't'loS$ 
impassive calnmess., But did we so we shou:}.dA the moral 
lesson conveyed by her ruin. In that contingency there 
would have been no sleep-walking scene, "which shows us in 
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the most admirable manner how the sting of an evil con-
science, even though it may be blunted by day, is sharpened 
again at night, and robs the guilty one of sleep and health." 
(5:431) 
And Snider decides that both Macbeth and Lady Macbeth 
defy conscience. In considering repentance Macbeth says, 
"Returning were as tedious as to go o 1 er, 11 and so declines 
to go back and undo his deeds. Because they reject repen-
tance they must go on to their tragic end. (40:258) 
Dowden says, "It is the queen and not her husband, who 
is slain by conscience." (15:22'7) Luce also says that 
Macbeth is swayed by his conscience, (29:322) and Burgess 
notices that Macbeth's conscience causes him to be appalled 
by every noise. He gives the sleep-walking scene as an il-
lustration of conscience and concludes with 
The play of Macbeth should be read as a 
whole for a study on conscience. (8:125-130) 
Hudson, too, finds striking evidence of conscience. 
Macbeth's falterings and misgivings 
spring from the peculiar structure of 
his intellect as inflamed with the 
poison of meditated guilt. His under-
standing and imagination rush into ir-
regular, convulsive action; conscience 
being indeed the main cause of that 
action ••• His conscience instead of 
acting directly in the form of remorse 
comes to act through imaginary terrors 
which in turn react on his conscience. 
(21:333-4) 
To him conscience works more effectively through the feel-
ings of Lady Macbeth than through the imaginations of 
Macbeth, for she was unable to kill Duncan because he re-
sembled her father. (~. cit.:341) He feels that "she has 
quite as much conscience as her husband" and writes: 
It is indeed, not thoughts, that kindle 
t~e furies in her soul ••• With her pro-
digious force of will, She may indeed 
keep them hidden from others but she can 
neither repress nor as-suage them. • • 
Accordingly she gives no waking sign of 
the dreadful work that is doing within; 
••• But the truth comes out with an 
awful mingling of nature, nay most rest-
less even then when all others' cares 
are at rest, drives her forth, open 
eyed yet sightless to sigh and groan 
over spots on her hands that are visible 
to none but herself, nor even to her-
self save when she is blind to every 
thing else. (21:344) 
3. Remorse 
Where conscience is active a keen or hopeless anguish 
is caused by a sense of guilt. Man usually calls this re-
morse. Snider says, 
The world is empty, when man no longer 
has a terror of the consequences of evil. 
If he can do wrong, and yet believe that 
he is exempt from the penalty, his inner 
life is dead; no terror of conscience is 
the wilderness of the soul. Remorse is 
a blessing, its stings are full of hope 
to the evil-doer who has them, compared 
to the evil-doer who has them not; they 
are scourging him to undo his wicked 
deed,. they belong to the process of pur-
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ification. We may declare it to be to 
the advantage of Lady Macbeth, in this 
last part of the play, that she shows 
herself capable of remorse, though she 
be unable to carry it forward to its 
fruition in repentance. (40:270) 
Mrs. Jameson can see in Lady Macbeth's sleep-walking 
scene the evidence of remorse without repentance, remorse 
that grows out of a wounded conscience--remorse that feeds 
on the horrors of the past, not the terror of the future. 
It is the torture of self-condemnation, 
not the fear of judgmBnt; it is strong 
as her soul, deep as her guilt, fatal 
as her resolve, and terrible as her crime. 
(23:303) 
In answer to those who feel that Lady Macbeth is a fiend 
she says, 
If endued with pure demoniac firmness, 
her woman's nature would not, by re-
action have been so horribly avenged, 
she would not have died of remorse. (22:458) 
Chambers is convinced that Lady Macbeth is filled with 
remorse. He says she is 11 a living automaton worked by the 
agonies of remorse." (10:343) And Bowden finds that 
Macbeth not only manifests natural remorse after the murder 
of Duncan but also shows "a Christian sense of the guilt of 
mortal sin." Macbeth says of the grooms 
One cried, 'God bless us1' and 'Ament' the other 
As they had seen me with these hangman's hands. 
Listening their fear, I could not say 'Amen' 
vVhen they did say 'God bless us.' Macbeth ii:2 
(3:389) 
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4. Guilt 
Guilt may create a state of moral pol~ution resulting 
from wrong-doing or wickedness. This sense of guilt may or 
may not engender the feeling of remorse. Such is the guilt 
referred to by Mrs. Jameson when she says that both Macbeth 
and Lady Macbeth plunged "into the abyss of guilt to pro-
cure for 'all their days and nights sole sovereign sway and 
masterdom. 111 (22:451) 
Hudson points out that guilt engenders such dreadful 
madness in Macbeth that he must keep using his dagger al-
though every thrust he makes with it stabs a new wound in 
his own soul. (21:335) And Lady Macbeth is 
so constituted, that the evil which has 
struck its roots so deep within never 
comes back to her in the elements and 
aspects of nature, either to mature the 
guilty purpose or to obstruct the guilty 
act. (~. cit. :341) 
Crump says that while it is impossible to say how far the 
Witches are responsible for Macbeth 1 s.crimes, he was ob-
viously guilty before he met them and nnever tries to lay 
his guilt to their charge." (13:134) Knight in his 
Shakespearean Tempest says that !!Macbeth's crime is so hid-
eous that the vast sea's infinity cannot cleanse the guilt 
on hi s hand. 11 ( 2 5 : 190 ) 
5. Evil - Sin 
Closely associated with guilt is evil or sin, for the 
execution of an evil act generally results in the sense of 
guilt. Snider says that 
Macbeth is the man who has only the fear 
or evil, and not the positive love of the 
good; when the fear of evil is removed, 
he falls utterly to the bad. (40:270) 
He al$0 explains that familiarity with sin or crime hardens 
the thought and he calls attention to the repetition of 
guilt by Macbeth until his conscience is so seared that 
after the murder of Macduff's family he sees no more retri-
butive ghosts. (~. cit.:279) 
But sin may be or omission as well as commission. 
One of the peculiarities of the present 
drama is the fate that overtakes a series 
of characters whose sole guilt is the re-
fusal to act at the providential moment--
the sin of omission. These are especially 
Duncan, Banquo, and Lady Macduff. (££• cit.:283) 
6. Temptation 
Sin, evil, crime are usually the results in their 
earliest stages of the enticement or allurement of wrong-
doing. Snider says the heroic deed in Macbeth consists of 
two strands, the temptation and the retribution. 
They met me in the day of success. 
(40:230-235) 
As the Witches met Macbeth in the day of success so temp-
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tation always does. Temptation is born of victory and in 
Macbeth's case turns it into defeat. (~. cit.:220) 
7. Retribution- Vengeance -Nemesis 
Retribution is the punishment that follows every law-
defying act. Sometimes retribution is referred to as ven-
geance or nemesis. Moulton finds evidence of' this in the 
lives of' both Macbeth and Lady Macbeth. To Macbeth it 
comes through the "immediate practical consequences.n He 
fears the sureness of retribution in this world. 11 It may 
be true," Moulton says, rrthat hope of' heaven and fear of' 
hell are not the highest of' moral incentives, but at least 
they are a degree higher than the thought of' worldly pros-
perity and failure; Macbeth however is willing to take his 
chance of the next world if only he can be guaranteed a-
gainst penalties in this life." (34:151) On the other 
hand Lady Macbeth's nemesis comes upon her in madness. 
(££. ~.:~66) Sharp says, 
The punishment of' grave crimes is render-
ed more certain and also more overwhelm-
ing by a principle that is perhaps most 
effectively exhibited in Macbeth ••• 
Strive against necessity as he will, 
sin, he discovers, plucks on sin, till 
finally the guilty dupe is buried under 
their accumulated weight. (38:162) 
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Lady Macbeth does not hesitate because of an inevitable 
punishment. Dowden notes that she weighs the crown against 
the crime and accepts the inevitable. (14:79) 11 Retribu-
tion, which comes to them from within themselves through 
their imagination, destroys Lady Macbeth. She cannot with-
stand its attacks, says Snider, "nor avoid them by outward 
activity." {40:275) Chambers also £inds evidence of re-
tribution. He writes: 
Macbeth presents the whole mystery of 
temptation and retribution, of man driv-
en from sin to sin and on to sin's un-
doing by resistless forces beyond his 
own control. • • Temptation begets crime 
and crime yet further crimes, and these 
again punishment sure and inexorable. 
(10:131, 137) 
And Burgess points to Macbeth's soliloquy in which he con-
siders judgment and retribution. 
• • • if the assassination 
could trammel up the consequences, and catch 
With·his surcease success; that but this blow 
Might be the be-all and;,1flhe end-all here, 
But here upon this bank and shoal of time, 
We'd jump the life to come.--But in these cases 
Bloody instructions, which, being taught, return 
To plague th' inventor: this even-handed justice 
Commands th1 i~edients of our poison 1 d chalice 
To our own lips. Macbeth, 1.7 (8:169) 
8. Fear or Terror 
A full realization of an inevitable retribution would 
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seem to strike terror in the heart of the evil-doer who has 
not yet seared his conscience. So it is with Macbeth. 
Sharp says, "After the crime has been co:mmitted the pre-
vailing emotion is not sorrow for sin, but, as before, fea~ 
rear of the dagger and the poisoned cup." (38:167) And 
again be says, 
The 11 lesson 11 to be drawn from Macbeth 
• • • is not that remorse will come. • • 
What is represented is the terror of those 
who set themselves up as the enemy of man-
kind. It filled Lady Macbeth's waking 
thoughts with scorpions, it tortured her 
nights with timorous dreams ••• She goes 
to her death weak, poor, and broken in 
spirit ••• This is no fancy picture 
created to frighten the bad and edify the 
good ••• It is a faithful representation 
of fact. (~. cit.:l78) 
Macbeth says, 
Why do I yield to that suggestion 
Whose horrid image doth unfix my hair 
And make my seated heart knock at my ribs, 
Against the use of nature? Present fears 
Are less than horrible imaginings: 
My thought whose murder yet is fantastical, 
Shakes so my single state of man that function 
Is smother'd in surmise, and nothing is 
But what is not. (I.iii.l34) 
11 This," Knight points out, "is the moment of the birth of 
evil in Macbeth." For although he may have had ambitions 
thoughts before, this is the first time he really experi-
ences the feeling of its oncoming reality; and he is para-
lyzed or mesmerized by it. This is not solely ambition but 
fear, 11 a nameless fear which yet fixes itself to a horrid 
image. He is helpless as a man in a nightmare." (26:169) 
Chambers finds that Macbeth is dominated purely by fear. 
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He bas no remorse or . sorrow or sense of sin. He onl.y 
dreads being found out lest be lose what he has played for. 
(10:236) 
Snider, in referring to Lady Macbeth's taunt of cow-
ardice, says, 
To be sure, her argument is that m.f im-
morality: thou art a coward not to be 
that which thou desirest to be. • • But 
her argument is good against Macbeth, 
for whom it is intended; he has simply 
the fear of punishment, not the love of 
virtue, he is a moral coward, as his wife 
declares. (40:242) 
9. Outer and Inner Life 
Many of the critics recognize a certain antithesis be-
tween the outer and the inner life. That is the har.mony 
between the expression of that which is within man and that 
w~icgfs without him. In the activities of his external 
life he may show supreme power and resource, and at the 
same time he may show only bewilderment in his introspec-
tive consciousness. The inner life should give man his de-
fense against the superstitions and temptations offered by 
his p~ysical world. A man's success in his external life 
may be obt'ained by a moral sacrifice which plunges into 
ruin his world of being. 
Moulton says that Macbeth is a man whose career of ac-
tion stands on the external or outer side of this antithe-
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Macbeth, who is so strong and full of resource in 
moments of action, is feeble and vacillating in moments of 
thinking and introspection. The world of action has mould-
ed Macbeth. The cultivation of the inner life has left him 
so untouched that he lacks that self-control and passive 
courage that gives one the power of self-restraint during 
periods of inaction and suspense. 
Crime draws him on through stages of 
long hesitation, of sudden impulse, of 
satisfied acceptance, of headlong passion 
• • • By free choice and wilful pas$iOn 
Macbeth has embraced for himself a career 
of crime; when once he has brought his 
life to the point of passing from purpose 
to murderous deed, he has attained a ter-
rible momentum of character which hurles 
him to his ruin. (35:264) 
And Lady Macbeth, he feels, is the antithesis of Macbeth 
being an embodiment of the inner life with its intellectual 
culture which is so strikingly wanting in him. Shut out 
from an active life he~ genius and energy were directed in-
ward until she was ruled by the inner life. 
Mental discipline and perfect self-control 
like that of Lady Macbeth, would hold their 
sway over evil passions, but they would 
also be true to her when she chose to con-
tend against goodness, and even against the 
deepest instincts of her feminine nature ••• 
Her intellectual culture must have quickened 
her finer sensibilities at the same time 
that it built up a will strong enough to 
hold them down ••• Lady Macbeth's career in 
the play is one of long mental civil war; 
and the strain ends, as such a strain could 
only end, in madness. (£E. cit.:l54-156) 
Snider says that the Weird Sisters are both outside 
and inside of man. Just as God in the world, as its ruler, 
is one and the same God in the heart, so is the principle 
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of evil understood, whether evil is called the Devil or the 
Weird Sister. (40:224) He sees Macbeth "tossed in a mighty 
tempest of the soul"--lured by temptation and terrorized by 
retribution-- 11 without any spiritual mastery over them." 
(££• cit.:232) In writing of Lady Macbeth, Mrs. Jameson 
says, 
The power of religion could alone have 
controlled such a mind. • • but she has 
no religious feeling to restrain the 
force of will. (22:260) 
Chambers agrees with Moulton when he says the antithesis 
between Macbeth and Lady Macbeth is that between the prac-
tical life and the intellectual. {10:236) 
10. Virtue or Moral Distinction 
The presence of a well cultivated inner life, balanced 
by an equally well developed outer life, manifests itself 
through virtue or moral distinction. In considering Lady 
Macbeth, Bradley thinks that moral distinctions are inver-
ted. To her 'good' means the crown and whatever is requir-
ed to obtain it, and 1 evil 1 , whatever stands between her 
and it.. ( 4:370) 
Hudson in referring to Lady Macbeth's retort 
What beast was't, then 
That made you break this enterprise to me? 
When you durst do it, then you we~e a man. 
says that the virtue~6r Macbeth as a husband are here 
"_,.J 
drawn up against his conscience. 
Bowden points to Malcom as a man who with God's help 
can keep all of God's laws, be chaste, true, loyal, and 
just. (3:408) 
Snider declares that 
It is clear that Macbeth has no true moral 
ground work of character; he shows no pos-
itive love of the good, but merely the neg-
ative fear of the evil. Not even the re-
ligious terror of Hell reaches him, but_ 
the cowardly fear of personal ill. (40:241) 
11. Goodness 
One phase of virtue is designated as goodness. This 
is a virtue that Dowden finds in the soul of Macbeth. 
Macbeth remembers that he once knew there 
was such a thing as human goodness. (15:228) 
At the same time Moultqn says, 
••• it i's impossible to follow Macbeth's 
history far without abundant evidence 
that real love of goodness for its own 
sake, founded on intelligent choice or 
deep affection has failed to root a single 
fibre in his nature. (34:148) 
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And Bowden declares, 
Macbeth and his wife • • • display 
those traces of goodness which show what 
they might have been had God's image not 
been wrecked. (3:393) 
12. Truth 
~n considering trutli, Hudson refers to two speeches of 
Macbeth: 
At first meeting of .Macbeth and his wife. 
Mac. My dearest love, DUn:can--comes here 
tonight. 
L. K. And when goes hence? 
Mac. To-morrow, --as he purposes. 
After the murder. 
Lennox. Goes the King hence to-day? 
Mac. He does: --he did so appoint. 
In the former case he meditates defeat-
ing the King's purpose by killing him; 
in the latter he has made it impossible 
for the King's appointment to be kept. 
And in both his mind is struck with a 
sudden impulse to be true to itself. 
He is wickedly ambitious, but not mean-
ly false; honour and the truthfulness 
that belongs to it, is something of a 
passion with him; and in these eases 
the·, instant conscience of falsehood 
pricks him into a mending of his speech. 
(21:337) 
13. Fidelity 
Dowden makes a note of this virtue. He finds that 
Shakespeare does not believe in the sudden transformation 
of a ''noble and loyal soul into a traitor and a murderer. 11 
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for that reason he finds that Macbeth nAt the outset 
• 9ossesses no real fidelity to things that are true, 
honest, just, pure, lovely. (15:223)' 
14. Hospitality 
Knight discovers this virtue: 
Haut boys and torches. Enter a server, and 
divers servants with dishes ana service, and 
pass~ the stage;' (I.vii} 
This is the hospitality which Macbeth des-
ecrates, thereby exposing himself to a 
truly poetic justice in the Banquet scene • 
• • • Macbeth desecrates hospitality ••• 
and so the ghost of one of his victims for-
bids his own peaceful feasting with his 
lbrds. (25:191) 
And Hudson notes that Lady Macbeth is false to this hospi-
tality when she argues because Duncan has cast himself 
upon their hospitality they can murder him. (21:340) 
15. Womanhood 
Mrs. Jameson finds a touch of womanhood in Lady 
Macbeth's ambition which is the ruling passion of her mind, 
for she is ambitious for her husband more than for herself. 
Indeed, the strength of her ambition is augmented by the 
strength of her affections. (22:449) 
16. Will 
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The critics seem to agree that Lady Macbeth is dominat-
ed by a powerful force of will. Bradley says, 
And even when passion has quite died away 
her will remains supreme. Ln presence of 
overwhelming horror and danger, in the mur-
der scene and the banquet scene, her self-
control is perfect. • • --her will never 
fb..ils her ••• 1l'he greG..tness of Lady Macbeth 
lies almost wholly in courage and force of 
vlill. ( 4:368, 371) 
And Hudson writes, 
will. 
Nor is that ferocity native to her own 
heart: surely, on her part too, it is 
assumed; ••• LG..dy Macbeth begins with 
acting a part which is really foreign to 
her, but which, ••• such is her energy 
of will, she braves out to issues so over-
whelming, that her husband and many others 
believe it to be her O\~. (21:341) 
Snider points out that Macbeth, too, is governed by 
• •• Macbeth has no inner'control, such 
as is furnished by thought; he has not that 
discipline by which the mind subdues its 
own rebellious subjects to its king--Reason; 
he shows the over-balancing of Will without 
the adequate supply of thought. (40:231) 
17. Treachery 
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There are a great many qualities or characteristics of 
the individual which show distinctly a.lack or certain vir-
tues or a violation of them. Tre~chery is one of these. 
Lady Macbeth is guilty of it, says Hudson. 
That the King has cast himself unreserved-
ly on their loyalty and hospitality, this 
she puts forth as the strongest argument 
for murdering himl An awful stroke of char-
acter indeed. (21:340) 
And Snider writes concerning Macbeth, 
The poet shows in him a man, who, having 
saved the State, becomes the Hero, greater 
and more powerful than the King, and who 
then wheels about at the very point of su-
preme greatness, and turp.s faithless to the 
State and Ruler that he has saved, a trai-
tor to his ovnrr he~oic action. (40:212) 
And Burgess quotes the following lines from the play to il-
lustrate this vice. 
False face must hide what the false heart 
doth know. Macb. 1:7 
Look like the time, bear welcome in your eye, 
Your hand, your tongue: look like the innocent 
flower, 
But be the serpent under 1 t. He that's corning 
Must be provided for. ~· 1:5 
19. Wealmess 
According to Bradley, Lady Macbeth's feminine wealmess 
and human feeling account for her later failure. (4:370) 
20. Personal Pride 
Knight asserts that Lady Macbeth made her appeal to 
Macbeth through his personal pride. (26:136) 
21. The Supernatural 
The supernatural must be considered because of its re-
lation to man and his virtue or lack of virtue. Snider ex-
plains that the supernatural world touches the natural 
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• • • they coalesce in the words of Macbeth: 
11 So foul and fair a day I have not seen," 
Which the Weird Sisters had previously put 
together in their bodeful rune, and which 
also indicates the struggle already risen 
in the soul of Macbeth being born now; yet 
they are outside of him too. (40:234) 
Moulton believes that uShakespeare's supernatural agencies 
are what Banquo calls the~-instruments of darkness: of no 
significance except in hands that consent to use them. 11 
(36:306) 
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To Hudson the "Weird Sisters symbolize the inward mor-
al history of each- and every man." They are able to influ-
ence Macbeth because they present to him his "embryo wishes 
and half-formed thoughts. They do not create the evil 
heart, they only untie the evil hands. They put nothing in-
to Macbeth's mind, but merely draw out what was already 
there." At the same time they are unable to move Banquo be-
cause they do not echo his inner mind. (21:327) Dowden 
finds that 
They are the incarnation of those evil 
powers which exist around us, • • • which 
are impotent against the man whose heart 
is set on righteousness, and lure to his 
ruin the man who pauses half-hearted be-
tween good and evil. (14:79) 
22. Prophecy 
Prophecy is one of the attributes of the Weird .Sisters. 
Snider says that 11 the prophetic gift is the culmination of 
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their influence upon human conduct." They use prediction 
to spin man into the web of destiny, and it will depend up-
on the character of each whether the web will catch them. 
(40:221) 
D. Ethical Values As Found in 
"Hamlet 
1. Madness 
Many of the critics devote much space to the contnover-
sy concerning Hamlet's madnesso This study is concerned 
with this controversy only in so far as the ethical values 
involved are pointed out. He n~y be mad or he may assume 
madness. I:f his madness destroys his responsibility, then 
his li.fe is without ethical value save for the possibility 
that his madness grew out o.f his i-gnorance of or o:f his ig-
noring those ethical principles that would have prevented 
such madness. 
Bowden writes: 
By his intellectual soul man is great, and 
that soul he holds from God, and for his 
use of this gift of reason he is responsible. 
And Hamlet recognizes this, for he says, 
What is man, 
If his chief good, and market of his time, 
Be but to sleep and :feed? A beast, no more. 
Sure, He, that made us with such large discourse, 
Looking before and after, gave us not 
That capability and god-like reason 
To fust in us unused. Hamlet, iv.4 (3:407) 
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Stoll regards his· madness as assumed (4'1:28-29) and 
so would make him entirely responsible for his behavior. 
But Knight attributes his actions to mental siclmess. He 
says, 
• • • a sick soul is commanded to heul, to 
cleanse, to create harmony. But good can-
not come of evil •••• Hamlet's outstanding 
peculia.ri ty in the c;;_ction of the play may be 
regardes as a symptom of this siclrness in 
his soul ••• the intuitive faith, or love, 
or purpose, by which we must live if we are 
to rema::i_n sane, of these things which are 
drawn from a timeless reality within the 
soul, Hamlet is unmercifully bereft. (26:22-31) 
However, Knight feels that there are but three times 
throughout the course of the play when Hamlet loses abso-
lute mental control, and those instances occur in his deal-
ings with Ophelis. 
On all other occasions hj.s abnormal behavior, 
though it certainly tends toward, and might 
even be called, madness in relation to his 
environment' is yet rather the abnormality r)f 
extreme melancholia and cynicism. (op. cit.:24) 
Snider also attribu.tes his behavior to melancholy. 
So the moral law holds him fast at the sturt, 
and causes him to react inwardly against the 
external pressure of the v10rld. But the bur-
den of conflict weighs him down with melancholy. 
He doubts the morality of the ghost with its 
revenge, &lld he doubts its reality; it may 
both tell a lie and be a lie. He even con-
nects it with his own subjective condition: 
"out of my weakness and my melancholy that 
spirit abuses me to damn me." 
Mathew does not feel Hamlet to be entirely responsible 
for his conduct for he says, 
If we judge him by the play ••• we can only 
conclude that he was more mad than he thought 
he was though more sane than some others be-
lieved ••• No dramatist intending to write 
a play in which his hero should merely feign 
madness would begin it by making him long to 
kill himself while he is alone. (32:243) 
Bridges quotes Bradley as saying, 
Hamlet has had a moral shock through the 
horrible conduct of his mother~-a shock 
which accounts for his melancholy and his 
power of action only so far as concern his 
mother and uncle. In all other relations 
of life, Hamlet is as alert and efficient 
as ever. (6:113) 
2. Duty 
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'!'he action of the play grows out of Hamlet's reaction 
to his sense of duty. Brooke says Shakespeare plac.es Hamlet 
11 in the midst or _terrible events, face to face with an awful 
revenge which duty seems to demand of him. (7:99) Snider 
notes that he was called upon to vindicate both the "Family 
and State, 11 as well as his ovm individual rights. 
The order of the world is turned upside 
down; he knows that he is born to set it 
right; that this is the highest duty, to 
which every inferior duty must yield. (40:317) 
Dowden finds that be is called upon 
to assert moral order in·a world of moral con-
~sion and abscurity ••• He is made for bon-
esty and he is compelled to practice a 
shifting and subtle stratagem; thus he. 
comes to waste himself in ingenuity and 
crafty device. \15:116) 
And Brooke asserts that 
There were from the beginning only two 
things to do--and to do at once--either 
to obey the Ghost, and kill the King quick-
ly, and take the consequences--or else to 
say the Ghost was wrong in urging ven-
geance; and to disobey him, leaving to 
the justice of God the punishment of the 
King. Hamlet did neither. (7:137) 
3. Disgust 
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As Hamlet learns of his duty he is filled with disgust 
and horror by the knowledge which the Ghost imparts to him. 
It is this feeling of disgust that influences him so great-
ly that, as some believe, he is rendered unable to perform 
his duty. ~liot agrees with Mr. Robertson that the impel-
ling motive of Hamlet is the effect of a mother's guilt up-
on her son. 
Hamlet is up against the difficulty that 
his disgust is occasioned by his mother, 
but that his mother is not an adequate 
equivalent for it; his disgust envelops 
and exceeds her. It is thus a feeling 
which he cannot understand; he cannot ob-
jectify it, and it therefore remains to 
poison life and obstruct action. (16:62) 
Hudson says that the actions of his mother have fallen with 
such terrible weight upon Hamlet that his soul is so op-
pressed with unutterable grief and shame that he "would 
gladly escape, even by his own death, from scenes so hor-
rible and so disgusting." (21:269) Bradley notes that 
Hamlet acknowledges the duty of vengeance, but his whole 
heart, which is in his horror at his mother's fall and in 
his longing to raise her, is never in it. t4:138) 
4. Revenge or Vengeance 
The specific duty laid upon Hamlet by the Ghost was 
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the avenging his father's murder. To Hamlet already plunged 
into grief over the death of his father and disgust at the 
hasty marriage of his mother this revenge comes to demand 
its execution. lt is a duty particularly repulsive to him 
because he cannot find that in his life that echoes to it. 
Mrs. Jameson observes in writing of Hamlet, 
• • • We behold him at once in a sea of 
troubles, of perplexities, of agonies of 
terrors. Without re~orse, he endures all 
its horrors; without guilt, he endures all 
its shame. A loathing of the crime he is 
called on to revenge, which revenge is 
again abhorent to his nature, has set him 
at strife with himself. (22:201) 
Knight says, "Yet to Hamlet comes the command of a great 
t II ac --revenge. (26:22) 
According to Sharp it is the duty of the state to see 
that evil is meted to evil in the interest of public wel-
fare. But in life's ethical code private punishment is 
condemned. However, during tnat period. dfuhistoryin 
whiCh Hamlet lived vengeance was considered a sacred duty. 
l38: 72) But Hamlet, during his student days at Wittenberg, 
had become acquainted with those religious princ:tples that 
were fostered by the Reformation. Consequently there is a 
conflict within him--duty demands that he kill the King and 
reason supported by the feelings of his inner life keeps 
him vacillating. Brooke points o~t that this character-
istic in Hamlet~ life makes him abhor the position he finds 
himself in and unfits him to meet it. 
Revenge is demanded from one who has 
only discussed revenge. (7:106) 
~men the opportunity for killing the King is offered 
to Hamlet, he does not take ito Bowden explains that re-
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venge is measure for measure, eye for eye, and tooth for 
tooth. Consequently he agrees with Hamlet. "To send a mur-
darer to heaven was no revenge for the murdered man who had 
been sent to hell." Having clearly thought out the terms 
of the command, 11 the very frightfulness of the conclusion," 
says Bowden, "explains and justifies his inability to ful-
fil it in practice; ·• for "h~ fears the canon which the 
Eternal has fixed against slaughter, and the future conse-
quenc~·es of its transgr-ession." ( 3:299) Stoll expresses 
the same idea. 
He spares the King at prayer because when 
he kills him it must be accordirg to the 
strict principle of the vendetta, an eye 
for and eye, a soul for a soul. (41:136) 
Hamlet's failure to.take his revenge and so fulfil 
the demands of duty cause the other events of the play and 
in the end brings death to all the characters connected 
with him. Such tragedy is not natural to normal life. If 
Hamlet is a sane young man he is responsible for doing his 
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duty, though that may not be a duty in accord with the high-
est ethical principles of a Christian world. In Hamlet's 
world revenge was highly ethi,cal. The King was subject to 
no other person or tribunal for punishment of his crimes 
this side the grave. A failure on Hamlet's part must be 
accounted for in the ethical world. One who does his moral 
duty fulfils ethical law, and one who does not do so fails 
to fulfil that law. Therefore the habits of inbred eharac-
teristics of a life account for one's failures or successeso 
Life expects certain things of ea.'ch man who plays his part 
on her stage. 
5. Intellect 
It is said by many who have studied Hamlet's life to 
learn why he failed to carry out his life's behest, that his 
intellect prevented him. Intellect as endowed by Life to 
man should give him power to succeed in accomplishing the 
tasks Life sets before him. vVhy should it prevent Hamlet 
from doing so? Chambers says that an over-cultivated imag-
ination and an over subtilized reason is impotent in meet-
ing 11 the call of every day life for practical ef'ficiency.u 
Hamlet does not fail because the problems 
of practical life are not subtle ••• trag-
edy comes because the subtleties are so 
many and the occasions for self sacrifice 
so obvious, that only the stupid brain, or 
the blunt moral sense is able to disregard 
them. ( 10:182) 
Mathew declares that Hamlet is the victim of his own medi-
tation. (32:245) Crump suggests that wisdom should be 
credited to him for he is so intenseJ_y wise that action be-
comes impossibleo (13:115) And Masefield found that · 
Hamlet was too wise. 
The dual action, pressing in both cases 
to complete an event, cannot get past his 
wisdom into the world. The action in one 
case is a bad one. It is simply murder. 
In the other, and more important case; it 
is, according to our scheme, also a bad 
one. It is revenge, or, at best, the 
taking of blood for blood. (31:158) 
Snider emphasizes the importance of the normal use of 
intellect by his question: 
When it is said that Hamlet's reflection 
destroys his action, is it meant that we 
should never think before we act? 
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and explains that action without thought made Hamlet a cr~­
inal and brought him to destruction. "Hence," he concludes, 
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"the lesson is that we are to reflect before acting, but not 
to stop there." (40:318-9) 
6. Weakness of Character 
Hamlet's inaction is attributed by some to a weakness 
in his character. Wilson says that while the forces of 
evil are active and sinister in Hamlet the prevailing note 
is weakness. (44:120) Chambers attributes his failure to 
accept the crisis when it comes to his want of purpose. 
Ophelia, Polonius, Laertes, Gertrude, Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern are sacrificed 11 on the altar of his infirm-
ity." (10:189) 
On the other hand Masefield declares that 
Hamlet is neither 11 weak11 nor "impractical" 
as so many call him. What he hesitates 
to do ma.~ecessary, or even JUst as 
the world goes, but it is a defilement of 
personal ideals, difficult for a wise mind 
to justify. (31:161) 
And Bridges says that had Hamlet really been a weak crea-
ture who grasped at every excuse for escaping his responsi-
bility, Claudius would have come to look upon him with con-
tempt, and to feel his own position growing ever more se-
cure. (6:135) 
7. Procrastination 
Hudson agrees with Coleridge who says that Hamlet loses 
tbe power to act because he procrastinates. ~he energy of 
resolution destroys the power of action. (21:264) But 
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Bridges says that when we remember Hamlet's mission was to 
prove the guilt of Claudius in such a way that no man could 
possibly doubt it, we see that there is no ground at all 
for the idea that he was a "weak, imperfect, morbid, pro-
crastinating creature." (6:132) 
a. Indecision 
Crump decides that Hamlet is the prey of indecision 
rather than of an over-mastering passion. (13:109) And 
Coleridge says, 
The determination to allow the guilty 
King to escape at such a moment (when he 
is praying) is only part of the indecision 
and irresolution of the hero. (12:478) 
9. Grief 
Campbell asserts that grief renders Hamlet dull and 
slothful in executing his duty. 
10. Sin 
Snider points out that Hamlet is in a dilemma • 
• • • if he acts, it is through impulse, 
and he falls into guilt; if he reflects 
he cannot act--that is, he cannot do the 
Great Deed of his life, 'and so commits, 
at least a sin of omission. (40:320) 
Ferris-Gettemy says that a life must be actively supported 
by conscience and strength or it will neglect its opportu-
nities to act. \Vhen the highest principles of life are 
passive, they are not self-sustaining. The soul is held 
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. just as strongly responsible for omission as for commission a 
Ophelia's sin was omission. (19:254) 
11. Impulse 
Snider defines impulse as "the first and lowest form 
of action--unconscious, unreflecting--and belongs to the 
emotional nature of man. li ( 40:315) It is under the in-
fluence of impulse that man acts upon the spur of the mo-
ment without considering the consequences. 
In considering Hamlet's actions, Snider finds that 
when he acts he acts under the influence of blind impulse. 
It is so when he slays Polonius, and the result of his act 
is guilt--his first ttdeed of guilt." (40:320) Campbell 
notes that Hamlet let swift passion undirected by reason 
seize him with resulting devastation though not eternal 
damnation. (9:147) 
12. Self-Interest 
Helen Faucit indicates that one of Hamlet's weaknesses 
is his interest in himself. So enwrapped is he in his own 
suffering that tthe has no thought to waste on the delicate 
girl whom he had wooed.ii (18:17 
13. Strength 
But Dowden disagrees with his fellow critics. He 
finds strength in Hamlet's character. 
'rhat in spite of difficulties without, and 
inward difficulties, he still clings to 
his terrible duty--letting it go, indeed 
for a time, but returning to it again, and 
in the end accomplishing it--implies 
strength. (15:130) 
14. Virtue 
ttvirtue as a negative quality is only a sham, 11 says 
Ferris-Gettemy in referring to the Queen. {19:254) 
Whatever weakness Hamlet's critics may attribute to 
him his friends and enemies speak only good of him. Stoll 
says that Ophelia's praise of him is the accepted opinion. 
Oft~ would have expected comment on Hamlet's 
shortcomings, his weakness or tragic fault. 
Instead, there is only praise from his 
friends, fear and hatred from his enemies. 
( 46:22-23 
15. Good 
A definite one of these values is good. 11 If good be 
defined as the object of desir~Shakespeare represents a 
world in which no one formula can be made to cover the ~on-
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tent of the idea, 11 declares Sharp who queries, 
Whose judgment of values is correct? Or 
is there no standard that applies to all 
men? Is my good simply that which I de-
sire; and when choice is necessary, is 
the better that which I desire more? · 
Hamlet's answer is 
Why, then 'tis none to you; for there is 
nothing either good or bad, but thinking 
makes ·it so. II.ii.225 (38:93) 
Bowden says that Shakespeare constantly teaches that 
man loves a woman because of her goodness and because she 
awakens all the good in him. To Shakespeare nvirtue is 
beauty and sin a deformity," and his heroines are there-
fore wooed and won by reverence and sacrifice and not by 
an appeal to their lower nature. Ophelia is one of these 
woman who wins the love of intellectual Hamlet, though her-
self exhibiting no intellectual qualities, because she is 
good--she has innocence, simplicity, trustfulness, and deep 
affection. (3:404) 
1?. Innocence 
"The soul of innocence and gentleness, virtue radiates 
from her insensibly, as fragrance is exhaled from flower~," 
so writes Hudson o£ Ophelia. (21:309) And Bowden in writ-
ing of her goodness asserts that Ophelia has innocence. 
t3:404) Brooke says concerning her, 
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In loveliness she died; and the world 
went on, the better for her madness, since 
it was beautiful. She came, in her inno-
cent grace, -in her feeble maidenpood, in-
to the path of great events, when they 
were clashing in storm, and she perished 
in the wind of them. • • The innocent 
perish like the guilty; 'tis a strange 
world. Yet Ophelia lives on--it is her 
reward. (7:130) 
And Luce writes of her: 
• • • chaste as ice and pure as snow; a 
iigreen girl, .. said her foolish father, ••• 
npure as the lines of green that streak 
the white of the ~irst snow-drops' inner 
leaves"; a maiden innocent as innocence, 
child-like as Childhood, yet very woman 
of very woman whom a queen would gladly 
take to her as a daughter, whose bride-
bed a queen would have decked with filiowers: 
who importuned with the love of Hamlet in 
honorable fashion, besmirched with no soil, 
no cautal: who returned his love with such 
maiden modesty that the selfish warning of 
her brother, the coarse injunctions, the 
impertinent inquiries of her father, the 
fantastic insinuations of her half-fren-
zied lover, could not convict of one evil 
thought. (29:274) 
17. Morality 
Hamlet according to Snider (40:291) has a most sensi-
tive moral nature which gives him a prof'ound feeling of 
duty. And Ferris-Gettemy says, 
The moral Hamlet is so crushed by .. the con-
duct of his mother that he wished 
that the Everlasting had not fixed 
His cannon 1gainst sslf-slaughter. 
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But since the Everlasting has fixed th5_s 
law, the Religious Hamlet withholds hie 
hand and refrains from taking his own life. 
The Moral Hamlet conflicts with the outer 
world, he finds the time is out of joint, 
and when he realizes that to set it right 
devolves upon him, he rebels ••• It is 
readily seen ••• that it is Hamlet's moral 
nature which is stirred to its very depths; 
ambition for power nowhere appears. (19:262, 
266) 
Sharp finds that in the moral life there is to be found 
beauty of soul, and to this phase of the moral life 
Shakespeare's people are uas sensitive as the Greeks." It 
is Hamlet's o~sciousness of this that prompts him to say, 
That monster, custom ••• is angel yet in this, 
That to the use of actions fair and good 
He likewise gives a frock or livery, 
That aptly is put on. (38:16) 
18. Outer and Inner Life 
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In Hamlet as in Macbeth and Brutus there is a conflict 
between the outer and inner life. Here the inner life 
rules the outer. Thus Brooke ex~lains t~s conflict. 
Yet his very self-contempt conducts him 
not into action, but into self-analysis--
always gliding away from the hatefulness 
of the outward into his inward life--
and then, in that inward life, finding 
only doubt, hesitation, wavering distress. 
Again he asks--Is the Ghost true? Is 
his vengeance justly asked for? If I 
kill the King, will it be murder done on 
the guiltless, or justice done on the 
guilty? I must prove the truth. (7:112-3) 
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perris-Gettemy, in her discussion of morality, refers to 
thiS conflict between the outer and inner life. (19:262, 266) 
19. Idealism 
To Shakespeare Hamlet, like Brutus, was a profound 
dreamer and a high-minded idealist. This is the opinion of 
Brandes. (5:304) 
20. Conscience 
Hamlet, Claudius, and Gertrude all recognize con-
science, and each receives from life what he permits con-
science to give him. n According to certain moralists,"· 
says Sharp, "conscience is a mystic oracle within the 
breast through which are transmitted to this lower world 
the laws of a supersensible commonwealth. According to 
others, ••• conscience is the mind as a whole regarded as 
the source of moral judgments." ( 38:97) Both views agree 
that conscience is found within man. 
Ferris-Gettemy says that Ophelia being unsupported by 
conscience fell an easy pray to the worldly wise; that 
Hamlet was the victim of conscience; and that Polon~us, who 
could give advice to his children, never felt a prick of 
conscience. (19:254-62) 
Sharp calls attention to Hamletts unconcern or inat-
tention to his conscience a~ter killing Polonius; yet turns 
to a\vaken his mother's conscience. And he paints such a 
picture before her eyes that her better impulses are quick-
ened into life and she again has the power to see hersel~ 
as she is. 
Love and pity, sorrow and shame at the 
downfall o~ her nobler sel~, loathing for 
the sel~ that now dwells in its place, 
these Hamlet has aroused. I~ the scene is 
meant to n·epresent the awakening of con-
science, these are conscience. (38:97-99) 
Snider says, 
Hamlet cannot do his deed at the behest of 
duty, not can the King undo--that is, re-
pent of'--his deed at the command o~ con-. 
science. Hamlet represents the undone 
which should be done, the King represents 
the done which should be undone. Neither 
reaches the goal which reason so clearly 
sets~- before them, and both perish by the 
inherent contradiction of their lives ••• 
They die by the retribution of their deeds. 
• • • Here we see the moral consciousness in 
its extreme expression. (40:302, 305) 
This author recognizes conscience as the right of the indi-
Tidual to determine his own action 11 throu.gll himself, 
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against all demands of objective institutions, as State Law, 
or any established authority. ~his privilege only offers 
Hamlet conflict ~or he sees two sides o~ himself in direct 
contradiction at the same time he feels the: sin and misery 
oi' actionJ at one moment the one is uppermost, but the next t 
)lloment the other is stronger." (~. cit.) 
To Broolte 
It is conscience that renders the King 
fearful of Hamlet for it makes him see 
discovery in Hamlet's strange and unac-
countable conduct. And it is conscience 
that rules Hamlet's revenge and makes him 
question 
Is't not perfect conscience 
To quit him with this arm? and is't not to 
be damn,td 
To let this canker of our nature come 
In further evil? (7:113, 136) 
In referring to the King's c·onscienee Brooke says, 
What sort of a conscience it was we hear in 
his soliloquy when (after the terror of his 
discovery) he tries to pray. Shakespeare 
opens the secret chamber of his soul. He 
confesses himself to himself, his murder, 
his inability to pray. But there is for-
giveness in heaven, he says, else what 
were the use of the existence of mercy; and 
to pray is to be pardoned. So will my 
fault be done. But then I keep all the 
pleasant results of my crime., and I doubt 
that one can be pardoned and retain the of-
fense. That is often the way with earthly 
law, but not with heavenly--••• All the 
same it has been a great relief to him to 
~ave had it out with his conscience, to 
have listened to its wail and bid it go to 
sleep; to have bluffed heaven with a desire 
for repentance. (~. cit.: 125) 
Faucit says that the stings of the Queen's awakened con-
science are ttthe black and grained spots 11 in her soul, of 
which she speaks. (18:12) 
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Knight thinks it is a mistake to say Claudius is a 
:nardened criminal for when 11 Polonius remarks on the hypoc-
risY of mankind he murmurs to himself: u 
0, 'tis too truel 
How smart a lash that speech doth give 
my consciencel 
The harlot's cheek, beautied with plastering art, 
Is not more ugly to the thing that helps it 
Than is my deed to mu most painted word: 
0 heavy burthenl Ham. III.i.48 (26:38) 
Burgess lists the following lines from the play that 
refer to conscience and its attributes. 
Conscience does make cowards of us all. Ham. 3:1 
For murther, though it have no tongue, will 
speak 
With some miraculous organ ••• 
The play's the thing 
Wherein I'll catch the conscience of the King. 
Ham. 2 : 2 ( 8 : 12 5, 12 6 ) 
21. Will-Power 
Sharp says, "A second form of moral beauty is the dis-
play of will-power." And Horatio is one who displays this. 
In writing of Horatio, Sharp says that he who embodies the 
ideal of goodness, endowed at birth with a temperament that 
turns to virtue as instinctively as a flower to the sun, 
that shrinks from the touch of sin as from the defilement 
of pitch, that knows no distinction between the interests 
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of self and of others, must be endowed in equal measure with 
the spirit or service and power of will. (38:18-22) Crump 
finds that "the chief characteristics of Hamlet are inaction 
e.nd lack of will-power." (13:111) 
22. Sincerity 
Dowden finds that a longing for sincerity is one of 
the deepest characterist1cs of Hamlet's nature. He has an 
aversion for all that is false, affected, or exaggerated 
and yearns for truth in mind and manners. (15:134) To 
crump 11 He is utterly sincere, and entirely free from sen-
timentality. (13:115) Concerning Ophelia Hudson writes: 
The central idea or formal cause of 
Ophelia's character stands in perfect 
simplicity,--the pure whiteness of perfect 
truth ••• Her free docility to paternal 
counsel and full submission to paternal 
command are in no sort the result of weak-
ness; filial duty and filial affection 
being the native element of her young 
life; so that she instinctively shrinks 
from forsaking that element. (21:303) 
23. Sweetness 
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uThe patient sweetness of Ophelia," says Hudson,". 
touches the soul with surpassing delicacy." (21:302) 
• • 
24. Nobility 
Hudson also says that "Horatio is one of the noblest 
and most beautiful of Shakespeare's male characters." 
He is at all times superbly self-contained: 
he feels deeply but never gushes or runs 
over: as true as a diamond, as modest as a 
virgin, and utterly unselfish, a most manly 
soul full of a like strength, tenderness, and 
solidity. (~. cit.:298) 
And he justly says, 
No criticism on Hamlet can live that does 
not recognize his thorough nobleness of 
character. For as he stands to my mind, 
his supreme desire is, to think and do 
what is right--right morally, socially, 
politically, and according to old English 
ideas• •• it is a matter of high concern-
ment to us, that we learn to regard him as 
a truly heroic and honourable pattern of 
manhood. Surely it cannot but be good 
and wholesome for us to sympathize with him 
in his sensitive rectitude, his delicacy 
and tenderness of conscience, and in his 
prizing above all things the sacred free-
hold of clean hands and a pure heart • 
. (21:267) 
25. Unselfishness 
Bradley sees an exhibition of unselfishness and 
strength in Ophelia's joining the 'plot' to discover the 
cause of Hamlet's madness. To him it is not a sign of 
weakness. (4:163) 
26. Love 
Love is the great sustaining power of the soul. Man 
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is able to endure much if he but have the sympathy and un-
derstanding of a loved companion. Had Hamlet had this love 
from Ophelia their lives might have been different. Knight 
. writes: 
Hamlet's soul is sick to death--and yet 
there is one thing left that might save him. 
In the deserts of his mind, • • • was yet 
one flower, his love of Ophelia ••• This, 
too, is taken from him. Her repelling of 
his letters and refusing to see him, in 
obedience to Polonius' command, synchro-
nizes unmercifully with the terrible bur-
den af knowledge laid on Hamlet by the 
revelation of the Ghost. (26:22-23) 
27. Falseness 
Burgess quotes: 
One may smile and smile and be a villain. 
Ham. 1: 5 ( 8 : 142 ) 
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And Hudson pertinently analyses the falseness in Claudius's 
character. 
There is one further point in ClaUdius' 
character so suggestive of wholesome thought 
that it ought to receive some passing notice. 
--The words "All may be well," with which he 
prologues his act of devotion, are very sig-
nificant, as showing that his prayer is an 
attempt to make religion a substitute for 
duty. As often happens in real life, he be-
takes himself to a sentimental repentance. 
For who has not seen men resorting to very 
emphatic exercises of religion, as virtual-
ly dispensing with the law of good and pious 
works? It is observable that the King's fit 
of devotion operates to ease him through his 
course of crime, instead of deterring him 
from it. (21:297) 
28. Hypocrisy 
To illustrate hypocrisy Burgess quotes. 
Your bait of falsehood takes this carp of 
t~ruth. Ham. 2:1 
'Tis too much prov'd, that, with devotion's 
visage, 
And pious actions, we do sugar o'er 
The devil himself. Ham. 3:1 
God hath given you one face, and you make 
yourselves another; you jig, you amble, 
and you lisp, and niclmame God's creatures, 
and make your wantonness your ignorance. 
Ramo 3:1 (8:160) 
Brooke finds the King practicing a upiece of detes-
table and unforgivable hypocrisyu when he urges Hamlet to 
think him a father and g~ves him much· advice, that not only 
is moral but even religious in tone, against an overweening 
grief since he has murdered the father for whom Hamlet is 
grieving. ( 7:125) 
29. Treachery 
Both Hudson and Brooke find the King the embodiment of 
treachery. Hudson says, 
Claudius is essentially a low, coarse, 
sensual, brutish villain; without honor 
and without shame; tre~cherous and cruel 
to the last degree; at once hateful, loath-
some and execrable. At the same time he is 
mighty shrewd and sagacious; quick and fer-
tile of resource; inscrutably artful and 
cunning; withal, utterly remorseless and 
unscrupulous, and sticking at nothing, 
however base or wicked to gain his ends, 
or to secure himself in what he has g~in­
ed. Thus he stands forth "a bold bad man, 11 
of a character too vile and too shocking 
to be suffered to live, yet exceedingly 
formidable to contend with. (21:268) 
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And Brooke writes: 
In the King. • • we have drawn one to whom 
for the sake or lust and ambition treachery 
was native. (7:124) 
30. Remorse 
The King and the Queen both feel the hopeless anguish 
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caused by a sense of guilt. Bradley says that the Queen 
11 dies a better woman than she had lived" because she felt a 
genuine remorse when Hamlet showed her what she had done. 
(4:167) And Knight thinks the King's soul was wrenched 
with remorse by Hlllillllet' s play. To him Claudius's remorse 
is genuine and expresses itself ln the prayer 11 of a strick-
en soul beginning, '0, my offence is rank, lt smells to 
heavent'--III.iii.36 (26:38) 
And Sharp writes: 
If virtue be beautiful ·and thus attractive, 
it should follow that vice is hideous and 
repulsive. But this is not the whole truth. 
Certain forms of vice are not merely hateful 
in so far as they involve qualities the direct 
antithesis of the corresponding virtues; they 
possess in addition the power of' arousing a 
sort of physical revulsion, direct, unreason-
ed, but sometimes or unmeasured intensity •• o 
King Claudius, awakening in a moment of re-
morse to the true nature of his crime, ex-
presses the loathing with which it fills him 
in the words, 11 0, my offence is rank, it smells 
to heaven." III.3.36 (38:25,26) 
31. Retribution 
Concerning retribution, Goethe says, 
It is the tendency of crime to spread its 
evils over innocence, as it also is of 
virtue to diffuse its blessings over many 
who deserve them not; while, frequently, 
the author of the one or of the other is 
not punished or rewarded. (Quoted by Hudson 
21:312) 
And Hudson adds, 
From such ••• discrepancies ••• there 
is but one refuge. What that refuge is the 
play does not fail to tell us: and it tells 
us by the mouth of him who has most cause to 
dread what his guilt-burdened conscience 
forcasts so profoundly: 
In the corrupted 'currents of this world 
Offence's gilded hand may shove-by justice; 
And oft 'tis seen the wicked prize itself 
Buys out the law: but 'tis not so above; 
There is no shuffling, there the action lies 
In his true nature; and we ourselves compell'd 
Even to the teeth and forehead of out faults, 
To give-in evidence. (~.:312) 
Snider finds retribution coming to both Hamlet and the 
King. Hamlet killed Polonius, and in so doing committed the 
very crime he was seeking to punish. For that deed he met 
his fate at the hands or the son whose father he had killed. 
And the King in like manner nperishes by the hand of him 
whose .father he has slain." (40:321, 403) 
The following lines are quoted from Burgess. (8:167) 
No reckoning made, but sent to my account 
With all my imperfections on my head. ~· 1:5 
3 
Foul deeds will rise 
Though all the earth o 1 erwhelm them, to men's 
eyes. Ham.l:2 
E. Comparative Study or the Ethical 
Values Presented by the 
Critics 
This study has thus far revealed that the authorities 
consulted agree that the three tragedies~ Julius Oaesar, 
Macbeth, and Hamlet are full of ethical values. It is now 
the purpose to show how the data obtained answers two ques-
tions: (1) What are the ethical values attributed to each 
drama? (2) What emphasis has been placed on each value? 
1. Ethical Values Found in Julius Caesar 
a. What are the ethical values 
found in Julius Caesar? 
The study reveals thirty-six different ethical values 
noted in Julius Caesar by sixteen different critics. Fol-
lowing is a list of these values with the names of the 
critics noting them& 
1. Altruism 3. Conscience 
Sharp Burgess 
Hudson 
2. Ambition Knight 
Burgess Stoll 
Hudson 
Snider 4. Consistency 
Snider 
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5. Constancy 15. Ingratitude 
Burgess Brandes 
Dowden Burgess 
Masefield 
6. Duty 
Brandes 16. Intellect 
Bowden Hudson 
Hudson Snider 
Stoll 
1'7. Justice 
'7. Egoism Hudson 
Brandes Masefield 
Snider ·Moulton 
8. Envy 18. Liberty 
Brooke Brooke 
Hudson Moulton 
Masefield 
19· •• Love 
9. Fortitude Sharp 
Hudson 
20. Morality 
10. Hate Brooke 
Brooke Brandes 
Crump Hudson 
Hudson Snider 
11. Honor 21. Nobility 
Sharp Brandes 
Snider Brooke 
Dowden 
12. Hypocrisy Hudson 
Brandes 
Burgess 22. Outer--Inner Li.fe 
Snider Masefield 
Moulton 
13. Idealism 
Brooke 23. Patriotism 
Brandes Hudson 
Chambers Snider 
Crump 
Dowden 24. Pity 
Hudson Sharp 
14. Individuality 25. Pride 
Moulton Brandes 
Brooke 
Knight 
b. ~~at emphasis has been placed 
on each ethical value? 
The thirty-six values have been listed in the order of 
their frequency in Table I. A study of this table reveals 
that idealism was noted by six different critics; weakness 
by five; conscience, duty, morality, and nobilitz by four 
each. Ten values were each listed by three different crit-
ics; eight values by two; and twelve each by at least one 
critic. 
From Table II, in which has been listed the critics 
in the order of the number of values each emphasized, it 
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TABLE I 
Values Found in Julius Caesar 
Listed in Order of Frequency !ilound 
No. Values Frequency No. Values Frequency 
1 Idealism 6 19 Honor 2 
2 Weakness 5 20 Intellect 2 
3 Conscience 4 21 Liberty 2 
4 Duty 4 22 Outer vs. Inner 
5. Morality 4 Life 2 
6 Nobility 4 23 Patriotism 2 
7 Ambition 3 24 Purity 2 
8 Envy 3 25 Altruism 1 
9 Hate 3 26 Consistency 1 
10 Hypocrisy 3. 27 Fortitude 1 
11 Ingratitude 3 28 Individuality 1 
12 Justice 3 29 Love 1 
13 Pride .3 30 Pity 1 
14 Self-Mastery 3 31 Retribution 1 
15 Tra.achery 3 32 Remorse 1 
16 Virtue 3 33 Righteousness 1 
17 Constancy 2 34 Softness 1 
18 Egoism 2 35 Tyranny 1 
36 Womanliness 1 
TABLE II 
Critics Contributing to this Study 
Listed in Order of Values Emphasized 
No. Critic No. of Values No. Critic No. of Values 
1 Hudson 15 9 Sharp 4 
2 Brandes 13 10 Chambers 3 
3 Brooke 9 11 Crump 2 
4 Snider 9 12 Knight 2 
5 Burgess 6 13 Stoll 2 
6 Dowden 6 14 Jameson 1 
7 Moulton 6 15 Lee 1 
8 Masefield 5 16 Wilson 1 
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will be seen that Hudson emphasized fifteen values in the 
play, and Brandes emphasized thirteen. Brooke and Snider 
each presented nine. Burgess, Dowden, Moulton, each listed 
six. One critic listed five; one, four, and one, three; 
while three critics each listed two, and three others list-
ad one each. 
As shown by this data, ethical values have been attri-
buted to Julius Caesar. It further shows that thirty-six 
different values were identified, and all thirty-six were 
mentioned by at least one critic, and one value was empha-
sized by six critics. 
2. Ethical Values Found in Macbeth 
a. \Vhat are the ethical values 
found in Macbeth? 
The study revealed twenty-t~o different ethical values 
emphasized in Macbeth by fifteen authors of literary merit. 
These values with the names of those recognizing them are 
listed below: 
l.Ambition 
Chambers 
Dowden 
Hudson 
Jameson 
Knight 
Snider 
Stoll 
2. Gonscience 
Bowden " 
Brandes 
Burgess 
Dowden 
Hudson 
Knight 
Luae 
Moulton 
Snider 
Stoll 
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3. Evil--Sin 13. Remorse 
Snider Bowden 
Chambers 
4. Fear Jameson 
Chambers Snider 
Knight 
Sharp 14. Retribution 
Snider Burgess 
Chambers 
5. Fidelity Dowden 
Dowden Moulton 
Snider 
6. Goodness 
Bowden 15. Supernatural. 
Dowden Dowden 
Moulton Hudson 
Moulton 
7. Guilt Snider 
Crump 
Hudson 16. Temptation 
Jameson Snider 
Knight 
Snider 17. Treachery 
Hudson 
a. Hospitality Snider 
Hudson 
Knight 18. Truth 
Hudson 
9. Hypocrisy 
Burgess 19. Virtue 
Snider Bowden 
Bradley 
10. Outer--Inner Life Hudson 
Chambers Snider 
Jameson 
Moulton 20. Weakness 
Snider Bradley 
11. Pride 21. Will 
Knight Bradley 
Hudson 
12. Prophecy Snider 
Snider 
22. Womanhood 
Jameson 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
TABLE III 
Values Found in Macbeth Listed 
in Order of Frequency Found 
Values Frequency No. Values 
Conscience 10 12 Hospitality 
Ambition 7 13 Treachery 
Retribution 6 14 Hypocrisy 
Guilt 5 15 l!:vil-Sin 
Remorse 4 16 Temptation 
Fear 4 17 Truth 
Outer and Inner 18 Fidelity 
Life 4 19 Womanhood 
Virtue 4 20 Weakness 
Supernatural 4 21 Pride 
Will 3 22 Prophecy 
Goodness 3 
TABLE IV 
Critics Contributing to the Study 
of Macbeth Listed in Order of 
Values Emphasized 
Critic No. of Values No. Critic No. 
Snider 15 9 Bradley 
Hudson 9 10 Burgess 
Dowden 6 11 Sharp 
Knight 6 12 Stoll 
Chambers 5 13 Brandes 
Jameson 5 14 Crump 
Moulton 5 15 Luce 
Bowden 4 
\10 
Frequency 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
of Values 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
b, What emphasis has been placed 
on each ethical value? 
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The twenty-two values have been listed in the order of 
their frequency in Table III. A study of this table re-
veals that conscience was emphasized by ten different au-
tborities. Ambition was mentioned by seven; retribution, 
by six; and guilt, by five. Remorse, fear, outer ~ inner 
life, virtue, and the supernatural were listed by four each. 
---------
Two values wore emphasized by three critics, and three val-
ues were noted by two each, while eight values were recog-
nized by one authority each. 
Table IV, which lists the authorities in the order of 
the number of values emphasized, shows that Snider pointed 
out fifteen different values. Hudson followed with nine, 
and Bowden and Knight each recognized six. Chambers, 
Jameson, and Moulton emphasized five each. One critic list-
ed four, two others pointed out three, two more found two, 
and three recognized one. 
Therefore literary authorities have attributed ethical 
values to Macbeth. Those receiving the greatest emphasis 
are conscience, ambition, retribution, and guilt. And 
fifteen particular authorities listed twenty-two values as 
existing in Macbeth. 
3. Ethical Values Found in Hamlet 
a. What are the ethical values 
found in Hamlet? 
The study revealed thirty-one different values empha-
sized by twenty-five authorities in the play Hamlet. These 
values and their authorities are listed below: 
1. Conscience 8. Idealism 
Brooke Brandes 
Burgess 
Fauoit 9. Impulse 
Ferris-Gettemy Campbell 
Knight Snider 
Sharp 
Snider 10. Indecision 
Coleridge 
2. Disgust Crump 
Bradley 
Eliot 11. Innocence 
Hudson Bowden 
Robertson Brooke 
Hudson 
3. Duty Luce 
Brooke 
Dowden 12. Intellect 
Snider Chambers 
Crump 
4. Falseness Masefield 
Burgess Mathew 
Hudson Snider 
5. Good 13. Love 
Bowden Knight 
Sharp 
14. Madness 
6. Grief Bowden 
Campbell Bradley 
Knight 
7o Hypocrisy Mathew 
Brooke Snider 
Burgess Stoll 
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15. 
16. 
17 0 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
Morality 23. Sin 
Ferris-Getterny Ferris-Gettemy 
Snider 
Nobility 
Hudson 24. Sincerity 
Crump 
Outer--Inner Life Dowden 
Brooke Hudson 
Ferris-Gettemy 
25. Strength 
Procrastination Dowden 
Bridges 
Coleridge 26. Sweetness 
Hudson Hudson 
Remorse 27. Treachery 
Bradley Brooke 
Knight Hudson 
Sharp 
28. Unselfishness 
Retribution Bradley 
Burgess 
Hudson 29. Virtue 
Snider Ferris-Gettemy 
Revenge--Vengeance 30. Weakness 
Bowden Bridges 
Brooke Chambers 
Jameson Masefield 
Knight 'Wilson 
Sharpe 
Stoll 31. •nll-Power 
Crump 
Self-Interest Sharp 
Faucit 
b. What emphasis has been placed 
on each ethical value 
in Hamlet? 
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The thirty-one values have been listed in the order of 
their frequency in Table V. A study of this table reveals 
that conscience was emphasized by seven different authori-
ties. Madness and vengeance were treated six times each. 
Five critics mentioned intellect, and four emphasized weak-
ness, disgust, and innocence. Five values were noticed by 
--
each of three authorities; ten were listed by two each, and 
nine were recognized by one authority 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
p 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
TABLE V 
Values Found in Hamlet Listed 
in Order of Frequency 
Values Frequency No. Values 
Conscience 7 17 Indecision 
Madness 6 18 Outer--lnner 
Vengeance 6 Life 
Intellect 5 19 Sin 
D:tsgu.st 4 20 Treachery 
Innocence 4 21 Virtue 
Weakness 4 22 Will Power 
Duty 3 23 Grief 
Procrastination 3 24 Idealism 
Sincerity 3 25 Love 
Remorse 3 26 Morality 
Retribution 3 27 Nobility 
Falseness 2 28 Self-Interest 
Good 2 29 Strer1ght 
Hypocrisy 2 30 Sweetness 
Impulse 2 31 Unselfishness 
Frequency 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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In Table VI the authorities have been listed in the or-
der of the number of ethical values each emphasized. '£his 
table shows that Hudson emphasized nine values. Of the 
twenty-five critics nine emphasized four or more values. 
The conclusion to be drawn from this data is then that 
there are ethical values attributed to Hamlet, since some 
twenty-five literary authorities have emphasized at least 
thirty-one of them. 
Nq. 
1. 
0 
tJ • 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
TABL:b; VI 
Critics Contributing to the Study 
of Hamlet Listed in Order of 
Values ~mphasized 
Critics No. of Values No. Critics 
Hudson 9 14. Campbell 
Snider 8 15. Chambers 
Brooke 7 16. Coleridge 
Sharp 6 17. Fauci t 
Knight 5 18. Masefield 
Bowden 4 19. Mathew 
Bradley 4 20. Brt:..ndes 
Burgess 4 21. Eliot 
Crump 4 22. Jameson 
Ferris-Gettemy 4 23. Luce 
Dowden 3 24. Robertson 
Stoll 3 25. Wilson 
Bridges 2 
No. of Values 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4. Summary of Data Presented in Chapter II 
The data obtained from th:i.s study emphasizes the fact 
that ethical values do e,xist and are emphasized by literary 
authorities in Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and 
H~mlet, Since these values do exist a survey of the high-
school editions of these three plays to determine how the 
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editor has presented these v&lues to the hic;h-school student 
will be of value to teachers wishing to correlate i~he study 
of literature with the study of morals or character devel-
opment. This survey is presented in Chapter III. 
CHAPTER III 
THE PRESENTATION OF THE ETHICAL VALUES 
OF' SHAKESPEARE AS FOUND IN THE 
HIGH-SCHOOL EDITIONS OF 
JULIUS CAESAR, MACBETH, 
AND HAMLET 
The.survey of the ethical values attributed to Shake~ 
spe~re's Julius Caesar, M&cbeth, and Hamlet by thirty au-
thorities reveals the rich opportunity an editor has to 
set before boys and girls those values that will emphasize 
character development in a wholesone and effective manner. 
Snider says, 
Shakespeare has thus illustrated a truth 
whieh it will do no hurt to repeat nowa-
days--that the content of a moral act can 
be given only by intelligence, and that 
the cultivation of"iht~llect·i~ .in so far 
the cultivation of morality in its true 
sense. On this side our public schools 
are our best--and indeed, are fast be-
coming our only moral teachers. (39:203) 
If Snider has not over emphasized the moral obliga-
tion of the public schools, it becomes increasingly im-
portant that the text-books used in the' classroom be 
edited to present those ethical values that will aid in 
the teaching of character. This does not mean that text-
books must become sermonettes, but it does mean that the 
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editor of a text-book should seize his opportunities to 
present pertinent ethical values to the student in a whole-
some and effective manner. The careful study of the works 
--
of recognized students of Shakespe~re reveals the richness 
of the moral values which abound in his plays. 'fhe editor 
who does not recognize his opportunity--who does not in his 
notes and comments point out or explain those profound 
truths that the poet has so subtly and understandingly 
dra\'m j_n the charu.cters through their words and actions has 
fuiled to produce a book that can meet the requirements of 
modern American trends. 
A. Methods of Presenting 
Ethical Values 
There are fifty-eight different editions of the three 
dramas, Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet, each present-
ing the drama in style and manner to attract the interest 
of the student as well as that of the teacher. But an e-
dition of the drama must do more than present an attractive 
page; it must do more than explain obsolete and archaic 
words, more than explain the difference betv1een the edi-
tion in hand and the early folio edition; it must present 
more than a few well chosen pictures and an attractive 
cover. Today it must have more even than a long record 
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of successful classroom use. Age may mean that the editor 
iS not following modern American trends. 
A study of these texts shows that many of the editors 
have not neglected their opportunity. They are presenting 
ethical values in their editions by one or more of five 
different methods. These five methods are designated by 
the following terms: 
1. Identification 
This term is used when the editor mentions or names a 
value without commenting upon it. 
2. Connnent 
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This term is used when the editor through his own 
comment, either in his introduction, footnotes, or appendix, 
emphasizes a particular value. 
3. Q.uotation 
This term is used to indicate that the editor has in-
cluded in his introduction, footnotes, or appendix, quota-
tions from one or more of the books or essays of the lit-
erary authorities on Shakespeare and his works. 
4. Question 
a. Direct Question 
This term is applied when the editor's questions re-
fer directly to a specific value; e.g., "Where in the pre-
vious scene has Hamlet demanded her Loyalty?" This ques-
tion calls attention directly to loyalty. An answer to 
this question will necessitate a discussion of loyalty in 
the classroom. 
b. Indirect Question 
This term is applied when the editor's question re-
fers indirectly to a v~lue; e.g., 11 What fault does he find 
with himself? 11 or nWhat insight into Hamlet's nature and 
present condition does his soliloquy reveal?" These ques-
tions do not direct attention to a specific value. The 
student may guess at or reason out an answer that will 
emphasize a certain value, or a good teacher may direct 
the attention to a particular value, but there is a fifty-
fifty chance that the emphasis will not be placed on a 
definite value. Inasmuch as opinions differ it is impos-
sible to determine what value will be emphasized by the 
discussion growing out of this type of question; and fur-
thermore such emphasis has not been directed by the ques-
tion to a specific value. For these reasons the indirect 
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question has not been recognized in this study. 
5. Project 
This term is used when the editor relates the p&rtic-
ular value to a definite assignment; e.g., 
11 Thou art the ruins of the noblest man 
That ever lived in the tide of times." 
Produce evidence to show the:_t what Antony 
says here is substantially true. 
B. Survey of High-School Editions 
of Julius Caesar 
The following survey was made to determine whut empha-
sis, if any, each of the twenty-one high-school editions of 
Julius Caesar _placed on the ethical values attributed to it 
by ljterury authorities. 
1. Academy Classics (66) 
In the foreword to his edit;ion Samuel Thurber, Jr., 
says, concerning. the new features introduced into his 
father t s work, 
lt is hoped that this additional material 
will not only increase the interest of the 
student, but that it wi,ll also lighten the 
labor of the teacher. ( 66: iii) 
But none of his BIDX new features presents the ethical val-
ues of the dramatist. On page 101 of his appendix he says, 
Brutus is an idealist ••• ~mfit for the 
work ••• called upon to do. 
In his introduction to his notes on Act I he refers to 
cassius's enmity toward Caesar, and to Brutus's consci-
entious meditations. On page 190 he briefly mentions the 
moral greatness or Brutus, and speaks of his integrity, 
hiS constancy, and honor. On page 237 he says, 11 Every de-
tail is meant to exalt our estimate of the nobility of 
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t II Bru us. On page 248 he questions the sincerity of Cassius, 
and closes the notes on each scene of the play with indi-
rect questions designed to make the pupil think. In three 
direct questions tle.refers to Portia's nobility and con-
sthncy and to the s:.tnceri ty of C&ssius. He also mentions 
Brutus's freeing Rome from tyranny. However beyond brief-
ly mentioning these VE•.lues he has placed very little em-
phasis upon them. 
Conscience 
Constancy 1 Hate (enmity) 
Identification 
a. Summary of Value 
Honor 
Idealism 
Mor~.:<.lity 
b. Swmnary of Methods 
Question 
(Sincerity) 
Tyranny 
Virtue (Integrity) 
1. Values enclosed in ( ) are not listed in Chapter II 
under the study of Julius Caesar. 
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2. Arden Shakespeare (56) 
The Arden Shakespeare (56) is edited by Arthur D. 
Innes and revised by William Strunk, Jr. This edition 
presents a clear and very interesting treatment o~ such 
ethical values as Caesar's arrogance; Cassius's envy, love 
of liberty, lack of hypocrisy, loyalty, and lack of con-
science; Brutus's patriotism, regard for justice, and dom-
inant individuality. The editor explains how Brutus is 
tricked by his moralizing into an act of treachery, and 
how unpractical and impractical a pure idealist :i.s. He 
points out the nobility and purity of Brutus, and lays 
bare the workings of Brutus's mind that make him suscep-
tible to flattery. He calls attention to the fact that 
Brutus is dominated by his sense of honor, his conscience, 
his incorruptible virtue, and his love. Through his com-
ments the editor has presented these ethical values in a 
wholesome and attractive manner that both convinces and 
appeals to the adolescent min~. 
a. Summary of Values 
Conscience 
Constancy (loyalty) 
Envy 
Honor 
Hypocrisy 
Idealism 
Individuality 
Justice 
Liberty 
Love 
b. Summary of Methods 
Comment 
Morality 
Patriotism 
Pride (arrogance) 
Treachery 
Virtue 
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3. Cathedral Classics (61) 
F. A. Purcell and L. M. Somers have a text published 
by Scott, Foresman, and Company, in which they discuss the 
ethical values at great length. They emphasize especially 
the weakness of Caesar, his ambition and arrogance. They 
analyze srutus, calling attention to his self-mastery, his 
nobility, his patriotism, his heroism, his love of liberty, 
his idealism, and his purity of intention. They explain 
how his life is a conscientious struggle between private 
regard and patriotic duty, how his life is controlled by 
certain moral principles and a high sense of justice. They 
also discuss Cassius's envy and lack of moral rectitude. 
'l1hey contrast his actions and motives with those of Brutus, 
and they refer to the nobility of Portia. They devote 
seventy-one pages in the introduction of the book to a dis-
cussion of these values, and they have placed at the end of 
the book, pages 189-200, a complete set of questions based 
on the play and the introduction, which are designed to 
challange the thought of the pupil. 
a. Summary of Values 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Envy 
Fortitude (heroism) 
Idealism 
Justice 
Liberty 
Morality 
Nobility 
Patriotism 
Pride (arrogance) 
Purity 
Self-Mastery 
Weakness 
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b. Summary of Methods 
Comment Question 
4. Eclectic English Classics (48) 
This classic was edited by Franklin Thomas Baker in 
1892, 1898. In the introduction and the footnotes there is 
no mention of the ethical values of the drama. In the aug-
gestions for the study of Shake·speare on page 115 one reads: 
'rhe study of character is also necessary 
to the appreciation of the drama. Such 
study must be more than a casual enumera-
tion of characterizing adjectives, more 
or less accurately ~elected. It must ob-
serve the initial conception of a given 
character; the means by which this char-
acter is revealed to us; his relation to 
other characters in the play; his effect 
upon them, and their effect upon him; and, 
above all, the relation of the character 
to the action of the play--wherein and 
how far the action makes him what he be-
comes. 
But neither by comment or quotation does he attempt to 
help the pupil in such study. 
On pages 118-125 are questions concerning which the 
editor says, 
The questions given on the following 
pages are intended only to suggest lines 
of thought and discussion upon the prin-
ciple just stated. {48:18) 
There are about 175 questions most of which are indirecto 
In the few direct questions he emphasizes nine values. 
Ambition 
Duty 
Fortitude 
Question 
a. Summary of Values 
Justice 
Pride 
Remorse 
b. Summary of Methods 
5. Gateway Series (57) 
Retribution 
Softness 
Wealmess 
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Hamilton Wright Mabie is editor of this edition. On 
page 140 he says, 
The play is pre-eminently a character 
play and the forces for change at work 
in society are personified in men of strik-
ing personal energy and charactero (57:140) 
Under Contrasts of Character beginning on page 28 he com-
ments on the values of the play. He says that Brutus is 
the noblest figure in the play--a noble and consistent pa-
triot, but an idealist who attempted to do things for whinh 
he did not possess the proper instruments. He tells the 
student that the problem of life is the incorporation of 
ideas in character, laws, and institutions, and to do this 
man must have, not only a clear vision for ideas, b~t a 
clear sense of what can be done at the moment and how it 
can be done. For this crisis Brutus was unfitted by his 
temperment. He says that Cassius, a man of courage, is 
egotistical and envious of Caesar. He is unscrupulous and 
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yet so capable of great elevation of purpose and dignity of 
action as to win the love of Brutus which was given only to 
men of great deeds. He tells the student that Shakespeare 
is making, in this tragedy, a striking contrast between the 
failure of men in dealing with affairs and their success in 
dealing with life; so a material defeat is turned into a 
moral vic,tory, and Brutus's integrity is unspotted to the 
end. 
Consistency 
Egoism 
Envy 
Cormnent 
a. Summary of Values 
Idealism 
Nobility 
Outer vs. Inner Life 
b. Summary of Methods 
6. Golden Key Series (54) 
Patriotism 
Virtue 
The copy of Julius Caesar in the Golden Key Series is 
a beautiful book. Its notes and helps are profuse and its 
illustrations are well chosen, but there are no comments on 
the ethical values of the play. In the appendix, part II 
under Study Suggestions there are four pages of questions 
on Character Analysiso (54:123-127) These questions di-
rect the attention to such values as envy, honor, idealism, 
sincerity, weakness, justice, strength, egoism, patriotism, 
consistency, pride. But there is no place in the text where 
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the editor has given any information that will help the 
student answer these questions. Long personal experience in 
teaching Shakespeare to boys and girls emphasizes the fact 
that the average pupil unaided is unable to interpret the 
characters of a Shakespearean play. These values are fur-
ther emphasized by suggested exercises and projects. These 
are valuable for the superior student, but without the aid 
of the editor's comment it is doubtful whether they are of 
any value to that great group of average and low intellec-
tual students. 
a. Summary of Values 
Consistency 
Egoism 
Envy 
Idealism 
Justice 
Patriotism 
Pride 
(Sincerity) 
Fortitude 
Weakness 
Honor 
b. Summary of Methods 
Question Project 
7. ~English Classics (58) 
In the Lake English Classics edition is the following 
paragraph: 
Attention might profitably be drawn to the 
political significance of the play. The 
hopelessness of curing national degener&cy 
by the removal of any one man, and the to-
tal failure of the populace to see the aim 
of the conspirator's action, are most point-
edly expressed in the shout of the Third 
Citizen after the republican speech of 
Brutus,-- 11 Let him be Caesar." (58:7) 
That is the only suggestion of any signjficance in the en-
tire book. As the editor remarks, rrThe task of aesthetic 
interpretation has been, for the most part, left to the 
teacher." (58:8) 
None. 
None. 
a. Summary of Values 
b. Summary of Methods 
8. Laurel Classics {51) 
A. Bertram de Mille says in his Laurel Classic, 
While the literary values have not been 
neglected, the chief stress falls upon 
acting and the development or character ••• 
A series of lessons has been added, with 
questions and memory work. These are not 
intended to supplant the initiative of 
the teacher, but to suggest methods of 
approach and to provoke thought. 
At once he intrigues the teacher interested in teaching 
character development. 
In his 0onnnents 2.!! ~Characters {51:44-55) he not 
only discusses Caesar, Brutus, Cassius, and Portia, but 
also each of the other characters that have a definite 
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part, however small, in the development of the drama--
Caeca, Cicero, Antony, Oct&vius, Calpurnia, and some of the 
minor characters march under the ~lood of his sympathetic 
understanding. 
The student is shown the greatness or Caesar at the 
same time that he is made to feel that more than every-
thing else he is human--so human that his enemies forget 
his greatness in their annoyance at his ~railties. The 
student sees Caesar in his physical weakness and arrogance 
as well as in his greatness and nobility, and he is led to 
see how even human frailties shape the destinies of men. 
The editor's interpretation of Brutus is equally sym-
pathetic. Brutus's loyalty to his friend is contrasted 
with his sense of patriotic duty. The student is led to 
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see him as an idealist unfitted for the work he is to do, 
yet a man whom Antony calls "the noblest Roman of them allo" 
His patriotism is unsullied. It is his moral ideas and 
principles that make him so blind to concrete realities 
that he is wholly unpractical, acting deeds against his 
nature by the strong force of principle and will. In his 
notes the editor calls attention to Brutus's sense of honor 
and patriotism, to his noble consistency of character, the 
mental struggle through which he goes--the conflict of the 
man's outer and inner life, and his remorse. 
Cassius is seen as the practical and unscrupulous poli-
tician, who, because of his deep and true friendship for 
the man, yields to impractical Brutus. Although he lacks 
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nobility he wins respect by his constancy. 
Portia exemplifies the nobility of womanhood, possess-
ing a woman's softness and timidity and a woman's profound 
and passionate feeling, yet held in check by self-disci-
pline. 
In his notes he also shows the student how Caesar's 
arrogance and superstition invites the treachery of Brutus 
and Cassius. The questions which follow the notes empha-
size the values already mentioned. And as a further aid 
the editor gives 11 Topics for Discussion and Compositionn 
that through narration, description, exposition~and argu-
ment stress again the ethical values he has so carefully 
emphasized in the rest of the book. 
Consistency 
Constancy 
Duty 
Honor 
Idealism 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Individuality (greatness) 
Loyalty 
Morality 
Nobility 
Outer vs. Inner Life 
b. Summary of Methods 
Patriotism 
Pride (arrogance) 
Treachery 
Weakness 
Womanliness 
Quotation Question Project 
9. Longmans' English Classics (59) 
The editor of the Longmans' English O.lassicbriefly 
summarizes 11 the powerful character drawing!' of the play as 
follows: 
Brutus, , the stern republican, caught by 
the flattery of Cassius and his own brood-
ing melancholy into a whirl of human pas-
sions for which he is entirely unfitted; 
Cassius, the political schemer, grieving 
not so much over the downfall of the re-
public--though that grieves him too--as 
over the .fact that some one else "should 
so get the start of the majestic world 
and bear the palm alone"--the practical 
man, yet always yielding to the idealist: 
(59:xxii) · 
But the editor gives no sympathetic touches that help to 
make them living people. Rather is he more concerned in 
quarreling with Hudson because Shakespeare did not choose 
to show Julius Caesar in his greatness instead of in his 
weakness. Thus another editor has missed his opportunity 
to point out the real ethical values of the play. ·rhe com-
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ments and questions in the notes at the end o~ the book con-
cern the structure of the play and a test of the mere know-
ledge of the story of the drama. At no time is the atten-
tion directed to the underlying ethical values of the play. 
a. Summary of Values 
None 
b. Summary of Methods 
None 
10. Merril's English Classics (60) 
Milton M. Smith in his text treats briefly, in the 
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short appendix, the weakness of Caesar, the noble soul and 
moral nature of Brutus, and the impracticality of the ideal-
ist. In three of twenty-five questions he directs the 
attention to remorse, jealousy, and sincerity. 
Idealism 
Envy 
Morality 
Brief <lo:mment 
a. Summary of Values 
Nobility 
Remorse 
(Sincerity) 
b. Summary of Methods 
Three questions 
Weakness 
11. The New H~dson Shakespeare (49) 
This edition by Black has an introduction and notes 
by Hudson. In this introduction Hudson quotes freely from 
his Shake sue are: His Life, Art, and Characters calling 
attention to those values which he was found to emphasize 
in the previous chapter. 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Duty 
Envy 
Fortitude 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Hate 
Idealism 
Intellect 
Justice 
Morality 
b. Summary of Methods 
Nobility 
Patriotism 
Purity 
Remorse 
Virtue 
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12. The New Pocl{et Classics (55) 
'rhe editor of Iviacrnillan' s New Pocket Classic does 
little more than identify through quotations from lj_terary 
authorities Caesar's jealousy and bodily weakness; the gen-
tleness and nobility of Brutus, his love of liberty, his ex-
cessive virtue, his decission to do evil that good may come 
of it, his great desire for his country's good, and his af-
fection for Caesar. He has a section at the end of the play 
named ''Suggestive Questions," but these questions are indi-
rect and, as far as this study is concerned, useless. 
Envy (jealousy) 
Liberty 
Love 
Identification 
a. Summary of Values 
Nobility · 
Patriotism 
Softness (gentleness) 
b. Summary of Methods 
Quotation 
13. New Readers' Shakespeare (53) 
Virtue 
Weakness 
The editor of the New Readers' Shakespeare tells the 
pupils in the Foreworg that 
This edition of the play was prepared 
\rlth stage directions to aid you in the 
interpretation of this drama. (53:xiv) 
This evidently explains why the questions and comments on 
the ethical values of the play are indirect. 
a. Sumraary of Values 
None 
b. Swrn:nary of Methods 
None 
14. The Rolfe Edition (63) 
This is the well-known Rolfe Edition, edited by w. Jo 
Rolfe. In his introduction in writing of Caesar, he re-
fers to Caesar's weakness, calling Caesar 'the spoilt child 
of victory'. In the ~endi~ beginning on page 216 both in 
cormnent and quotation he refers to Brutus as the noblest 
and purest of men, patroitic but base or treacherous, yet 
an idealist. He discusses the fatal mistake that Brutus 
makes and explains the justice of his failure and destruc-
tion--the vengeance of the gods or retribution. He dis-
cusses the incorruptible virtue of Erutus, the nobility of 
Portia, and notes that Cassius lacks conscience. On page 
233 he gives a clear and interesting treutrnent of the moral 
of the play--the principle underlying retribution, namely, 
' 
that evil sovm was evil reaped. 11 They that take the sword 
shall perish with the sword." 
Conscience 
Justice 
a. Surmnary of Values 
Nobility 
Idealism 
Putriotism 
Purity 
Retribution 
Treachery 
Virtue 
Weakness 
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Comment 
b. Summary of Methods 
Quotation 
15. Standard Literature Series (52) 
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Hale, the editor of this edition of the Standard Liter-
ature Series, in his introduction directs the pupil's atten-
tion to the ethical values as follows: 
A tragedy does not present us some great 
man doing great deeds with ever increas-
ing success. It presents us some man of 
great qualities who is some how overtaken 
by ill success. For a time he succeeds; 
then for some reason he fails. 
Then he definitely points to the weakness of Brutus, his 
treachery to Gaesar, his honor, his im.practicalness result-
ing frorn. his idealism, the idea of liberty conceived by the 
conspirators. He points out that Brutus was not justified 
in his conduct toward Caesar and explains how men lilre 
Brutus, however high-minded, are not the men who move the 
world. He leads the pupil to see that unwise action brings 
consequences or retribution. 
Honor 
Idealism 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Justice 
Liberty 
Retribution 
Treachery 
b. Summary o~ethods 
Wealmess 
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16. Stratford Classics (67} 
The Stratford Classics edition of Julius Caesar is an 
intriguing little volume. In the .li'oreword the editor writes: 
We try to share with our. students the en-
richment of' living which has come to us 
through our reading of a classic, and to 
demand or them such thoughtful organiza-
tion of their ovm mental and emotional 
exneriences with it as will add a cubit 
to-their stature. (67:vii) 
And as one follows her through her book he feels that he has 
added a cubit to his stature. Her text is full of questions 
and comments which skilfully direct the student to consider 
the ambition of Caesar, the honor of Brutus, self-mastery, 
the working of conscience, the nobili,ty of womanhood, hero-
ism, sincerity, justice, sense of duty, impractical judgment, 
and incorruptible virtue. 
At the close of her book she has a chapter called 
Problems .!£!:. Consideration After the Entire Play Has Been 
Studied and in her introduction one reads: 
Dura.as has said, "After God, Shakespeare 
has created most." And by "created" he 
meant, quite simply, "endowed with life." 
His characters are no puppets whose strings 
he pulls to serve a story. Such story as 
there is grows out of their needs, their 
loves, hates, ambitions, failures. Brutus 
must, by his very nature--that queer com-
pound of nobility, sentimentality, muddle-
headed thinldng, irascibility, and gentle-
ness--make the mists.ke of allowing Antony 
to speak at Caesar's funeral, and so pre-
cipitate failure. It could not be other-
wise. (67:201) 
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Then follows a series of problems that have gro\vn out of the 
aids and suggestions given throughout the entire book. 
Ambition 
Consistency 
Conscience 
Duty 
Honor 
a. Summary of Values 
Justice 
Morality 
Nobility 
Pride (pompousness) 
Self-Mastery 
b. Summary of Methods 
Sincerity 
Softness (kindliness) 
Virtue 
•vomanliness 
Identification Co1mnent Quotation Question Project 
17. Recommended Readings (65) 
In his introduction to his edition of the Recommended 
Readings Sykes comments on the virtue and justice of Brutus, 
the idealist, mentions self-mastery and justice, and accounts 
for the weakness of Caesar, and the envy of Cassius. On 
page 179 he has a paragraPh in his first appendix on the 
outer and inner life of the characters. 
Envy 
Idealism 
Cormn.ent 
a. Summary of Values 
Justice 
Outer and Inner Life 
b. Summary or Methods 
Virtue 
Neakness 
18. Riverside Literature Series (50) 
The editor of Houghton Mifflin Company's Riverside 
Calssic has placed her comments at the back of the book 
under Questions for the Studz of the Play Act :£l Act. Here 
the characters are most sympathetically treated and the 
questions are of such nature as to challenge even the poor-
est students. Gaesar is arrogant and superstitious. His 
weakness invites personal enmity. Brutus, the idealist, 
noble, honorable, and patriotic was morally unfit to do the 
task required of him. He was a man who could be swayed 
through his personal pride, yet a man of self-mastery. She 
leads the pupil to see that Brutus suffers from remorse and 
that retribution follows the conspirators. She also calls 
attention to the unselfish, wifely nobility of Portia. 
Hate 
Honor 
Idealism 
Morality 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Nobility 
Patriotism 
Pride (arrogance) 
Remorse 
b. Summary of Methods 
Question 
Retribution 
Self-Mastery 
Weakness 
Womanliness 
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19. ~he University Classics (64) 
In the Universitz Slassic the editor, J. w. Searson, 
assumes the ability of the student to define the subtleness 
of those principles that influence man's actions and shape 
him whether he will or no. Aside from the general state-
ments that Brutus is gentle and noble, has a love of lib-
erty, the highest desire for his country's good, no personal 
grudge in his heart, and a friend's affection for the man he 
struck; that Gassius 11 is much the better conspirator, but 
much the worse man"· (quoted from Hudson); and that Portia 
is one of the noblest of Shakespeare's women, he offers no 
aid to the student in answering his 300 questions at the 
back o~ the book. Furthermore these questions do not point 
to the ethical values of the play nor do they offer much 
help to the student, reading Julius Caesar for the first 
time. .The following is a fair sample of the type of ques-
tion he employs: 
a. From Cassius's next speech tell what 
is shown of his character. 
b. Vfuat is sho\m of Brutus in that he 
questions Gasca so minutely? 
c. What kind of man is Cassius sho'vn to 
be in this scene? (I~iii) 
d. What picture is here given us of Brutus? 
(V.iv) 
His statement on page 143 of "Write a careful analysis 
or the character of Brutus" is of little value, for the 
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student,with no further help than can be found within the 
00vers of his book, cannot from the experiences of his own 
life draw analogous conclusions that will make such an an-
alysis correct or valuable. 
a. Summary of Values 
Liber:ty 
Love 
Nobility 
Patriotism 
Softness (gentleness) 
b. Summary of Methods 
Identification 
20. Winston Companion Classics (62) 
A study of the Winston edition reveals that the editor 
has sympathetically emphasized certain ethical values. In 
the introduction he calls attention to the endurance of 
Caesar's vital force, the nobility of Brutus's character and 
to the weakness that brings defeat to Brutus, Oassius and 
Caesar--Brutus is ruled by envy and ambition; and Caesar is 
an egoist. At the close of each scene he has appended 
notes and questions. Although his questions are indirect 
his comments are such that the pupil should have little di~­
ficulty in determining the answers. In his notes he dis-
cusses Brutus's patriotism and singleness of purpose, his 
kindness, and poor judgment. He refers to Caesar's love of 
flattery and at the same time calls attention to the lines 
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that show Caesar speaking wisely and bravely. He also re-
fers to Portia's nobleness. 
Ambition 
Egoism 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Envy 
Idealism 
Individuality 
Nobility 
b. Summary of Methods 
Patriotism 
Softness 
c. Survey of the High-School 
Editions of Macbeth 
1. The Academ[ Classics (86) 
Weakness 
Womanli-
ness 
The editor confines all his discussion, notes and 
questions to the Appen9.13 of his book. On page 118 is the 
beginning of a section, The Value ~ Character Contrast in 
14acbeth, in which he carefully analyses the characters o:f 
both Macbeth and Lady Macbeth, explaining how their natures 
helped them to react to life as they did and how sin always 
brings its retribution. He also analyses the retribution 
visited upon Lord and Lady Macbeth. He helps the student 
see that the play is a contrast between the outer and inner 
life of each. They see that Macbeth is "essentially a man 
or action, impetuous, imperious, accustomed to obedience;" 
a man who cannot sit still and face suspence, "not a good 
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man worked upon by ambition, but a man who wants what he 
wants;" a man so much like other men that he will not of him-
self dare attain his desire unless it accords with his con-
ventional idea of morality; a man afraid of retribution, a 
man who recognizes treachery even in his own actions. They 
see Lady Macbeth as a woman who knowing her own weakness 
called upon the spirits to give her the necessary strength 
to accomplish her purpose; a woman whose "quivering nerves, 
shaking tenderness, pitiful sense of blood-stained hands, 
more pitiful recognition later of the whole moral disinte-
gration of her lord, keep her before us always as a woman 
of delicate sensibilities, not ~ fiend,--a gentle woman 
through and through, whose delicacy of mind, together with 
delicacy of body and sensitiveness of soul, could not endure 
the :ohysical enactment of those steps." They see her a 
woman who is all love as she leads Macbeth from the ban-
quet with no words of reproach. 
Under the section Comments upon ~ Play ~ the ~­
acters he quotes freely from books and essays on Shakespeare 
by recognized authorities. He uses both comments and ques-
tions in the notes to emphasize the ethical values which 
he has elsewhere pointed out to the student. 
Ambition 
conscience 
Fear 
(Love) 1 
comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Outer- .. :J:nner Life 
Retribution 
Sin 
Treachery 
b. Sunmary of Methods 
Quotation 
Weakness 
Womanhood 
Question 
2. Adams' Student's Edition (68) 
Adams 1 the editor of the Adams-~ Student's Edition, 
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says, in his Preface, "The text itself I have followed up by 
a running Commentary that attempts to interpret the charac-
ters. • .'' This Gommentary is found on pa3es 113-233. 
Its length indicates the fullness with which he cormnents on 
the characters. His interpretation is most sympathetic and 
interestingly presented. He discusses the relation of the 
supernatural world to the physical; the fore~ 'of prophecy 
on the individual; temptation and its relation to both 
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth; Macbeth's domination by fear; his 
crildnal ambition; his conscience checking his ambition; 
his lack of a keen intellect and the power to reason; his 
moral cowardice. He discusses the struggle between Macbeth's 
conscience and his ambition which aided by uthe flush of a 
lo Values enclosed in ( ) are not listed in Chapter II 
under the study of Macbeth. 
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great success, the prophecy of the Witches, the pat oppor-
tunity, the urgings of Lady Macbeth" overcomes for one fa-
tal moment the normal mastery exercised by conscience." He 
emphasizes the womanly qualities of Lady M8.cbeth, her fierce 
courage, her ambition, her love for Macbeth--a love so 
great that "she sinks her individuality in his." He shows 
that she is not a fiend but a woman, who makes a conscious 
sacrifice of 11 the woman" by her remarkable will, which sup-
plies her with a terrible courage. He emphasizes the lack 
of nobility of soul by both Macbeth and his wife; comments 
on Lady Macbeth's goodness which keeps her from killing 
Duncan; shows that she too dreads the moral issue; shows 
how "Her weaker nature is broken in the first great test" 
with the result that '1 she rapidly .fades out of the pictu.re.ll 
He discusses Macbeth's growing wickedness and his hypocrisy, 
the nobility of Banquo, and Lady Macbeth's remorse. He ex-
plains how Macbeth commits moral suicide. He calls atten-
tion to the purity, peace, love, and goodness in Macduff's 
home. He shows how Macbeth's pride dominates him at the 
last and explains how we are made to feel that justice 
tempers Macduff's bloody deed at the close o.f the play. 
His discussion of Macbeth's mental and spiritual re-
actions and development is most exhaustive and illUL1inating. 
He gives the characters life on the page as the actors give 
them life on the stage. 
Ambition 
conscience 
{Courage--
a. Summary of Values 
Fortitude) 
Hypocrisy 
(Intellect) 
(Justice) 
(Love) 
(Morality) 
(Nobility) 
Pride 
Prophecy 
Evil (Wickedness) 
Fear 
Goodness 
Guilt 
b. Summary of Methods 
Comment 
3. ~Arden Shakespeare (69) 
(Purity) 
Remorse 
Selfishness 
Supernatural 
Temptation 
Will 
Womanhood 
In his Critical Appreciation the editor of The Arden 
Shakespeare says, 
It is a drama of man at odds with fate, 
driven from sin to sin and its retribution 
by external invincible forces. ~ • Tempta-
tion ~egets sin, and sin yet further sin, 
and this again punishment sure and inexor-
able. 
He explains how temptation in the guise of ambition 
comes to Lord and Lady Macbeth and how after the murder of 
Duncan "sin leads to sin with remorseless fatality until 
the end is utter ruin of the moral sense11 --and death O@nlBS 
almost as a relief without hope of repentance. He calls 
attention to the noble side of Macbeth, to his intolerance 
of suspence, to his superstition, to his cowardly fears, 
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hiS treachery and his lack of loyalty, and he points out 
that Lady Macbeth•s is the nobler nature, so full of unself-
ish rumbition for Macbeth that she divests herself of con-
science for him, a woman with a well-trained intellect and 
a subjugated will. She has the power to scheme and plot, 
but she is still so much the woman that she cannot act. 
Her self-control enables her "to stifle agonies of' remorse 
to save Macbeth from his blunders; yet remorse is ever with 
her; awake or dreaming she can think of nothing but that 
awful night and the stain upon her hand and soul. He shows 
plainly that the Weird Sisters do not tempt Macbeth for he 
has fallen before he met them, that instead they are only 
personifications of the real internal tempting motives. 
In his notes at the back of the book he emphasizes these 
values by discussing them in connection with the lines 
w1erin the poet presents them. 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Fear 
(Loyalty) 
(Nobility) 
Comment 
a. Sillrnnary of Values 
Remorse 
Retribution 
Sin 
Supernatural 
(Superstition) 
b. Summary of Methods 
Temptation 
Treachery 
Weakness 
Will 
Womanhood 
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4. Cathedral Classics (81) 
The editors of the Cathedral Classic discus~ , in ~­
tio~ XIII of the Introduction, The Characters £! the Play. 
They call attention to the influence of the Witches on 
Macbeth and his wife, and they remind one of Macbeth's 
bravery. His physical courage is contrasted with his moral 
cowardice. They quote from Menteith who "suggests how ter-
rible is the penalty he pays for his crimes." They show 
that Macbeth was ambitious, was without principle, and re-
frained 11 from wrong doing only from custom or from the fear 
of detection. 11 They present his weak charhcter, his temp-
tations and superstitions, his treachery, and his capacity 
for action. From I?owden they quote, "Macbeth retained 
enough of goodness to make him a haggard, miserable crimin-
al; never e:nough to restrain him from crime. 11 They point 
out the over-mastering will of Lady Macbeth, her ambition 
free from selfishness, her feminine nature delicate and re-
fine against which she has to steel herself, her unse~fish 
love, her undying conscience, her disloyalty and ingratitude, 
and her remorse. These values are further emrihasized in 
the questions at the baek of the book. 
a. Summary of Values 
Ambition 
conscience 
(Courage--Fortitude) 
Fear 
Goodness 
(Love) 
Remorse 
Retribution 
Supernatural 
(Superstition) 
b. Summary of Methods 
Comrnent Question 
Temptation 
Treachery 
Weakness 
Will 
Womanhood 
Quoto.tion 
5. Eclectic English Clb.ssics (79) 
In the IntroductioQ of the Eclectic English Classics 
edition attention is called to the ambitious desires or 
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Macbeth and unscrupulous ambition of his wife. Treachery, 
guilty conscience, horrible imaginings, fears are all em-
phasized, and quoting from Dowden, the editor says, 
The theme of the drama is the gradual ruin, 
th~ough yielding to evil within and evil 
without. While Macbeth possesses elements 
of honor and loyalty and has ph7sical cour-
age he has moral ·weakness and is subject 
to imaginative fears. 
Lady Macbeth's fine and delicate nature cannot sustain her 
strength beyond sustaining her weaker husband; so 11 her 
thread of life snaps suddenly." The Witches are simply 
the embodiment of inward temptation. Macbeth has to strug-
gle against no external power, but only his own nature. 
The student is shown how conscience works and is permitted 
to follow the struggle between life and death. 
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Such are the lessons Livengood draws from the drama 
and emphb.sizes in excellent questions t:..t the close of the 
book. 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Evil 
Fear 
Comment 
a. Su~~ary of Values 
(Honor) 
Fidelity (Loyalty) 
Supernatural 
'remptation 
b. Swmnary of Methods 
Quotation 
6. Golden Key Series (75) 
Treachery 
·deakness 
Womanhood 
,:;uestion 
The editorin his second preface 11 To the Student" 
says, 
He should form his opinion about the char-
acters not by reading what others have said 
about them but rather from noting carefully 
what the characters say, what they do, and 
what other people (including the author) 
say about them. 
And he proceeus to give the student a free hand in forming 
his opinion. In his footnotes he freely translates many of 
the passages into the student's vernacular and occasionally 
inserts a question that will at least start some of them 
thinking though for the most part with little direction. 
In neither introduction nor footnotes does he offer intel-
ligent guidance. Occasionally we read a positive st~tement 
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such as, "Note the irony of this scene, with its peaceful 
surface-calm, underneath vd1ich runs the undercurrent of 
treachery. 11 This gives the student no room to decide for 
htmself that there is treachery there, noir does it help him 
to discover the treachery. IIW. :simi"l..~ statements he men-
tions some sixteen values merely by n~. In his Appendix 
he cites some tvrenty-eight quotations from the play as hav-
ing direct bearing on the character of Macbeth, but not once 
does he set up. a finger-post to direct the student along 
his way. to. a teacher who has a sympathetic understanding 
of Macbeth and the entire drama the editor has succeeded in 
giving a picture of a wicked man. Having finished his 
study and closing his bool-:: one wonders why one spends his 
time on such a play. And this feeling must condernn the 
book and show how sadly the editor has failed. 
None 
None 
a. Summary of Values 
b. Summary of Methods 
7. The Interlinear Edition (85) 
In their Introduction (85:xxxiv) the editors say, 
'l'he man of today may be especially inter-
And on 
ested in observing how an admj_rable per-
son may, under influence of a ruling pas-
sion, become utterly degraded and degener-
ate •••• Macbeth is only one among many 
of Shakespeare's unjust rulers who, ••• 
are made to pay in full for their crime. 
page xxxvi they tell the student that if he 11 keeps 
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in mind the noble nature of Macbeth, he will feel how tragic 
it is 
end. II 
to see this strong, bra.ve man going to pieces in the-
Again they write: 
Many readers appreciate Shakespeare's dra-
matic art most easily by following the de-
velopment of his charo.cters. If the student 
can learn to know and to like them, he will 
be fortunate. By so doing, he will widen and 
deepen his ovm. intellectual and emotional 
nature. He will understand better the people 
he knows and meets every day. He may even 
understand himself better. (85:xxix) 
After thus preparing the student for a study in char-
acter analysis they discuss Macbeth and Lady Macbeth in 
S~~~;o~ 7. (85:xl) They show how ambition and suffering 
work on the human spirit, and in their discussion direct 
attention to crime or sin, revenge, will, and love. In 
~_E;lg~iOJ:?. ~ they discuss the relation of the Witches to 
Macbeth and in Section· lO _.they give "Iviacbeth' s lesson for 
Mankind." 
Macbeth thinks that he has free will, and 
he finally comes to realize that he should 
be punished when he breaks the laws of man's 
best nature. He is a superb gambler. He 
plays, he \rlns, he loses, and in the end suffers 
the consequences of his act1ons with-
out whimpering or in any way attempting 
to excuse himself ••• i'he philosophy is 
reither simple and true. He that lives 
by the sword not only does die, but he 
should die, by the sword. Whether or not 
the student wishes to accept this philos-
ophy, he will find it worth thinking about. 
1md as he reflects upon certain countries 
in Asia ani Europe today, he may conclude 
that ~ome such law is still operating in 
the lives of ambitious men. (85:xliii) 
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At the end of the play they have several pa6es of questions 
devised to interpret important or subtle points of plot and 
characterization, to encourage lively discussion, and to 
share enthusiasms. Some of these questions refer directly 
to certain ethical values. 'l'he values definitely referred 
to are listed in the following sunnnary. 
Ambition 
Conscience 
(Fortitude) 
(Love) 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
·(Nobility) 
Prophecy 
Remorse 
Retribution 
Hevenge 
Sin 
Supernatural 
( 'l1yranny) 
b. Summary of Methods 
Question 
8. The Kingsley English rrexts ( 78) 
Weakness 
Will 
Shakespeare, say the editors of The Kingsley ·rext, 
Hgroupsthe incidents of the narrative around one central 
dramatic idea--Macbeth's delusive hopes; h<is mad pursuit of 
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the fleeing phantom of happiness through crime." (78:viii) 
The teaching of the drama is "rrhe perfect equality between 
sin and its retribution." (Outline Study. 78:14) 
They point out that the theme of the drama is ambition 
and remorse; that the plot is developed around temptation, 
the deed, consequences of the deed, and retribution. 
Macbeth's character is made up of ambition, courage, super-
stition, fear, treachery, hypocrisy, and weakness; Lady 
Macbeth's character is the result of' courage, will, woman-
hood, .. and remorse. 
Ambition 
(Fortitude) 
Fear 
Hypocrisy 
Remorse 
Oonnnent 
a. Summary of Values 
Retribution 
Sin 
(Superstition) 
Temptation 
Treachery 
bo Summary of Methods 
Question 
9. Laurel Classics (84) 
Weakness 
Will 
Womanhood 
The editor says that "To live permanently, a play must 
have strong character portrayal; • • • no play has provided 
more material for thoughtful study than has Macbeth. And 
this is almost wholly due to the marvelous portrayal of char-
acter in Macbeth and Lady Macbeth. 11 He carefully analyses 
their characters from two points of view: (1) regarded as 
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victims of outside ir-fluences; (2) regarded as having com-
plete self-mastery and employing outside :forces as to,ols .for 
the accomplishment of nefarious ends. He undertakes by care-
ful question and unprejudiced suggestions to challenge the 
student's thought so that he will choose between the two 
presented opinions or reject both and set forth an original 
opinion. In this manner he has prepared a text for the prew 
cocious as well as the duller minded student. He has the 
student weigh the characters of' Macoeth and Lady Macbeth for 
such traits in their various words and deeds as ambition, 
temptation, a~nscience, fear, courage, bravery, delicacy, 
refinement, treachery, remorse, outside influences versus 
the inner influences of life. He calls attention to the 
results of actions, an~estions the student concerning the 
results had the character followed a different line of 
thought or action. 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Fear 
(Fortj. tude) 
Goodness 
Comment 
a. Summary of' Values 
Outer and Inner Life 
Hypocrisy 
Remorse 
Retribution 
( Repentt:.nce) 
b. Summary of Methods 
Question 
Sin 
(Superstition) 
Temptation 
Treachery 
Will 
Womanhood 
10. Lake English Classics (80) 
The editors or the ~ English Classic in their sug-
gestions to teachers say, "The attempt • • • he<.s been to 
leave the teacher as free as possible to expend his ener-
gies on the interpretation of the &..rtistic and ethical as-
pects of the tragedy • 11 
The development of the motive of aml'ition 
throughout the play; the nemesis, both in-
ternal and external, as it is exhibited in 
the return action; the analysis of motive 
in the character of Lady Macbeth--how far 
she was selfishly ambitious, how far she 
was wrapped up in her husband; the compari-
son of Macbeth and his wife in point of 
courage and nerve before and after the mur-
der, and of- the workings of remorse in eith-
er;~- these and the score of simllar problems 
suggested by the play _are left to the teach-
er to discuss in class or to assign as sub-
jects for themes. 
They make two exceptions to this policy. In three 
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brief questions they refer to fear, courage, and ~ickedness, 
and on page thirty-five they write of the twofold function 
of the Witches. But aside from these exceptions thay make 
no comment on the eLhical values of the play. 
a. Summary of Values 
Evil (Wickedness) (Fortitude--Courage) 
Fear 
b. Summary of Methods· 
Comment Question 
Supernatural 
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11. Longmans' English Classics ('73) 
This text offers nothing by way or emphasizing any o:f 
the ethical values of the dramatist. 
a. Summary of Values 
None 
b. Summary of Methods 
None 
12. Merrill's English Texts (7'7) 
Brainerd Kellog, the editor "submits that thorough ex-
cavation of the meaning of a really profound thinker is one 
' 
of the very best kinds of training that a boy or girl can 
receive at school. This is to read the very rtind of Shake-
speare, and to weave his thoughts into the fibre of one's 
own mental constitution." (7r/:5) In his Analysis of the 
Play the editor discusses Macbeth, his glory ot: courage.or 
bravery, his striving for what is highest and greatest, not 
only because it is high, but in order thereby to raise him-
self; and Lady Macbeth, her reckless energy, her awakening 
conscience. Concerning the power of the Weird Sisters he 
says, 
As their flattering prom:tses are rather the 
concealed wishes of Macbeth's own soul, so 
their cheering words of' consolation repre-
sent the cunning self-deception which 
wrestles in the soul of the criminal, and 
keeps up his courage by false hopes and de-
lusive sophestries, until finally the decep-
tion becomes direct annihilation. (77:16) 
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He points out that Macbeth is ambitious, courageous, treach-
erous and cruel, tempted to outrage his loyalty, and filled 
with remorse. Lady Macbeth, too, is ambitious but not a 
mere monster of depravity. Although she is a 11 terrible im-
personator of evil passions and mighty powers 11 the woman 
herself remains a woman to the last." While she appeurs 
more active than Macbeth it is because of her superiority 
of intellect rather than because of her preenunence in 
wickedness. Her delicacy and refinement of nature is shown 
in her treatment of Macbeth after the banquet scene. He 
points out that since Lady Macbeth's wakened conscience 
fills her with remorse she is not depraved and hardened by 
the habit of crime. He has used quotations and questions 
to emphasize these values. 
.f..mbi tion 
Conscience 
Fear 
(Fortitude) 
(Honor) 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Hypocrisy 
(Intellect) 
Prophecy 
Retribution 
Sin ( 6rL1le) 
b. Summary of Methods 
Quotation 
(Sincerity) 
Supernatural 
Temptation 
Treachery 
Womanhood 
Question 
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13~ The New Hudson Shakespeare (70) 
Since the Introduction and notes of the New Hudson 
Shakespeare are by Henry Norman Hudson, the ethical values 
receive ;.the same emphasis here as they do in his Shakespeare: 
~ Mind, Art, and Ghar~cters. He quotes freely from his 
Shakespeare and calls attention to the values listed below. 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Fear 
Guilt 
Comment 
a. Summary or Values 
Hospitality 
Remorse 
SupernaturL.l 
Treachery 
b. Sunmary of Methods 
14. New Pocket Classics (76) 
rrruth 
Virtue 
Will 
The editor or the New Pocket Classic believes that the 
entire play is a "profound a.nd philosophical study of the 
effect of sin upon human life and the resulting degradation 
and suffering." He tells the student that the greatest 
traitor in all history is no more real than Macbeth and 
that in all the pages of world lidlerature no more impress-
ive moral lesson is taught. He further points out that in 
Macbeth the one all absorbing subject for study is to be 
found in its ethical contento 
Concerning the teaching of Macbeth he writes, 
Macbeth should be taught and studied as 
the most powerful chapter in literLture 
upon the birth and development of evil 
in the human heart. The process is com-
plete in detail, from the first yielding 
to temptation until the nature of its 
victim becomes wholly perverted, and the 
punishment which he has invited descends 
upon him. (76:xxvii) 
Having expressed himself thus emphatic~lly in his intro-
duction he follows the play with a detailed study in which 
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he carefully points out the disintegration of both Macbeth's 
and Lady Macbeth's charbcters. He begins by calling atten-
tion to Macbeth's bravery and follows by pointing out each 
step in his progression dovmward, his ambition and treach-
er.y, his defiance of religion, his fear of retribution or 
avenging of his crimes 'here,' his compunctions of con-
science, his cowardice, his frenzied imagination5 until he 
h£:.s traced Shakespeare's "portrayal of the fearful retri-
bution which crime works into the life and charb.cter of its 
perpetrators, 11 and Macbeth, becoming "hardened to all die-
tates of Humanity, cruel and utterly corrupt, ••• remorse-
fully feels that the murders of which he has been guiJ.ty 
ill t . h d " w no go unpun1s e • He has in like manner analyzed 
Lady Macbethts character. Following is an example of the 
manner in which he points up these ethical values. 
In the various phases of his dovvnfall that 
is not the least interesting which exhibits 
h:lm gradually ceasing to be frank and truth-
f'),ll, 1Jntil his c:onscience is stifled, and he 
dissimulates and lies with reckless ab&ndon. 
Lying is the most insidious of all vices. 
When it is once yielded to in the slightest 
degree it gathers strength and dominion, un-
til it undermines the moral nature of its 
victim and strikes the death blow to his 
chG.rc;cter. (76:152) 
a. Su:mmary of Values 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Evil--Sin 
Fear 
(Fortitude) 
Guilt 
Hypocrisy 
Remorse 
Retribution 
(Superstition) 
Treachery 
Virtue 
Will 
Womanhood 
b. Summary of Methods 
Comment 
15. New Readers' Shakespeare (74) 
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At the close of the New Readers' Shakespeare under the 
division 'I'opics for Discussion .Miss Chamberlain, the editor, 
has through both brief but pertinent suggestions and sympa-
thetic questioning directed the student's attention to the 
following ethJcul values: the influence of the supernutur-
al, temptation, fear, will, hypocrisy, remorse, conscience, 
retribution, treachery, and the qualities of refined woman-
hood. 
Conscience 
Fe&r 
Hypocrisy 
Comraent 
a. Sunrrnary of Values 
Remorse 
Retribution 
Su-oernatural 
b. Smrrrnary of Methods 
·:rempta tion 
rrreachery 
Will 
16. Riverside Literu.ture Series (88) 
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Cone, editor of the Riverside Literature Series, says, 
In the Suggestions !or ~ecial Study, the 
intention has been ••• to assist the stu-
dent in fornnng a clear and consistent no-
tion of the characters.--Note. 
And under Suggestions for Snecial Study she says the play 
will be found to have a moral unity. Mttcbeth is a false or 
reversed standard. 
I 
·:voe unto them that c&ll evil good, u.nd good 
evil; that put darkness for light, and light 
for darlmess; that put bitter for sweet and 
sweet for bitter1 --Isaiah, V:20 
Nith thut in mind she has emphasized the values listed be-
low. 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Fear 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Outer--Inner Life 
Remorse 
(Superstition) 
b. Swnmary of Methods 
Question 
·:rempt<.ttion 
iief-Jmess 
Will 
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17. The Rolfe Edition (82) 
In his Introduction Ivlr. Rolfe d.iscussr:s c.t great 
length the characters of l.lacbeth and his wife, but he does 
not follow· up his discussion with questions on the text, 
nor does he o.dd anything to it by means of his notes or his 
appendix. However, in his discussion he does 11 examine the 
play for such facts relating to them (Macbeth and Ludy 
Macbeth) as we can discover, and consider what inferences 
vre may draw from these facts as to the char<,_cters and re-
lations of the ·pair. 11• (82:15) He carefully leads the stu-
dent to note Macbethts active imaginution, his ~abition, 
the relation of each to the other in undertaking the initial 
sin, Macbeth's temptation, the admonition of his conscience, 
his lack of 1nor1;.l principle, his moral cowardice--fee;.r of 
the consequences, that drive hil:1 from crime to crime until 
retribution overtakes l1im. He as carefully calls attention 
to Lady Macbeth with 11 her clear het:Ld and strong will, 11 un-
selfishly ambitious in her love for her husband, a woman 
with "all the peculiar sensibilities of her sex'; who feels 
th<:>.t she must repudiate the instincts of her sex if she is 
"to do the bloody deed which is to give her ambitious hus-
band the crovm without waiting for fate to fulfill itself.n 
Rolfe in disagreement with I\irs. Kemble who calls Lady 
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r,·;acbeth a "masculine woman11 says, 11 She is not destitute of 
all fem:Lnine sensibilities but struggles ugainst them, re-
presses them by sheer strength of will." He further says 
that she is not insensible to remorse as is her husbund, 
nor can she silence conscience but for a time. Rolfe sym-
pathetically shows her to the student as she tries to com-
fort Macbeth while hlding the wound in her own breast. He 
calls attention to 11 one of the most masterly and most beau-
tiful traits of char,j_cter in the play, 11 exhibited after the 
banquet is broken up when, instead of giving way to bitter 
reproaches, she endeavors to sooth his troubles spirit. He 
presents her to the student as a woman of delicate and femi-
nine, even fragile beauty--a woman to whom lithe conscious-
ness of her sin and folly is like a conswning fire in her 
breast, a woman who bears the burden of her remorse alone, 
bereft of all worldly hope, and all human sympatr1y, until 
she is driven to despair. 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Fear 
(Love) 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
(Mor&lity) 
Remorse 
Retribution 
Sin 
b. Summary of Methods 
Ternpthtion 
(Unselfishness) 
Will 
Womanhood 
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18 The Scribner English Classics (87) 
Sykes, the editor of~ Scribner English Classic, 
says that Macbeth is especially suited for study of the 
drama because of its vivid characterization. The motive or 
the play is ambition "so conditioned that its realization 
is possible only through crime • • • • And the reactions 
from evil done constitute a counteraction both in the spirit-
ual life of the royal criminals and in the outer social 
world outraged by their deeds of murder • • • • Macbeth's 
peace of mind, his cause, his life, come to naught, and 
justice and social order are vindicated in the person of ~.~ 
the victim's son Malcom. 11 He points out the three fold ac-
tion: the power of the supernatural, culminating in the ful-
fillment of the prophecies; and the struggle between the 
outer and inner actions of life and their definite relations 
to individual destiny. The outer action brings death to 
Lady Macbeth and Macbeth, while the inner produces mental 
tortures and world-weariness. "Macbeth has the nature that 
explains all his words and deeds.rr His acute imagination is 
stronger than his .physical courage and he is consumed by 
fear. Lady Macbeth is a most gentle lady, 11 the dearest 
partner of my greatness."- She is a woman, a wife, a 
daughter, a mother. She has the will of steel that supplies 
the courage Macbeth lacked. "She is a wife and may do all 
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th&t may become a wife. It was enough for her that her 
husband would be king; her part therefore was clear: she 
would be the practical will and courage he lacked •••• 
Do you suppose if Mucbeth had willed the right, she would 
have failed him? We know she would have been by his side--
resolute, resourceful, successful. She failed only in that 
she thwarted her nature, stifled her sensibility, and bound 
herself to evil • • • • She is the complement of her hus-
band." ( 87 :xxii) 
.Ambition 
Evil 
a. Summary of Values 
Womanhood 
Fear 
(Fortitude) 
(Justice) 
Outer--Inner Life 
Supernatural 
Will 
b. Summary of Methods 
Comment 
19. Shakespeare's Macbeth (72) 
"Macbeth is a study of the inner life of man, 11 say the 
editors of Shakespeare's Macbeth. In it is the conflict 
between the good and bad in hurnan nature. 
There is talk of Nature, Hecate, and devils; 
but there is no calling on God for help • • • • 
It wanQd seem as if Lady Macbeth, in her 
summons to the evil spirit let them loose 
upon her country, and nothing of peace or 
joy could enter therein until the two beings 
they possessed were destroyed. (72:23) 
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They point out that because Lady Macbeth killed conscience 
in .Macbeth as well a.s in herself, conscience retalliated. 
':Vhroughout their character analysis they emphasize the eth-
ical values. They devote some twenty pages to the study of 
these values and further emphasize them with questions. 
Their treatment is sympathetic, wholesome, and interesting, 
calling &ttention to the fifteen values listed below. 
(Altruism) 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Evil 
Fear 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
(Fortitude) 
Goodness 
Hypocrisy 
Remorse 
Retribution 
b. Summary of Methods 
Question 
20. University Classics (83) 
(Selfishness) 
Supernatur&,l 
Temptation 
Treachery 
Womanhood 
In his Introduction the editor of the University 
Classic explains the nature and influence of the Witches on 
Macbeth, points out Macbeth's weakness, his c-ovetous ambi-
tion, his powerful imagination, his cowardice of conscience, 
and explains how he acts under the "definite inspiration 
received from his wife. 11 He calls attention to the passion-
ate and strong-willed ambition of Lady .Macbeth i:ti. following 
which she is cruel, treacherous, and daring. He reminds 
the student of her disloyalty and ingratitude, her amazing 
power of intellect, her superhuman strength of nerve, but 
withal her eternal femininity, beautiful and delicate. He 
further emphasizes these values in his questions for class 
study at the end of the book. 
Ambition 
Conscience. 
{Disloyalty) 
Fear 
· Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
(Ingratitude) 
Intellect 
Supernatural 
Treachery 
b. Summary of Methods 
Question 
Weakness 
Will 
.vomanhood 
21. Winston's Companion Classics (71) 
Mr. Blakely, in'his Introduction to the boys and girls 
who use his book, says Shakespeare's 11 men and women belong-
ed not merely to their time but to our time as wello They 
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were inspired and led by love, loyalty, and duty. They were 
pushed and driven by hatred, envy, and jealousy, o •• ~trug­
gling like ourselves with circumstances and temptation. 11 
Similarly, Macbeth and Lady Macbeth are 
members of our intimate personal circleso 
¥Vhile no one of our acquaintance is likely 
to be tempted to kill a king, we shall all 
face some temptation in which personal in-
terest will whisper to us--
If it were done wl1en 1 t is done, then 1 t were well 
It were done quickly. 
And we shall need to count well the moral 
responsibility we assurae. (7l:viii) 
He defines tragedy simply as a drama in which is fol-
lowed the temptation, downfall, and punishment ·of a more 
or less noble character, and he further explains thL.t 11 the 
tragic hero m"\fst be hu.:man, musj:; be ovt:rcome by some great 
temptation that we can at least appreciate.. 11 He then ana-
lyzes the characters of the play, pointing out to the pUpil 
the things he should look for, the bravery and fineness of· 
Macbeth when the play opens--a man of ambition, without 
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evil, averse to false dealing; and the wealmess in .Macbeth's 
character which Lady Macbeth lmows so well. He explains 
how she reasons. He clearly points out the various steps 
in Macbeth1s temptation and the developing retribution 
through the domination of fear until his degeneration is 
complete. "We have seen, 11 writes Ivlr. Blakely, ,., the tempta-
tion, the downfall, and the punishraent of a human soul. We 
do not rejoice in the punishment even though we say it is 
just, but we are moved with pity, pity that not once leaves 
us until the end comes. 11 Concerning the Weird Sisters he 
says, 11 The Weird Sisters represent the voice of tempt&tion, 
temptation that comes to all of us, sometimes from \vi thin, 
sometimes frnm without. But temptation all must meet." 
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After giving a sympathetic study of Lady Macbeth he conclud-
es his introduction by saying that Macbeth and Lady Macbeth 
"rrogether ••• work out with startling vividness the theme 
of the play, that overpowerinG ambition leads to destruction. 
In the notes at the end of each scene the editor emphasizes 
the values indicated in his introduction. 
Ambition 
(Envy) 
Evil 
Fear 
(Fortitude) 
(Love) 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
(Nobility) 
Outer--Inner Life 
Remorse 
Retribution 
(Sincerity) 
(Softness) 
b. Summary of Methods 
Question 
D. Survey of High School 
Editions of Hamlet 
Supernatural 
1fempta tion 
Truth 
(Unselfishness) 
Weakness 
Will 
1. 1_L'he Academy Classics (:1.05) 
In a section Comments On The Characters of the edition 
in the Academy Classic the editors note that Hamlet is a 
tragedy of almost one continual moralo A quotation from 
Joseph Ritson says that Laertes, if tried by any rules of 
honor or humanity, must be found a treacherous, cowardly, 
wicked wretch. Goethe tells the student that the key to 
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Hamlet's behaviour lies in Shakespeare's vividly represent-
ing a soul that hasn't the power to do a great deed required 
of it. From Coleridge the student learns that while Hamlet 
is brave he "vacillates from sensibility, and procrastinates 
from thoutht and loses the power of action in the energy of 
resolve. • • and dies the victim of mere circumstt:J.nce and 
action." From Coleridge the student also learns that "no 
faculties of intellect, however brilliant," are valuable if 
they keep one from action since "action is the chief end of 
existence.'' Hamlet's failure lies in his 11 continually re-
solving to do, yet doing nothing but resolve." 
Thurber also discusses Hamlet's sanity and very satis-
factorily explains his theory that Hamlet is sane. A quo-
tation from Campbell calls attention to the innocence and 
artlessness of Ophelia whose loveliness remains unpolluted 
by the frivolity, flattery, fawning and artifice of a cor-
rupted court. Hudson tells the student of the nobility and 
beauty of Horatio whose manliness, strength, tenderness, and 
solidity constantly support Hamlet and whose unselfishness 
makes him unaware of his rare traits of character. 
These values are further emphasized by suggestions 
and questions in the section, Explanatory Notes. 
Evil 
Hypocrisy 
Innocence 
Intellect 
IVladness 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Morality 
Nobility 
Procrastination 
(Purity)l 
Retribution 
b. Summ.ary of Methods 
Quotation 
2. The Arden Shalrespeare ( 95) 
Strength 
(Softness) 
Unselfishness 
Weakness 
Question 
The editors of 'l'he Arden Shakespeare 11 have attempted 
to suggest points of view from which the analysis of dra-
matic motive and dramatic character may be profitably un-
dertaken11--General Preface. In section four of the Intra-
----
duction they give a critical appreciation off the play. 
Concerning Hamlet's madness they say, 
Shakespeare did not mean Hamlet to be mad 
in any sense that would put his actions in 
a quite different catagory from those of 
other men. (95:xiii) 
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They call attention to the fact that, 11 The most tragic o • • 
thing in the world is the ruin of a high soul. 11 They say 
the theme of the play nis a tragedy of failure, of a great 
nature confronted with a low environraent, and so by the per-
varsity of things, made ineffective and disastrous through 
its o-vm greatness. 11 (ibid.) 
1. Values enclosed in ( ) are not listed in Chapter II 
under the study of Hamlet. 
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Hamlet, they point out, is a man of high intellectuHl 
8ifts, with delicucy or moral insitht, and sensitive temper-
ment, whose vivid consciousness of many possible courses of 
conduct keep him from action unless he acts from impulse. 
To such a man comes the imperative duty to revenge his 
father's murder. He is a high-strung idealist un£itted to 
deal with a practical crisis in life, and aware of his own 
weakness. 
Claudius uhas set his foot in the paths of villainy and 
will not turn back1t in spite of remorse. Gertrude is unable 
11 to realize her own moral degradation.'' Ophelia, utoo frag-
ile a reed" for Hamlet to lean upon, loves him and is loved 
in return • 
.Following the play they emphasize in their notes such 
other values as the hypocrisy of Claudius, the beauty and 
loveliness or Ophelia, the purity and honor of both Hamlet 
and Ophelia, the conceit of Polonius, the King's guilt, the 
stings of remorse, Laertests ignoble revenge. They show 
that what Hamlet does with his problem depends upon the laws 
of his character and circumstances; that ttclaudius' better 
self is strong enough to make him repent his crime, but not 
to lead him to give up the fruits of it; that his mother's 
sin made Hamlet lose faith in womanhood; and that 11 B.amlet 1 s 
ineffectiveness has its tragic results outside his own life." 
Conscience 
Duty 
(Egoism) 
Hypocrisy 
Idealism 
Impulse 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Innocence 
Intellect 
Love 
Madness 
Morality 
(Purity) 
b. Summary of Methods 
3. The Avon Shakespeare (94) 
Remorse 
(Repentunce) 
Revenge 
Sin 
Virtue 
Wealrn.ess 
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Adams, the editor of ~ Avon Shakespeare presents the 
problem o~ Hamlet's personality in his Introduction, saying, 
11 If we can answer this, we shall have solved a long stand-
ing secret." The question is, "Why did not Hamlet proceed 
at once to take revenge on his father's murderer, a revenge 
which, in those times, was considered justifiable, ir not 
obligatory?" He then gives briefly'some of the theories 
advanced by a few of the authors who have contributed to the 
more than five thousand volunes written to interpret 
Hamlet's character. They are a11 arguments for or against 
his madness, real or assumed, and the editor encludes quo-
tations fro1n several authorities. In these arguments are 
discussed Hamlet's conscience, paralyzing his will and ren-
dering him incapable of decisive action; his idealistic na-
ture; his possible melancholia, forcing excessive reflection 
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upon him until he is unable to act except v1hen the demand ,_ 
upon him is unexpected. 
Turning to the minor characters of the play he calls 
attention to the lack of strength in Ophelia's character 
and her unselfish affection, to the King's fondness for in-
trigue, to tlle self-indulgence of the Queen, to the steadi-
ness and reliability of Horatio, and to the revenge of 
Laertes. 
At the close of the play he encludes a discussion of 
the play by scenes. Here he discusses the various ethical 
values as they appear through the thoughts and acts of the 
various characters. There is the lack of sincerity in the 
King; there is his morality, his treachery, his conscience, 
his ambition, and his remorse; there is Hamlet's disgust, 
his indecision, his sweetness, and his nobility of mind, 
his weakness, his righteous ·:d.uty, his revenge, his idealism, 
and his impulsiveness; there is the self-conceit of Polonius; 
the loyalty of Gertrude, her repentance, her tehd~rness and 
love for Hamlet. Finally he discusses the consequences of 
]famlet's killing Polonius or retribution. He concludes 
that Hamlet's failure may have been due to his extreme 
idealism, nfor the abnormal mental condition which paralyzed 
his will resulted from disillusionment, which in a less 
idealistic man, could not have become dangerously acute. 
Now at the end of the play it leads directly to his death. 
Thus is he defeated by his own best gifts. 11 (94:199) 
(Ambition) 
Conscience 
(Constancy) 
Disgust 
Duty 
(Egoism) 
Idealism 
Impulse 
Indecision 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Intellect 
Love 
(Loyalty) 
Madness 
Morality 
Nobility 
Remorse 
(Repentance) 
Retribution 
b. Sunnnary of Methods 
4. Cathedral Classics (100) 
Revenge 
Sincerity 
Treachery 
Strength 
Sweetness 
Unselfishness 
Weakness 
Will 
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The editors of the Cathedral Classic discuss the char-
acters of the play in section XI of the Introduction. As 
they discuss each character separately they emphasize those 
ethical values that are made prominent, either by their 
presence or their absence, in each life. In connection 
with Claudius they point to hypocrisy, fear, conscience, 
remorse, and repentance; with Gertrude, weakness, love, vir-
tua; with Hamlet, nobility, sincerity, intellect, mPr&lity, 
the need of balance between the inner and outer life, grief, 
melancholy, will, disgust, procrastination, weakness, duty, 
impulse, retribution; with Polonius, self-conceit :or egoism; 
with Ophelia, purity, innocence, sweetness, docility, vir-
tue. Some of these values are further emph!:isized in the 
questions at the close of the play. 
Conscience 
Disgust 
Duty 
(Egoism) 
Fear 
Grief 
Hypocrisy 
Impulse 
Innocence 
Comment 
'-
a. Summary of Values 
Intellect 
Love 
:Madness 
Morality 
Nobility 
Outer--Inner 
Life 
Procrastination 
(Purity) 
b. Summacy of Methods 
Quotation 
(Softness) 
Remorse 
(Repentance) 
Retribution 
Sincerity 
Sweetness 
Virtue 
Wealmess 
vVill 
Question 
5. Eclectic English Classics (103) 
The Eclectic English Classic is edited with a short 
introduction and a shorter appendix. In the introduction 
are a number of quotations that analyze the characters and 
emphasize some of the ethical values of the play. A quo-
tation from Dowden explains that Hamlet:is not fitted to 
accomplish his duty because of his excessive reflective 
tendency and his unstable will. Although he ascertains 
Claudius's guilt he is unable to take his revenge. Dowden 
speaks of Hamlet's fortitude and Ophelia's sweetness. A 
quotation from Hazlitt says that Hamlet's character is not 
lffi6 
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marked by strensth of will or passion but by refinement of 
thought and sentiment; that his ruling passion is to think, 
not to act; and that he refuses his revenge because he can-
not have a perfect revenge. He is conscious of his own weak-
ness. A quotation from Moberly calls attention to Ophelia's 
simplicity of religion and to Laertes 1 s treachery, and1one 
from Mrs. Hruneson refers to Ophelia•s innocence and love. 
Generally speaking the editor has failed to emphasize the 
ethical values for he has done little more than identify 
them through brief quotations. 
Duty 
Guilt 
Innocence 
Intellect 
Identification 
a. Summary of Values 
Love 
Morality 
Procrastination 
.H.evenge 
b. Summary of Methods 
Quotation 
6. Golden Key Series (96) 
Sweetness 
Treachery 
Virtue 
Will 
In the Golden Key edition the editor has placed his em-
phasis on Hamlet as a play, definitely intended for presen-
tation on the stage. He has used for this purpose aids 
from Walter Hampden. With this in mind the editor has paid 
no attention to his opportunities for emphasiz:tng the eth-
ical values. 
a. Summary of Values 
None 
b. Summary of Methods 
None 
7. Laurel English Classics (91) 
In the Introduction to the Laurel English Classic 
there is a page on How to Estimate ~ Character, which 
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while not emphasizing a specific value will help the student 
discover values for himself. In the notes at the end of the 
play the editor calls attention by both comment and ques-
tion to definite values. '11he dominant idea running through 
his notes is the development of character. Beside:his own 
pointed comments he asks questions designed to make the 
student think and form opinions of his own. In the appen-
dices he encludes quotations from various literary author-
i ties. 'l'he values emphasized by these three methods are 
listed below. 
Conscience 
(Consistency) 
Duty 
Evil 
Grief 
Hypocrisy 
Impulse 
Indecision 
Innocence 
a. Summary of Values 
Intellect 
Love 
(Loyalty) 
Madness 
Morality 
Nobility 
Outer--Inner Life 
Procrastination 
(Purity) 
Remorse 
(Repentance) 
Revenge 
Self-Interest 
Sincerity 
Strength 
Treachery 
Virtue 
Weakness 
b. Summary of Methods 
Comment Quotation Question 
8. The Lake Library Edition (98) 
In the Preface o£ the~ Edition the editor says, 
Although the task of aesthetic interpre-
tation has been, for the most part, left 
to the teacher, the editor has ventured 
to draw attention in the notes to some of 
the more important points in the structure 
of the plot and in the exposition of char-
acter. 
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But his calling attention to some of the mone important 
points in the exposition of character is so neglible as to 
offer no emphasis to the ethical values of the play. 
a. Summary of Values 
None 
b. Summary of Methods 
None 
9. Longmans' English Classics (104) 
ttHamlet is," says the editor .. of the Longmans' Classic 
11 when all has been said, less a play than a supreme study 
of character, of soul in a position peculiar though not 
strained. 11 (104:xxii) In his brief characterization of 
the various characters the editor calls attention to impulse, 
fear, innocence, purity, intellect, and emphasizes Hanliet 1 s 
madness or feigned madness in his questionso 
Conscience 
Fear 
(Fortitude) 
G!!ie.f 
Impulse 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Indecision 
Innocence 
Intellect 
Madness 
(Purity) 
b. Summary pf .Methods 
Question 
10. Merrill's English Texts (90) 
Revenge 
(Self-Mastery) 
Wealrn.ess 
Will 
The editor of the Merrill Text says the edition 11 is 
planned for the use of students of the upper two years of 
the high school." With that idea in mind he has given his 
edition of Hamlet to the student with no emphasis on the 
ethical values of the drama. In one brief paragraph he 
does mention the existence of an argurnent concerning 
Hamlet's madness and his weakness of will. 
a. Summary of Values 
None 
b. Summary of Methods 
None 
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11. The New Hudson Shakespeare (92) 
While Black has edited the New Hudson Shakespeare, the 
Introduction and notes are by Hudson. Some thirty pages of 
the Introduction are devoted to the discussion of the char-
acters in which the ethical values listed below are em-
phasized in Hudson's recognized authority. 
a. Summary of Values 
Conscience 
Disgust 
Duty 
(Egoism--Conceit) 
(Fortitude) 
Goodness 
Guilt 
(Honor) 
Hypocrisy 
Impulse 
Indecision 
Innocence 
Intellect 
(Justice) 
Love 
Madness 
Morality 
Nobility 
Outer--Inner Life 
Procrastination 
(Purity) 
Remorse' 
(Repentance) 
Revenge 
Comment 
b. Summary of Methods 
Quotation 
Retribution 
(Self-Mastery) 
(Softness--
Gentleness) 
Strength 
Sweetness 
Treachery 
Truth 
Unselfishness 
Virtue 
Weakness 
Will 
12. New Pocket Classics (102) 
The editors of the New Pocket Classic have not present-
ed any of the ethical values of the drama either in their 
introduction or their notes. 
a. Summary of Values 
None 
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b. Summary of Methods 
None 
13. New Readers' Shakespeare (93) 
In the New Readers' Shakespeare the editor in his sec-
tion ~o ~ Pupil says, 
The critical material which may be found 
in the library, and the notes and questions 
in the Appendix will suggest many problems 
for discussion • • • • It is far better 
to judge by what is actually within the 
lines of the text, than to allow critics 
to settle the problem for us. 
And :following her idea Miss Chamberlain has placed ques-
tions in the Appendix that direct the pupil to consider the 
following ethical values: Horatio's honesty, intelligence, 
inward or outward inferiority, Hamlet's sense of outraged 
decency, the worth of a man, indecision, strength or weak-
ness of character, the morals of Polonius, Ophelia's love, 
the sincerity of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, the guilt of 
the King, the King's remorse, Ophelia's willingness to play 
the part set by her father and the King, Hamlet's fine and 
genuine nature, the King's repentance, the guilt or inno-
cence of Gertrude, reason or instinct in the killing of 
Polonius, the meaning of revenge, Hamlet's madness, Hamlet's 
regard for inferiors, and his weakness, the Queen's loyalty, 
treachery, ambition, impulse, and Hamlet's generous qualities. 
.Ambition 
Disgust 
Guilt 
(Honesty) 
Impulse 
Indecision 
Innocence 
Intellect 
Oonnnent 
a. Sunnnary of Values 
Love 
(Loyalty) 
Madness 
Morality 
Nobility 
Outer--Inner Life 
Remorse 
(Repentance) 
b. Summary of Methods 
Question 
14. Riverside Classics (89) 
Revenge 
Sincerity 
Strength 
Treachery 
Unsel-fishness 
Weakness 
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In this edition the editor has placed no definite em-
phasis on the ethical values. On pages 156-162 he encludes 
a set of questions, few of which refer directly to any par-
ticular value. 
a. Surmnary of Values 
None 
b. Sunnnary of Methods 
None 
15. The Rolfe Edition (101) 
Rolfe has emphasized the ethical v~lues in his book 
both in the Introduction and in the Appendix. In his 
Introduction he has placed quotations from many of the out-
standing authorities on Shakespeure, and in his Apnendix he 
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has placed his own comments. Here he expresses what he con-
siders the moral of the play in the lines 
There's a divinity that shapes out ends 
Rough-hew them how we will. 
11 A terrible and perplexing duty is demanded of Hamlet, who 
is in a measure up.prepared for it." However, he strives 
to do it, although at times he stumbles and misses his way, 
but he does not yield. :b,inally Fate makes his one great 
mistake the means of solving the problem that bafrles him, 
and he dies the victim of his impatience and rashness; but 
his duty is done. "The guilty suffer the just penalty of 
their crimes • • • • If we do not see the lesson of this, 
we should not see it though an angel came down from heaven 
to expound it." (101:339) The values he emphasizes are 
listed belovr. 
Conscience 
Duty 
(Fortitude) 
Guilt 
Nobility 
Procrastination 
a. Summary of Values 
(Purity) 
Retribution 
Revenge 
Sin 
Strength 
Sweotness 
b. Summary of ffiethods 
Comment Quotation 
Treachery 
Truth 
Weakness 
Will 
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16. The Temple Shakespeare (97) 
The Temple Shakespeare has an introduction by Hudson, 
who devotes some twenty pages to a discussion of the char-
acters, in which he emphasizes or explains the ethical val-
ues found in their lives. The Introduction is followed by 
Comments !?.I Shake.spearean Scholarso Here these values are 
further emphasized. In all some forty pages are devoted to 
the discussion of such values as are listed bel.ow. 
{Ambition) 
Conscience 
Duty 
Evil (Crime) 
Good 
Grief 
Guilt 
Innocence 
Intellect 
(Justice) 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Love 
Madness 
Morality 
Nobility 
(Obedience) 
Outer--Inner Life 
procrastination 
(Purity) 
Remorse 
Retribution 
b. Summary of Methods 
Quotation 
17. University Classics (99) 
Revenge 
(Softness--
Gentleness) 
Treachery 
Unselfishness 
Virtue 
Weakness 
Will 
In the University Classic the editor has presented the 
ethical values through questions listed under Critical 
Comments ~ the Play. Verity says that !J.&mlet brings a 
vital message to all for it deals with questions that 
11 knock for answer at every heart;u Dowden notes the love 
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between Hamlet an:l Ophelia. Gervinus comments on a sense 
of duty and its fulfillment; Goethe calls attention to 
Hamlet's weakness; Coleridge refers to his procrastination; 
Furness finds him a man of action, using his intellect to 
act as occasion requires; Werder points out the nature of 
Hromlet's revenge. The editor calls attention to Ophelia's 
sweetness and weakness, to the Queen's love for Hamlet and 
Ophelia, to Laertes•s lack or moral conscience, to the 
King's remorselessness and treachery, and to Polonius 1 s 
egoism. His questions at the end of the play do not fur-
ther emphasize any of these values. 
Gonscience 
Duty 
(Egoism) 
Innocence 
Intellect 
Comment 
a. Summary of Values 
Love 
Procrastination 
Remorse 
Revenge 
Retribution 
b. Summary of Methods 
Quotation 
Sweetness 
Treachery 
Weakness 
E. Summary of the Survey of the High-
School Editions of Julius Caesar, 
Macbeth, and Hamlet by Means 
of Tables and li'igures 
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It is the purpose of this summary to set forth the 
results of the survey of the high-school editions of Julius 
Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet by means of tables and i"igures. 
1. Method of recognizing the ethical values 
emphasized in the high-school editions 
of Julius Gaesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet 
As each edition was surveyed record was made of each 
ethical value emphasized by the editor. Each value that 
had been named by one or more of the recognized literary 
authorities and listed in Chapter II was noted and record-
ed. The opposite of a named value was also recognized: e.g., 
ingratitude was found by Brandes; therefore, if" an editor 
emphasized gratitude, it was likewise recorded. Values that 
were not recognized by the authorities listed in Chapter II, 
with the exception of obedience, repentance, and supersti-
tion, were not noted or recorded. The three exceptions 
were so closely related to values named that there could be 
no question of their ethical value, and for that reason 
they were recognized. Some editors emphasized values in a 
play which the authorities, mentioned in Chapter II,· had 
not found in that particular play, but since these values 
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had been found in one of the two other plays they were 
noted and recorded. Since authorities did not agree on the 
same values for a play it was assumed that an editor might 
recognize and emphasize a value that, although present, had 
not been mentioned by the authorities. For example, a 
number of editors recognized Polonius's conceit or egoism 
in Hamlet, although none of the authorities had mentioned 
egoism in connection with their discussion of Hamlet. How-
ever, a number of authorities had found and emphasized 
egoism to be one of the values of Julius Caesar. Since 
Hudson was found to emphasize but nine values in Hrunlet 
according to the survey conducted for Chapter II, but had 
emphasized thirty-five values in l1is high-school edition of 
Hamlet it was concluded that other editors might find recog-
nized values that had not been emphasized in connection 
with a particular play. Therefore all values named in con-
nection with anyone of the three plays were recognized and 
recorded whenever an editor emphasized it in his particular 
edition. 
2. Tables summarizing the ethical values found 
in the high-school editions of Julius 
Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet 
Table VII summarizes the ethical values emphasized in 
the high-school editions of Julius Caesar; Table VIII sum-
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marizes the ethical values emphasized in the high-school 
editions of Macbeth; and Table IX summarizes the ethical 
values emphasized in the high-school editions of Hamlet. 
Each of these tables shows the high-school editions 
used in the survey of the particular play, Julius Caesar, 
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Macbeth, or Hamlet. It also shows the various ethical val-
ues emphasized by the editors of the play in question. ~he 
tables show which edition emphasizes the greatest number of 
values, as well as which emphasizes the least number. From 
the table one can easily learn which values were emphasized 
and which were not. Also from the table one can readily 
ascertain which edition emphasizes or does not emphasize a 
particular value. Each table gives the total number of 
editions emphasizing each value and the total number of 
values emphasized by each edition. 
3. Figures summarizing the survey of the 
high-school editions of Julius Gaesar, 
Macbeth, and Hamlet 
Figure 1 is an ehtical value profile for the high-
school editions of Julius Caesar; Figure 3 is an ethical 
value profile for the high-school edi tio·ns of Macbeth; and 
Figure 5 is an ethical value profile for the high-school 
editions of Hamlet. The profile shows the editions sur-
veyed and the number of values emphasized for each play. 
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It presents a graphic conparison of the editions. One can 
readily see which edition emphasizes the greatest number of 
values as well as the editions that do not emphasize any. 
Figure 2 is a methods profile for the high-school 
editions of Julius Caesar; Figure 4 is a methods profile 
for the high-school editions of Macbeth; and Figure 6 is a 
methods prof.ile for the high-school editions of Hamlet. In 
each profile is listed the text-books surveyed for that 
particular figure. By means of the legend one may easily 
determine how many methods a particular editor used as well 
as which of the methods--identification, comment, question, 
quotation, project--he has employed. This profile also 
presents a graphic comparison of the editions of Julius 
Caesar, of Macbeth, and of Hamlet. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, 
AND SUGGESTIONS 
A. Summary and Conclusions 
The purpose of this thesis was to disco:uer by means of 
a survey what ethical values were attributed to Shakespeare 
by literary authorities and to determine what emphasis, if 
any, was placed on the ethical values attributed to Shake-
speare by the editors of Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet. 
1. Summary and conclusions of the survey 
of the literary contributions 
Forty-five literary contributions by thirty-five liter-
ary critics were surveyed. From the survey it was found 
that sixteen critics attributed the following thirty-six 
ethical values to Julius Caesar: 
Altruism 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Consistency 
Constancy 
Loyalty 
Duty 
Egoism 
Arrogance 
Conceit 
Envy 
Fortitude 
Bravery 
Courage 
Heroism 
Hate 
Honor 
Hypocrisy 
Idealism 
Individuality 
Ingratitude 
Intellect 
Justice 
Liberty 
Love 
Morality 
Nobility 
Outer--Inner 
Life 
Patriotism 
Pity 
Pride 
Purity 
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Remorse 
Retribution 
Righteousness 
Self-Mastery 
·softness 
Treachery 
Tyranny 
Vintue 
Weakness 
Womanliness 
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It was also found that fifteen critics attributed the 
following twenty-one ethical values to Macbeth: 
Ambition 
Conscience 
Evil 
Crime 
Sin 
Fear 
Fidelity 
Honesty 
Goodness 
Glililt 
: Hosp1 tll:t:ty 
Hypocrisy 
Outer--Inner 
Life 
Pride 
Prophecy 
Remorse 
Retribution 
Supernatural 
Temptation 
Treachery 
Truth 
Virtue 
~Veakness 
Will 
Womanhood 
And it was further found that twenty-five critics at-
tributed the following thirty-one ethical values to Hamlet: 
Conscience 
Disgust 
Duty 
Falseness 
Good 
Grief 
Hypocrisy 
Idealism 
Impulse 
Indecision 
Innocence 
Intellect 
Love 
Madness 
Morality 
Nobility 
Outer--Inner 
Life 
Procrastination 
Remorse 
Retribution 
Nemesis 
Revenge 
Vengeance 
Self-Interest 
Sin 
Sincerity 
Strength 
SweQ'tness 
rrreachery 
Unselfishness 
Virtue 
Weakness 
Will Power 
Of the eighty-nine values attributed to the three plays 
there were sixty-two different values named. The following 
eight values were attributed to each of the three plays: 
Conscience 
Hypocrisy 
Outer--Inner 
Life 
Remorse 
Retribution 
Treachery 
Virtue 
•veakness 
Gonscience was found to be as vital to the characters in the 
plays as it is to man in actual life. The poet was found to 
recognize the relation between the physical world or outer 
life and the spiritual and mental worlds or inner life in 
each of the plays. Hypocrisy and treachery played a vital 
part in the ruin of those who practiced them, and·,;-tirtue 
r 
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was found to be an integral part or those who lived a good 
life in all three of the plays. Weakness in one form or an-
other brought the ruin of 1~the high soul'' 1n each play, and 
remorse turned "scorpions" loose in the brains or the evil-
doers while retribution followed inevitably in the wake o~ 
crime. ~leven vaues were attributed to two of the plays: 
Ambition 
Duty 
Goodness 
Idealism 
Intellect 
Love 
Morality 
Nobility 
Pride 
Will 
Womanliness--
Womanhood 
Ambition was the obstacle that blocked the road to a sue-
cessful life in both Julius Caesar and Macbeth. A high 
sense o:f duty brought torture to Br..utus :and::.to ..... Hmh!het::.. 
Idealism made Brutus execute his duty and made Hamlet delay 
in executing his. Both were governed by their moral prin-
ciples; both are remembered f'or their nobility o:f character; 
and both men were driven by their intellect. Pride brought 
Julius Oaesar to arrogance and assassination; pride kept 
Macbeth :from ignoble death. It was Lady Macbeth's will 
that controlled her feminine nature and gave her strength 
to carry out her dreadful purpose, while Hamlet's will, ac-
cording to some critics, refused to assel~t itself and kept 
him dallying with duty or, according to others, gave him 
power no wait until the King's baseness was revealed to the 
people and he oould execute his revenge without bringing 
dianonor to his name. Goodness, that essence of beautiful 
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womanhood, won Hamlet's love for Ophelia, and kept Lady 
Macbeth from being a fiend as some would believe her. 
Love destroyed Ophelia; love ruined the cause of tl1e con-
spirators and failed to turn Brutus's dagger from Caesar's 
heart. And not only were those qualities which are recog-
nized as making up womanliness found in Portia but they 
were also in evidence to a certain degree in Lady Macbeth--
it was the eternal feminine that was her undoing. 
2. Summary and conclusions of the survey 
of the high-school editions of 
Julius Caesar, Macbeth, 
and Hamlet 
A survey was made of fifty-eight high-school editions 
of Shakespeare's three plays Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and 
Hamlet: twenty editions of Julius Caesar, twenty-one edi-
tions of Macbeth, and seventeen editions of Hamlet. 
a. Julius Caesar 
(1) Values found in editions of 
Julius Oaesar 
Of the twentJ· editions of Julius Caesar that were 
surveyed nine were found that emphasized ten or more values; 
two emphasized fifteen values; none emphasized more than 
fifteen. Three editions did not emphasize any. 
Of the thir~~-seven values attributed to Julius Caesar 
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by literary authorities four were not emphasized by the 
editors: altruism, ingratitude, ~' and rigpteousness. 
To the list of thirty-six values four editors added sincer-
ity. Thirteen editors emphasized idealism; eleven emphasiz-
ed nobility, patrmotism, and weakness; nine, ~ and 
justice; eight, morality and virtue; seven, honor and pride; 
six, conscience. Hypocrisy, intellect, and tyranny were 
each emphasized by but one editor; constancy, egoism, hate, 
individuality, love, outer and inner life, purity, and self-
mastery, by but three each; consistency, duty, fortitude, 
remorse, retribution, sincerity, treachery, and wo~nliness, 
by but four each; and ambition, liberty, and softness, by 
but five each. 
The editors of Julius Caesar did not emphasize as most 
important the eight values emphasized by the critics as 
those most universal. These eight values runk according to 
the number of editors emphasizing them as follows: 
Values Common to the 
Three Plays 
Number of Editors Emphasiz-
ing Each in Julius Caesar 
Weakness •••••••••••••••••• 11 
Virtue.................... 8 
Conscience. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 
Treachery. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
Retribution ••••••••••••••• 4 
Remorse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 4 
Outer--Inner Life ••••••••• 3 
Hypocrisy ••••••••••.•••••• 1 
(2) Methods used by the editors 
to emphasize values in 
ITulius Gaesar 
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It was found that the editors used one or more or five 
methods--identification, comment, quotation, auestion, and 
project--in emphasizing the values. When identification was 
used alone its emphasis was very slight. The editors of 
the Laurel and the Stratford Classics used each of the five 
methods. ~welve editors emphasized the values by valuable 
comment; six of the twelve strengthened their comment with 
the question; and two of these six added the quotation and 
the project to still further increase their emphasis. Three 
editors who did not use the comment used the question as a 
means of emphasis, and one of the three added the project. 
Only one e~itor used identification alone; one used only 
the question; and six, only the comment. 
b. Macbeth 
(1) Values found in editions of 
Macbeth 
Of the twenty-one editions of Macbeth surveyed, fifteen 
were found that emphasized ten or more values; six, that 
emphasized fifteen values; and one that emphasized twenty-
two values. Two editions did not emphasize any values. 
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All of the twenty-two ethical values attributed to 
Macbeth by the literary authorities were emphasized by at 
least one editor. To the tVTenty-two ethical values attri-
buted by the critics, the editors added altruism, disloyaltl, 
!!m_, fortitude, honor, ingratitude, intellect, justice, 
love, morality, nobility, purity, repentance, revenge, self-
ishness, sinceritY, softness, superstition, tyranny, and 
unselfishness. ~ighteen editors emphasized fear; seventeen, 
ambition; fifteen, conscience; fourteen evil or sin and will; 
thirteen remorse, te:i:nptation_and woma$ood; twelve, retri-
bution; eleven, fortitude and treachery; nine, wealmess; 
seven, hypocrisy and superstition; six, love; five, the re-
lation between the outer and inner life. Altruism, disloy-
alty, ~' fidelity, hospitality, ingratitude, pride, 
purity, repentance, revenge, softness, end tyranny were each 
emphasized by but one editor; honor, justice, morality, 
selfishness, sincerity, truth, unselfishness, and virtue, 
by but two; guilt, intellect, and prophecy, by but three. 
The editors of Macbeth, as the editors of Julius Caesar, 
did not emphasize the eight universal ethical values. These 
eight values were emphasized according to the editors of 
Macbeth as follows: 
r 
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Values Common to the 
rrhree Plays 
Number o£ Editors Emphasiz-
ing ~ach in Macbeth 
Conscience.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15 
Remorse. • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 13 
Retribution •••••••••••••••••••• 12 
Treachery ••.••••••••••••••••••• 11 
Weak::rless....................... 9 
Hypocrisy • ...................• o 7 
Outer--Inner Li£e •••••••••••••• 5 
Virtue. • . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . • • 2 
(2) Methods used by the editors 
to emphasize values in 
Macbeth 
Of the five methods used to emphasize the ethical val-
ues comment was used by all nineteen editors who attempted 
to emphasize the ethical values of the play. Twelve of the 
nineteen added the question to the comment, and :four added 
the quotation to the two above named methods. No editor 
was found to emphasize the values by the use of the project. 
The Adams' Student's Edition was :found to offer the most 
valuable comment. 
c. Hamlet 
(1) Values found in editions 
of Hamlet 
Of the seventeen editors of Hamlet surveyed,five were 
found that did not emphasize the ethical values of the play. 
One editor emphasized thirty-five values. Twelve editors 
emphasized at leust ten values; eleven, emphasized thirteen; 
eight, sixteen; seven, eighteen; and four who emphasized 
twenty-five or more. 
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or the thirty-one values attributed to Hamlet by the 
liter21.ry authorities only one, falseness, was not emphasiz-
ed by at least. one editor. To the thirty-one values attri-
buted to Hamlet by the literary authorities the editors add-
ed ambition, consistency, constancy, egoism, evil, fear, 
fidelity, fortitude, guilt, honor, justice, obedience, 
purity, repent2.nce, self-mastery, softness, and.truth. 
Eleven editors emphasized intellect andweakness; ten, in-
nocence, morality, revenge; nine, duty, ~' and madness; 
eight, conscience, nobility, procrastination, purity, ~­
morse, retribution, and treachery; seven, impulse and will 
power; six, repentance, strength, sweetness, and virtue; 
five, egoism, guilt, hypocrisy, indecision, outer ~ inner 
life, and unselfishness. Honor, obedience, and self-inter-
est were emphasized by one editor; consistency, constancy, 
fear, good, idealism, justice, self-mastery, sin, and truth, 
by but two; ambition, evil, fidelity, and fortitude, by but 
three; and d1sgust, grief, sincerity, and softness, by but 
four. 
As in Julius Caesar and Macbeth the editors of Hamlet 
did not emphasize as the most important the eight values 
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emphasized by the critics as universal to the three plays. 
·rhese eight values were emphasized according to the editors 
of Hamlet as follows: 
Values Common to the 
Three Plays 
Number of Editors Emphasiz-
ing ~ach in Hamlet 
vVeakness •••••.••.•••.•••• 10 
Conscience •••••... ·••.•••• 8 
Remorse • ••••••••••••••••• 
Retribution •••••••••••••• 
Treachery ••.••.•.•••••••• 
Hypocrisy •• ~ ••••••••••••• 
Outer and Inner Life ••••• 
Virtue o • ••••••••••••••••• 
8 
8 
7 
5 
5 
5 
In further comparison it was found that these eight 
values were emphasized by the editors or all three plays 
as follows: 
Values Com:r:1on to the 
Three Plays 
Number of Editors Emphasiz-
ing Each in the ~hree Plays 
Weakness ••••••••••••••••• 30 
Conscience ••••.•••••••••• 29 
Remorse •••••••••••••••••• 25 
Retribution •••••••••••••• 24 
Treachery •••••••.•••••••• 22 
Virtue. • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 15 
Hypocrisy •••••••••••••••• 13 
Outer and Inner Life •••• 13 
It was also found that in Julius Gaesar no value was em-
phasized by more than thirteen editors and but three of the 
eight universal values were emphasiaed by one half tha.t 
number of the editors; in Macbeth no value was emphasuzed 
by more than eighteen editors, and .five of the eight uni-
versal values were emphasi~ed by one half that number of 
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editors; and in Hamlet no value was emphasized by more than 
eleven editors, and all eight universu.l values were emphasiz-
ed by at least one half of that number of editors. 
(2) Methods used by the editors 
to emphasize the values 
in Hamlet 
Of the methods employed to emphasize the ethical values 
in Hamlet eleven editors used the comment; eight of these 
editors also used the quotation, and three further emph~siz~ 
ed the values by the use of the question., One editor used 
quotation to supplement his use of identification. No 
editor was found to use the project. 
The survey further shows that of the forty-eight editors 
who recognized and emphasized the ethical values of the 
three plays forty-one used the comment; twenty-seven used 
the question; fourteen used the quotation; and three used 
the project. The survey also shows that only two editors 
used all five methods; seven editors used three methods; 
twenty-two editors used two methods; and eighteen editors. 
used only one method. 
3. Re-statement of Conclusions 
The data obtained by this survey show: 
(1) that certain definite ethical values are attribu-
r 
ted to Shakespeare's Julius Gaesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet;_ 
(2) that forty-eight of fifty-eight editors have em-
phasized the ethical values attributed to Julius Caesar, 
Macbeth, and Hamlet; 
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(3) that not more than nine of the forty-eight editors 
used more than two methods of emphasis. 
Such findings would seem to indicate that the editors could 
more effectively emphasize the ethical values than they now 
do by using more of the available methods. 
B. Implications 
This survey has revealed that there are definite ethi-
cal values to be found in Shakespeare's three plays, Julius 
Caesar, Macbeth, and Hamlet. It also reveals unlimited 
possibilities for correlating the study of morals with the 
study of literature. Since it has become the duty of the 
schools, if they would rollow.modern trends in American 
education, to teach character development in their class-
rooms the findings of this survey places an obligation on 
(1) the editor who prepares Julius Caesar, Macbeth, or 
Hamlet for high school use; and (2) the teacher who chooses 
a text for her class. 
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1. Obligation of the Editor 
If the editor would prepare his text to meet the de-
mands of modern American educational trends he must in his 
text-book set before boys and girls those values that will 
emphasize character development in a wholesone and effec-
tive manner. He has at least five methods by means of 
which he can set these values before the student. Since it 
is the evident purpose of the editor to produce books that 
will meet the needs of the classroom he is missing his op-
portunity and failing in the part he contributes to the edu-
cational program if he neglects to emphasize those ethical 
values that will aid in the teaching of character. 
2o Obligation of the Teacher 
The teacher who would be progressive and keep in step 
with modern American educational trends should welcome those 
texts that set before the boys and girls such values as 
will in a wholesome and effective manner emphasize character 
development. The teacher who, in choosing a text to place 
in the hands of her students, does not select those books 
that most effectively present the ethical values which will 
aid in emphasizing the importance of the development of 
character is failing in the part she contributes to the edu-
cational program. 
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G. Suggested Problems for. 
Research 
The results of this survey suggest the possibility of 
obtaining valuable information from 
1. A similar survey of the other Shakespearean 
dramas found in.the high-school curriculum; 
2. A similar survey of any of the other literary 
masterpieces found in the high-school curriculum; 
3. A similar survey of the text-books in any 
other field of the high-school curriculum. 
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